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DIDDY KONG RACING KNOWS 

Race anywhere you find land, sea or air in a true 

free-roaming adventure. 

To survive you'll need guts, speed and savvy 

whether you're flying your plane, power-sliding 

your car or buzzing around in your hovercraft. 

Four player action, 8 characters, 30 tracks and if 

that's not enough, slap in a Rumble Pak™ and feel 

  

every impact. 
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then swiftly break, a whole host 

of well meaning resolutions while 
you dwell on what the next 12 
months have in store. 

But who knows what the future has waiting up 
the sleeves of its tight-fitting and wholly un- 
fashionable Christmas sweater? Funnily 
enough we do! (That was a 
rhetorical question you see?) 

Gazing into my crystal 
balls, | see a squat, dark 
primate. But does Diddy 
Kong have what it takes to 
compete with the fantastic 
Aario Kart 642 Find out 

on page 22! 
| can make out a sky- 

blue, spikey character 
sporting a new pair of 
trainers ready to race back 
into the lives of Saturn . 
owners and a cheeky _ ~N 
marsupial crashing back 
onto the screens of 
PlayStation devotees! 

There’s a shape... hunched 
over a table... Yes! It’s you! 
You're absorbed in our Final 
Fantasy 7 and GoldenEye 007 
tips, nothing can rip you away 
from our guides and reviews. 

As the mists clear, | can 
make out a pull-out guide... 
games that have only just been 
announced... revolutionary, new 
hardware... all your gaming hopes and 
dreams up untill Santa pays his next visit 
and you’re forced to sit through more of 

your gran’s war stories. Turn to page 51 for 
a full prediction of which racers, beat-em-ups, 
sports sims, adventures and platformers will be 
monopolising your time during 1998. So, cross the 
newsagent’s palm with silver and get on with it! 

Marcus Hawkins 

Ti: New Year - a time to make, 

Se ee 

  

We always put the considerations of you, our readers, 
first — from the fairness of our game reviews to the accuracy 
of our tips and cheats. 

Here at GamesMaster we're all devoted al players 
and put together a magazine which we think others like us 
will enjoy. 

We always give scores as percentages and will not stop 
doing so - it’s the most precise way there is to assess the 
various aspects of a game, and oles you to compare 
games accurately. 

We read every letter you send to us, and always answer 
the best ones in the magazine. 

GamesMaster is brought to you by the sound people that 
produce The Official PlayStation Magazine, Edge, N64, 
Saturn Power, PC Gamer, PC Format, PlayStation Power, 

Amiga Format, Essential PlayStation,.net, Connect... and 
areca more specialist mags. So we get to call on the 
talents of the most knowledgeable people in the business — 
our reviewers are the best there are. They knows their stuff! 

GAMESMASTER #65 — ON SALE 
MONDAY 26TH JANUARY



ha ERIFINGE NOE Tl 

A LONG, DIFFICULT MEETING. 
Then a 200-mile journey over 

treacherous mountain roads. Life can be stress- 
ful for a top international executive, but that’s 
not your problem. You're a car thief working 
for the Mafia and you need to rip off his car 
for a crime mission. 

Of course, stealing cars and shooting people 
creates innocent victims. 

Anyway, if the highly-engineered saloon stolen 
from this advertisement is not your cup of 
tea, Grand Theft Auto offers you over 30 
different vehicles to steal, each with its own 
handling characteristics, including sports cars, 
buses, garbage trucks and motorbikes. 

In headrush-inducing top-down perspective 
you race through three different cities, each 
with its own massive and unique road system 
and local landmarks. 

  
Your Mafia bosses will require you to commit 
numerous tasks along the way. 

But for this much adrenaline, 
it’s criminal not to. 

« 

C&VG 5/5 ESCAPE 6/6 EDGE 9/10 

INTERACTIVE PlayStation     OMA Dewan id. 

© 1997 BMG Interactive    997 DMA Design Ltd. Distributed by BMG Interactive. Designed and devetoped by DMA Design Ltd.
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The first game is 
a legend in 

is Mario Kart 64 ; 
ready fora 

     
   
   

  

ruck? Diddy videogame 
Kongis — history. The 
starting to sequel is set 
make waves, oN to make it 
quite literally: — oe obsolete... 

Spikey’s first appearance In a racing 
game’ll have Saturn owmers drooling 

Lame? More of the same? Gone Insane? 

Check out our review of Sony’s biggie... 

BIG IN JAPAN 
Nintendo held their owm show In Japan, 
and we were there... 

OTHER MIGALIGHTS TAGLUDE: 
GRAN TURISMO TOCA TOURING CAR 
SPICE WORLD Pax i2 GRAND THEFT AUTO 
SHADOW MASTER PSX 14 CURSE OF MONKEY ISLAND 
X-COM: INTERCEPTOR PC 14 JUDGE 
WING COMMANDER PROPHECY N64 16 RED ALERT 
CHAMELEON TWIST N64 18 MK TRILOGY 
TOP GEAR RALLY N64 36 PANDEMONIUM 2 
SCREAMER RALLY PC 38 PGA TOUR '98 
TEST DRIVE 4 PSX 40 VIRTUAL POOL 2 
PEAK PERFORMANCE PSX 42 ACTUA 2 
FORMULA KARTS _ a FIFA '98 
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GM covers all the latest news from home and abroad 

NINTENDO 
START TO SHOW OFF    

    

Reporting 
from Space 

World       

    

intendo threw their own party demonstrated all looked impressive, with big going to be truly classic is faster than the 
N (no sign of Sega or Sony titles like Zelda and Banjo-Kazooie causing awesome. You wander ? original (the frame rate never 

anywhere - they weren’t invited) a real storm among the crowds. Nintendo around in this 3D world, F dips below 60 fps), even in four 

in the shape of the Space World show in were even showing off some of their new solving puzzles, collecting , player mode. In the one-player 

Japan, and GM was there to find out hardware and lots of titles for the 64DD items and scrapping with anyone game you can find yourself sharing the 

just what exactly is happening on Planet add-on as well. who gets in your way. Nintendo have puta. screen with up to 20 other racers with no 

Nintendo over the next few months. The undoubted star of the show was lot of time into getting the 3D camera just loss of speed or high velocity excitement 
While there were few shocks at the Zelda 64, which was available in a playable right, so there are no problems with There are 24 courses to race over and 30 

show, the games that were being form for the first time ever. This game is characters disappearing behind walls or 
things appearing out of nowhere to get you 

FE) ur UIT TT . A new attack and action system has also 
KS ip Uy “ze 00'44"75 been incorporated meaning that it’s dead 

| easy to get around, do things and fight with 
ee the various different weapons you'll come 
‘we | across. A second Zelda game is being 

ie i \ worked on alongside the version we've 

oe od already seen, and this will be a DD game 
It's not known yet whether it'll be a 

completely separate game or serve as a bolt 
on to the original 

Another big hit in the making is F-Zero 

X. The modern day incarnation of the SNES A 

    

   

  

   

  

   

NE made some Ape, commen 

about how the future was shaping u 

   ‘F-Zero. x and Yoshi’s Soy al tiolovable an 
impressing the hell out of anyone who 
managed to get close, the future is definitely 
looking bright. In speeches Nintendo also le 
a few details slip about what they were 
planning. As you will see there’s a lot more — 
coming than anyone first thought. 
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       whole range of add-ons for the 

A N64 was announced at the show 
that will push the machine to the 

forefront of the gaming scene. 
The most ambitious is the Capture 

Cartridge. It allows you to grab pictures 
from a camera, TV or video. Then you can 
use these pictures as textures or 

backgrounds in the new range of Mario 
Artist software. It’s due to be released at the 
same time as the 64DD. 

To allow users the most freedom in the 
new Mario Artist packs, Nintendo are 

launching an N64 mouse, although you'll be 
able to use the traditional controller if you 

       
    
    

    

        

Mazza’s back. Nintendo couldn't have a show without 
him putting in an appearance. This is Mario RPG 2. 

vehicles to try out. The backgrounds are a 
little dull but you won't notice that once the 
action starts. Nintendo have confirmed (at 
last) that they'll be releasing extra tracks on 
the 64DD. 

Nintendo also showed off their new 
snowboarding game, 1080 Degree 
Snowboarding, which threw snowballs in the 

face of rivals Cool Boarders and Steep Slope 
Sliders. They rounded off their play sessions 
with looks at NBA Basketball, Banjo-Kazooie 
and Diddy Kong Racing (reviewed on page 
22). Non-playable games included their new 
artistic range — Mario Artist, Talent Maker, 

Polygon Maker and Picture Maker — as well 
as RPGs Earthbound 64 and Super Mario 
RPG 2. These early demos are looking very 
promising. 

Third party publishers were also 
showing off plenty of new games for the 
N64. Konami had new versions of Nagano 
Winter Olypmics, NBA In The Zone and 

    

   

    
And Kazooie to be a kiddie version 
of Super Mario 64 then, eh? 

Well you couldn’t have been more 
wrong. According to our man at the show, 
British developers Rare have come up with 
another monster hit that is showing the best 
developers in the world how things should 
be done for the N64. 

The 3D platform game looks stunning 
and features plenty of massive levels that'll 
test your exploring skills to the limits. 
GamesMaster’s ace reporter told us, “If you 
ever wish you could do something on a 
level, you probably can.” 

$ 0 everyone was expecting Banjo 

   

    

N64 GETS NEW TOYS! 
HI TECH GADGETS DESTINED FOR UK 

don’t like the idea of using a normal two 

button PC-style mouse. 
The scoriest add on in videogaming 

history is the Bio-Feedback Device. It clips 
onto your ear and monitors your pulse rate 

when you play games. If your pulse slows, 
itll speed up the game to compensate. 

The Voice Recognition Headset turned a 
lot of, er, heads at the show. It plugs straight 

into your N64 and allows you to talk to your 
games. At the moment it works on a virtual 
pet game but more are being planned. 

The final add on to do the rounds was 
the 64GB Pak. It plugs into your controller 
like a Rumble Pak but actually allows you to 

Picture Maker. Use your N64 and DD to build up 
polygon pictures and use them in other games. 

beat-em-up G.A.S.P on their stand. Bandai 
were flaunting their cash-in on the 
Tamagotchi craze with Tamagotchi World. 

The saddest news from the show was 
the long awaited 64DD will be delayed 
again and won't see the light of day in 
Japan until July 1998. This isn’t due to 
manufacturing problems but is all down to 
Nintendo allowing the programmers more 

   
the same team that came up with Wave Race 64. 

BRITSOFT WOWS THE CROWDS 
BANJO IN “MUCH BETTER THAN EXPECTED’ SHOCK! 

The way you use the two characters is also a 
huge plus as they have different attacks and 
skills that you have to use to get past certain 

obstacles. One of them can fly while the 
other one possesses the strength to smash 
through or lift 
items you find. 
The underwater 
stages are 

particularly 
stunning. Turn 

to our 1998 

guide from 
page 51 for the 
final details. 

    

1080 Degree Snowboarding has been produced by 

gamesnetwork 
4 

The N64 mouse will make all 

those bizarre art and 

design cartridges and 

DDs easier to use. 

   
        

The Capture 
use ) Cartridge allows 
certain / you to plug other 
Game gadgets in and take 
Boy/ ue pictures from 
cartridges ws them. 
together. we 
Y "ey am 4O>r 
ou can . s 

save the We: 
data 
from a Game 
Boy game onto the 
cart and then use it on 

the N64 version of the game 
and vice versa. 

  

What a bizarre concept for a game? Run around a 3D 
world taking pictures of cute little animals. 

time to get the games ready for launch. This 
is bound to have a knock-on effect on the 
American and European launch dates. We'll 
keep you informed of any news from Planet 
Ninny. 

Despite the setbacks, the quality and 
more importantly, the quantity of games on 
show here prove that the N64 is a force to 
be reckoned with in the gaming world. 

  

Sim City 64 goes further than any Sim game. Design 
your city and take a look at it from street level. 

        

   

    

Rare prove once again that British 
developers are leading the world with 
Banjo-Kazooie for the N64. 
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& FOX GO WEIRD ON SATURN! 

Worried about Saturn games drying up 
next year? Well Fox Interactive have got 
two biggies on the way that should whet 
your appetite. Alien Resurrection is 

based on the hit movie currently doing 
the rounds. You play Ripley trying to 
save a research ship, and indeed the 
entire galaxy from the latest face 
hugging invasion. This should be out by 
April. Following that comes the X-Files 
game, featuring TV’s two favourite 
weirdos investigating another case. This 
should be out by the summer. 
@ TOURING CAR ONE OFF! 

Got a copy of Sega Touring Car 
Championship or thinking of getting one 
for Christmas? Well, think fast because if 
you tinker with your Saturn’s clock on 
Christmas day the game will kick in with 
a new track that'll last for 24 hours, 

giving you a day to knock up your best 
time. Your Saturn will then give you a 
code which you can E-Mail to the Sega 
Japan web site. The winners of this 
worldwide time trial will receive some 
special Sega-related prizes. 

@ EARLY ’98 LINE UP! 

Sega have released details of the first 
games that are ready to hit the shelves 
up until February. NBA Action ‘98, NHL 
Hockey ’98, Steep Slope Sliders, 
adventure game Atlantis and Winter 
Heat make up the schedule. The bigger 
releases follow those with Panzer RPG, 

arcade conversion House of the Dead. 
and Sonic Team’s Burning Rangers set to 
appear during the following months. 
@& VF3 — MAYBE! 

The ‘will-they-won’t-they-release-it’ 
mystery surrounding Virtua Fighter 3 has 
taken another twist as it has now 
appeared on an official release schedule 

available from the Sega Japan web site. 
This follows a Sega official last month 
claiming that the game wouldn’t be 
appearing on the Saturn. So come on 

Sega, is it happening or what? 
@ PC GIANT HITS SATURN! 

The Saturn is all set to get a version of 
the current PC hit Riven, which is the 

follow up to the most popular PC game 
of all time (although they all claim to be 
that), Myst. The game is a treat for the 
eyes with some stunning graphics, 
although the gameplay is hardly what 
you would call breathtakingly fast. Still, 
it's great on the PC and is due to hit the 
Saturn early next year. 

  

   

  

   

  

  

    

    

    
News (7), Sonic R (32), Sega 
Touring Car Championship 
(44), GM Guide To What’ Be 
Great In 1998 a Mortal 

Consoletation (96), 
Secrets Service (99)... (l
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@ 3D GETS EVEN FASTER! 

Just when you thought it was safe to buy 
a piece of hardware. Those clever chaps 
at 3DFX have announced that their new 
Voodoo Mk2 board, which they're 

looking to unleash in the Spring, will be 
three times more powerful than the 

original model, which is still top notch at 
the moment. This puts it ahead of the 
pack, for now. 

@ GAME PRICES UNDER FIRE! 

With the amount of competition between 
game shops in the high street prices are 
all over the place. There’s movement 

among publishers to create a standard 
price for PC games that all shops will 
stick to. The scheme is still under 
negotiation but we reckon it should be 

ready to go by the middle of next year. 
GAMES THAT SAY, “NEE!” 

@ Fans of the Monty Python films and TV 
series (you know, the sort who string 

together whole conversations with words 
like ‘Nee’) will be delighted to hear that 
the legendary comedy team have a new 
videogame outing, called The Meaning 
of Life. It hits the shelves sometime 
in January. 

@ FISHY CYBERPETS! 
Tamagotchi’s are universally recognised 

as being a bit sad (remember folks, we 
said it first). But now PC owners can 

now get their hands on Fin Fin, a new 

fish-like cyber pet that runs on your 

machine as you work. You can feed it 
and watch it perform stunts. It'll also 
react to you just being there, apparently. 
Fin Fin will be available from Electronics 
Boutique in the near future. 

@ TOTAL FOOTBALL! 

Europress are releasing a new 
collection that features everything a footy 
fan needs to turn his PC into a 
footballing Mecca. Included in this new 
collection are top sellers FIFA ‘97 and 
Actua Soccer Club Edition (we reckon 

Actua is the better of the two) plus the 

rather spiffing Total Football 
Management. To top if off there’s also 
the all-encompassing Ultimate 

Encyclopedia Of Soccer. Not a bad deal 
for footy freaks if you ask us. 

@ BLADE RUNNER BREAKS THE BANK! 

Virgin are very happy at the moment. 
Their latest PC blockbuster, Blade 

Runner, is shaping up to sell more than 
600,000 copies over the next few 

weeks, making it one of the biggest 
selling games of all time. This is the 
second year running they have done this 
after the success of C&C: Red Alert 
during last year’s silly season. 

Quake 2 (8), Ultimate Race 
(13), Blade Runner (30), 
Screamer Rally (38), TOCA 
Touring Car (46), Grand Theft 
Auto (48), Curse of Monkey 
Island (68), Virtual Pool 2 
(77), Consoletation Zone 
(96), Secrets Service (99)... 

  

QUAKE 2 SI 
CANCEL Chi 

PC GAMERS FORGET FESTIVE SEASON | 
LS 

RAE i 

ou’ll need to get half a 
) Are shopping in and 

cancel your life till mid-july 
when you'll emerge looking 

pasty, withered and suffering 
from severe muscle wastage. 

You might as well admit it, there’s no 

escape, nowhere to run or hide from 
Quake 2. The follow up to the mighty Doom- 
clone is ready to be unleashed on an 
unsuspecting public right now. The original 
Quake has become a legend among gamers, 
and this is set to be a million times bigger. 
While an exact release date hasn’t been, 
mentioned yet, Activision are gearing up to 

get the game out on the shelves before 
Christmas, or very soon after. 

Developers id have fixed all the elements 
of the first game that had everyone moaning, 

plus they’ve thrown in a loads of new stuff 
that'll have jaws dropping and gaming pants 
filling all over the world. To run the game 

projectiles, Just incredible. 

et . 

you'll need a drop dead powerful PC, and if 

you want the absolute best you’re going to 
need a 3DFX or Power VR card slotted in the 
bowels of your machine — especially if you 
want to avoid it running in super 3D clunky 
pixel-o-vision. 

The first problem to be fixed 
is the one-player game 
which, in the original 
Quake, sucked like an 
industrial hoover. Instead 
of empty spaces with the 
occasional bit of blasting A 
you now get huge levels 
crammed with all manner of 
evil monsters — all out to get a 
piece of you. And not only are 
these monsters meaner than ever before, 
they’re smarter too. 

The new levels of Al mean that there's 
now no such thing as cannon fodder — you're 
going to be fighting for your life every step of 

Something you wouldn't have seen in the original 
game, lots of monsters in the same room. 

Right: You're going to get 

messy on this mission. 

ee Wear some old 
_ clothes. 

Six barrels of death 

and destruction. Watch it 

,._ eat your ammo as well.   

the way. Each of the monsters thinks and acts 
in a different way, meaning that the days of 
the predictable aliens are now gone. You can 
never be quite sure what these guys are 
going to do. 

Quake 2 is also a mission-based affair. 
Instead of just rushing through a level, 

trying to find an exit you have to 
complete tasks to escape. This new 

structure has allowed the devious 
designers at id to pack the game 
with puzzles and traps to first 
confuse and then brutally murder 

the poor old gamesplayer 
(that’s you). 

As you would expect, Quake 2 
features a new batch of monsters (which 

are mostly different combinations of man and 
machine — yes folks, you’re up against 
cyborgs) and some of the ‘ardest weapons 
you'll have come across in ANY shoot-em-up. 
It’s probably just as well because when the 

  

i ees 
As you go through the game you may come across 
the remains of other members of your team. 

ee nT ooo. me 
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HSTMAS — 

monsters start to duck and weave to get out 

of your way and dodging bullets you'll be 
glad that the weapons are beefy. 

As you'd expect from something that 

relies heavily on 3D accelerator cards, the 

graphics have been given a major overhaul 
in Quake 2. All manner of lighting effects 

now make the various cities and arenas look 

eerie, while bright colours have replaced the 

usual drab browns and blacks of the 

This collection of mutants, 

cyborgs and freaks look 

absolutely incredible in the 

game if you're running a 

3D accelerator card. If you 

haven't got one yet. you 

now have no excuse. This 

is going to be huge 

&@e%6 

original. The polygons are all smoothly 

textured with pixels being banished to 
gamesplaying history along with things like 
Spectrums and Atari. Nothing shows off the 
graphics more than when you enter a room 
only to see the ceiling thousands of feet 
above you. There’s nothing that makes you 

feel like like you really are a small cog in 
this game as this, or that describes its 
enormity with such a heavy impact 

So with a superb looking one-player game, 

all the multi-player options you can handle, 

superb graphics, improved monsters’ Al and 
some truly scary moments, it looks as though 
Quake 2 will really live up to all the 

hype surrounding it. This New Year. Houses 
all over the world will be rocking to the 

sounds of shotguns and railguns. Say 
goodbye to your friends and family and 

prepare for voluntary incarceration. 

news from around the globe 

2) 

e@ 
After massive success all over the world 
it'll come as no surprise to hear that 
Sony’s awesome RPG has smashed all 
previous sales records in the UK, shifting 
over 48,000 copies in two days. 
Worldwide sales have now smashed 

Pass the two million barrier. 

PC gamers are chomping at the bit to 
get their hands on Bullfrog’s latest 
strategy game but news has reached 
GM Towers that a PlayStation version is 
on the way as well. The game takes the 
classic Populous strategy elements and 
sets it all in a 3D world to make what 
Bullfrog are hoping is the ultimate 
God game. 

       

   

    

    

   

        

     
   
     

    
   

    
     

     

  

    
    

  

It seems like it’s been in development 
forever but Activision’s Pitfall 3D is 
getting another tweak. The between level 
cut-scenes and even some of the in- 
game speech are currently being 
recorded by Bruce Campbell, star of the 
successful Evil Dead series of movies. 

Well, it probably won’t be called Tomb 
Raider 2.5 because that would just be 
stupid, but developers Core Design are 
already talking about producing a data 
disc to follow the PlayStation version of 
TR2. It will feature new levels, new 

weapons and new bad guys. No release 
date has been set yet but Sony are very 
keen on the idea. So, it shouldn’t take 

too long to appear and no doubt they 
will want to keep the hype going until 
Tomb Raider 3 arrives. 

Sony have developed a new toy that 
allows developers to make their code run 
faster, meaning higher frame rates in 

games or even enabling games to run in 
hi-res mode instead of the usual lower 

resolution. The first game to benefit from 
this new gizmo, called the Analyser, was 

Psygnosis’ Fl ‘97. 

Another of Sega’s hot properties is on 
the way to the PlayStation. Steep Slope 

Sliders has been signed up for a quick 
conversion job by JVC and should be 
out early next year. Just how it will fare 
against Cool Boarders 2 will remain to 

be seen 

  

     

  

    
    
    

  

     

  

They've taken over your gaming world 
and now Sony want you to wear their 

clothes to0. A range of PSX merchandise 
featuring the four button logos will be 
available from shops soon. 

       
      
    

       



   
   
   
   
   
    

    
    

   
   
    

     

   
   

    

   

    
   

    

    

  

    

   
   
    

   

   

     

   
   
   

   

  

    
   

  

     

    

The SNES version may never have seen 
the light of day officially in the UK but 
Nintendo are promising much bigger 
and better things for the N64 version. 
The game is still 2D but is viewed at an 
angle to give a 3D impression. The 
game is being aimed squarely at those 
who are new to RPGs. 

Ocean have announced that they will 
have Fighter’s Destiny ready for a UK 
release within the next few months. It’s a 
3D polygon fighting game that looks 
promising from the early version we 
saw. Turn to page 18 for more details of 
this game which is jam-packed with 
weird characters and moves. 

Top Japanese RPG Holy Magic Century 
has been snapped up by Konami for a 
European release, so you won't have to 

wait for Goddamn years to get hold of it 
(see page 12). It should be out in 

February and will be the second RPG 
available in the UK. Konami’s own 
Ggemon will be the first. 

Ubi Soft, the people responsible for 
Rayman, have signed up to publish a 
new game from Star Wing developers 
Argonaut for the N64. It’s a 3D action 

adventure called Buck Bumble. No firm 
release date yet but we reckon on the 
middle of 1998. 

With the recent price drops in both 
hardware and software, retailers are 
reporting that Nintendo are taking back 
major slices of the videogames market. 
Even though Sony are quite a way out in 
front Nintendo have completely eclipsed 
Sega and are lining up Sony as their 
next target. 

Fresh from the awesome success of Final 
Fantasy 7, a group of Square 
programmers have left the company and 
set up on their own to develop RPGs for 
the N64. They have four games in 
development at the moment although we 
won't hear much about them until late 
in. 1998. 

Movie magazine Empire announced that 
it considered one of the best games of 
all time, GoldenEye 007, to be nothing 
but a ‘standard testosterone-loaded 
Doom clone.’ Good work fellas. These 
are the people who called Resident Evil 
a Doom clone. Wonder what they'll say 
about Quake? 

news from around the globe 

PLAYST 
KILLER 

ust when it seemed that 

Ji: and Nintendo were 

going to carve up the 

videogaming world between 
themselves, with Sega helping 
themselves to the leftovers 

with the Dural project 

- stories of a new 

console are starting 

to reach GM Towers. 

The machine, which is 

nicknamed Project X at the moment, 

has been developed by a small company 

“psy 

called VM Labs, but they‘ve signed up some 
huge electronics giants to sort out the 

production side of things Although no names 

are being mentioned yet, the machine is 

rumoured to be ready to roll late next year, 

ede hi« 

      

  

and should arrive before any of the big 

threes’ next machines 

The technical details about the machine 

are being kept fop secret but the team that 

are involved are a real dream team of 

videogames hardware development 

Most of the engineers spent 

: their early years working at 

Atari as well as 3D0, Apple 

and Sinclair. If you needed 

any more convincing about the 

potential of this machine, two of 

Sony's top people have jumped ship to join 

the fledgling outfit 

Gaming guru Jeff Minter, the man 

behind some of the greatest games of all 

time), is at the moment working on software 

development and has already posted a few 

EW NAMCO 3D 
amco have put the teams 

Ni: created Tekken 3 and 

Soul Blade back to work to 

come up with a new weapons- 

based fighter coin-op. 
The game, which is currently 

called New Weapon Fighting 

Game (we can only assume that 

they'll change the title when the > 

game is complete), features 
characters that look like 

Tekken’s combined with 

gameplay like Soul 

ore bad press for 
our intergalactic 
cousins as the new 

Sigourney Weaver-ET- 
bashing-film is doing the 

rounds. We’re giving you 

the chance to win this set 

of Alien Resurrection books, 

which detail the making of 

the movie. 

The Making Of Alien Resurrection 

details what went on before, during and 

after the making of the movie and has 

plenty of exclusive shots from the set 

      

Edge’s. The developers have asked 

gamers on the Internet what they 

look for and will be incorporating 
the best ideas into the project 

        

   

and it went 

on to be a 

massive 

seller. B 

Our y 

newshounds are Fg 

already digging 2 

for more info < 

Just when you 

thought it was safe 

to go back into 

hyper-space 

iM 

They did this with Tekken 2 

h 

  

   

  

screenshots and running 

demos on his Internet site Although all they 

really do is underline his obsession with 

swirly lights and Flossie the sheep. The 

machine is more powerful than existing 32 

Bit or 64-Bit hardware and has graphic 

capabilities that have never been seen 

before. But that is all that VM Labs prepared 

ire) divulge at the moment 

Other developers already have Project X 

development kits and are hard at work 

creating games to be ready for the machine’s 

launch in 1998. So could we be seeing the 

end of the big three? Is someone about to 

come from nowhere and knock Sony off the 

top of the tree? 

FIGHTER 

  

Combined with the Alien Resurrection 

script book and postcard set you'll have 

the ultimate Alien collection. All of these 

are available from Titan Books but why 

buy them when we have three sets to give 

away? Just pop the answer to this question 

on a postcard and send it in to 

Chestbustin’ Compo, GamesMaster 

Magazine, Future Publishing, 30 

Monmouth Street, 

Bath BA] 2BW. By January 28th 

Question: What is the nationality of the 
director of the latest film?  
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DON'T JUST RUMBLE 

   

> THIS UNIQUE JOYPAD ADD ON . 
; BRINGS A TOTAL NEW y 

' ( _— “mm, EXPERIENCE TO N64™ GAMING | 

> ee The unique 
shock sensor in 

SHOCKWAVE 
9 BRINGS 4 

FORCE ; 
FEEDBACKTO «< 

4 ALL GAMES © 
) notjust 'Rumble | 

. Pak™' titles | 

» And as if that's not enough... y 

4 - SHOCKWAVE also features a 
) 4 / Built-in 1 Meg Memory Card, 
4 RRP °, mere 4 times the capacity of standard carts! “ 

  

) AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD INDEPENDENTS AND... 

; WHSmith GAME qf [aan 
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STORE CALL 01785 810800 

y 

A 

4 ALTERNATIVELY, YOU CAN ORDER DIRECTLY FROM DATEL'S MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT ON 01785.810818 
J 

For the latest cheats call our CODE LINE on: 0891 516355 TATE 
] apa tame nicnel legge (Calls are charged at 39p per minute cheap rate 49p per minute at all other times). SE DHOOOCTE 

y) Or visit our website at http://www.datel.co.uk



It looks like Gran 
eon Turismo could be even 

\ more attractive than the 
Spice Girls. If you can’t 

: get your head round the 
Spicers then try to wrap 
your tongue round 
Chameleon Twist. For top ww) 

/ Z hoot-em- heck V/ i. Game aster unleashes the new hits ‘ut shadow Master. 
a / y, y) / 

   
    

  

      

      

mean he’s stuffed? Just one more little slice of to do-but place them.in one of the most photo-realisti¢.range 
automobile fun! I’m sure there's room of tracks yet seen on the PlayStation. 

VI DO. . y 0 ne more wafer-thin game, sir?... what does sir Mitsubishi — there was ‘nothing left for the game’s developers 

somewhere in your bloated overweight belly for an Words like ‘Environment Mapping” and./Automobile 
after-dinner racing game?” Pysics-simulation Model’ have been used in conjunction with 

Well rounded would be the euphemistic way to describe ~~ this. race-em-up= long words that spell top-notch racing fun 
the. racing genre, but freak-show. obese for the likes of us. (Who would think 
would 'be-a. more accurate description that Gran Turismo is foriegn:for. 
of its:gaming-girth: “With the likes*of : RECORD OAPs’ holidays. Possibly.a week 
V-Rally, Sega Rally, F1’97 and Rage 88°28)" to-Bognor or d month at Bullin’s, 
Racer, why-do we need yet.another enjoying knobbly knee 
bland:imitation?” we hear you cry. compétitions and bingo.) 

Well, take'a firm grip on your Despite its misleading 
PSX compatible steering wheel and nom de plume ‘Grannies 
don your cycle helmet because we holidays’ sets.you up with just 
may have the answer,.Gran Turismo enough cash to purchase a 
is a super realistic racing sim that vehicle. Any winnings you make 
foolishly places 87 flavours of from your races can be used to 

eye internal combustion engine under upgrade your motor. Not overly 
FOR your control. Each has been 

  

: “4 

a5 a original but then what.can you do 
eS modelled on the detailed performance — jiphiy realistic racing anda replay mode that ha with a racing game apart from... 
FROM SCEE ) statistics of their real-life counterparts to Ln, fe saat f ed Me well, race er... cars. But this speed- 

ensure a highly authentic driving fest is all about handling realism and 
WHEN Spring ) experience. The development team even took each of the cars visual, sugary loveliness. You can bandy about words like 

out for a spin to ensure that Gran Turismo was as close as photo-realism till you’re blue in the face... but it’s the end 
INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING FINAL WERSION possible to the real driving experience. What dedication! results that count. From what we've seen so far, this is indeed 

So with most of the major car manufacturers represented a wondrous game to behold, especially its magnificent replay 
in the game = including Aston Martin, Subaru, Chrysler, mode. OK, waiter just one more little slice then! 

GRAN TURISMO 
Another racer? Oh wonderful! While 

we’re at it I'll book the goldfish in for a perm! 

   
   
" FIRST IMPRESSIONS . The developers 
1 This really does promise to be a stunning game. Its highly » endured weeks of 

realistic racing will only be surpassed by some glorious driving in 
" graphics. The replay mode is just like watching an actual powerful cars to 
® race on TV... well almost anyway. It’s certainly one of the # ensure the realism 
, stronger elements of the game and you may even find i of their game, 

yourself getting more absorbed by the baat than by the Ths have 
* racing game. | know that sounds a litle, well... almost * y 

suffered for you! 

  

# perverse but it’s true! Matt Swaine 1 

  

HOLY MAGIC CENTURY 
RPG © Konami ¢ February 
You play the part of a young apprentice wizard te 
searching the semi-mystical, medieval, saanel realm ; a 
of Highland for three magical swords. Thankfully By ae? 
you've got two mates with you ‘cos you're going to gh 
need their help! You've been dispatched by the Pope of « 
Highland (the WHO?) to collect these mystical items that'll 4 , 

help to banish the forces of 
evil! (If only it were that easy!) 
Anyway while you try to grapple with your 
fledgling magical skills your arch foe, a dark 
magician called Larva, is out to make life 
difficult for you. He’s got a band of evil 
monsters who breed and empower them 
selves on man’s seven deadly sins. (Neat 

_ form of alternative energy, eh?) So get your 
stockings and pointy hat out for this one! 

  

“Let other games mags be forgot, GM can’t be 
denied. So get a load of our first looks, ‘cos that’s 
the thang that we do fine!” New Years resolutions, 
can’t live with ‘em, er... can’t live with ‘em! So, 
we’ve resolved to bring you exclusive games news 
first, the biggest, toughest reviews and a games- 
packed 1998. Don’t touch that dial!    
BM cAmeswasten ca JANUARY 1990 (19) News MaUMeMMOY eeViCWS/SPECIALS / TIPS ZLETTERS |



    

    

      

  

The crazy and funky world of Spice. What do 

those mystic symbols mean? Nothing! 

  

   

  

ne year is all it has taken the Spice Girls to 

0 achieve what Hitler, Alexander the Great, Julius 

Ceasar, Napolean and so many others failed to do. 

World Domination! Welcome fo the Republic of Spice. 
There are precious few chemicals left on the periodic table 

that the gals are yet to endorse (they‘re currently negotiating 
exclusive rights to Spice-magnesium). But the talent-sodden five 
aren’t content with putting their names to best-selling records, 
advertising an eclectic range of goods from cameras to 

supermarkets and fluttering their eyelids at a host of world 
leaders. No, Girl Power has recognised the power of the 
PlayStation as the last refuge from the neatly manufactured five. 
I's the disturbingly prophetic title of this game cum interactive 
video that leaves a nasty taste in the mouth — (don’t worry folks 
simply wash it down with NEW Spice-a-Cola™available from 
all good Spice-outlets)... Spice World. 

The ‘game’ (and we use this term cautiously) kicks off with 
video footage of the girls doing their first live gig at the Cannes 
Film Festival. The real life Spicers are then cunningly 
transformed into computer generated Spice-caricatures. 

Take charge of one of the drab five - Baby, Ginger, Scary, 
Posh or Sporty - and then the fun really begins. There’s plenty 

  

iPANZER 
Tank Sim © Interactive Magic © March 

The girls in their fully computer 
generated glory. Aren't they lovely! 

Variety is the Spice of life... 

oh good it’s those girls AGAIN! 

ine this month © 

  

li 
E 4 Gran Turismo @ Holy Magic Century @ iPanzer @ Liberation Day @ Shadow Master 

X-Com Interceptor @ Spice World @ XLR8 @ Chameleon Twist @ Fighters Destiny 
F1 Racing Simulation @ Klingon Honour Guard @ Buccaneer Redline 

  

" FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
By the looks of things Posh as Here at GM we like a bit of straight talking. We call a 

   

  

   

    

is trying to.scratch a nasty , game a game and not some sort of Interactive video 
itch atthe top of her leg... malarky! If you dream of Posh, Babs, Sate El Sporto and 
that would explain her sour ® Scaresome morning noon and night then this tele is for 
little pout! , you. If you want to see the girls gyrating and high-kicking 

at your command then this could be the only way to fulfil 
your squalid fantasy. But wait for the GamesMaster verdict. 

Robin Alway 
    

        

    

    

  

    

(Below) everyone else in Spice World 
is horrifically ugly. The girls gained 
political control of the region thanks 
to their manifesto of “Lookin’ Lovely 

and Girl Powder an’ stuff!” 

of exclusive video 
footage on the game 
to satisfy the needs of 
even the most Spice- 
hungry individual. Virtual-fans and polygonal-hacks get to grill 
the girls and root out all sorts of interesting information. 
(Although don’t expect to hear much about Geri’s modelling 
career or Emma's alleged relationship with their ex-manager 

Simon Fuller.) 
You get to take one of the girls great hits - Wanna Be, Say 

You'll Be There, Who Do You Think You Are? etc - and re-mix 
it. (Oh yes please!) Then send your elected Spice to the 

choreographer to learn some carefully selected dance-moves to 
accompany your newly created mega-hit. After a solo 
performance you dance with your four other bum-wiggling, 
high-kicking chums. In a Parappa the Rapper-style you put all 
your dance training into keeping up with your unifaceted pals. 

As far as gameplay goes, don’t expect too much from this 
one. It will however appeal to Spice-fans and those who've 
always wanted to lead Posh Spice (aka Miserable-as-Sin-Spice) 
a merry dance. Spice up your own life, we'll just stick 
tommy sauce on ours! 

iy It 

a es) 

INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING FINAL VERSION 

LIBERATION DAY 
War-sim © interactive Magi © February 

   

ORL 

WHEN February eB 

   
       

    

Here’s a novel idea for a game... We aren't 
alone in the universe... (Yoiks!) Those with 
whom we share the 
cosmos are all evil, 

The Battle of the Bulge wasn’t a half-hearted attempt to work off those extra 
Christmas pounds. Nope folks, it was a heroic tank battle that helped to repel 
the evil Hun! You can relive this glorious moment in history thanks to iPanzer 
‘44, the follow up to iM1A2. Based on a series of tank battles in the closing 

      

   

  

     

            

    

  

years of World War 2, it enables you to take 

   

   

   

   

the role of the Germans, Americans or ase 
Russians. You‘re given a choice of views and Bi 
two different pee of command. In return 2 
you'll be rewarded ; 
with a variety of Pr erica | 4 
medals, depending ‘| 
si Soa | ie - 

ispatch those low- a 
aan no good ano Nas nem eA 
Yanks/ : \ ‘ 
Ruskies/Krauts. r AE    

   
      

    

   

  

   
     

   

  

wicked and out to ss « 
kill... (Double yoiks!) =” = vigiond 

But do not fear bac “J Be r 
a ae you have a whole 5 

armoury of 24th century weapons to liberate af 3 |? ye 
planet Nu Haven in a pre-emptive strike 

>. 

ot cate 

aimed to prevent us from being next. But, 

ene 

    

     

    

(and here's the bummer) they have pals with 
super natural powers, you however have the 
element of surprise! A la C&C, you are also 
required to manage resources and lead your men to 
victory. Good luck... chocks away! 
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| | th e | l B GamesMaster unleashes the new hits Shadow Master 

It may look like some 
sort of futuristic 
Disneyland but at least 
in there the exhibits 
don't eat the quests, 
or ram horns through 
them when they get 
annoyed. Don't feed 
the animals, and avoid 
getting fed to them 
while you're at it 

  

  

Right: This intricate 
sketch will give you 
some idea of what you 
can expect to come up 

against later on in 
the game. 
Left: You may be in 
some sort of hi-tech 
buggy but you'll still 
need to get across this 
dodgy looking bridge 
to meet your foe. 

  

WHEN January ) 

INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING FINAL VERSION aa LA 

SHADO 
   

   
        

  

  

Well we’ve mastered shadow puppets, , 

here’s a rabbit. Does that count? iar i 

j } “Sateen. , 
oom games. There’s hardly a shortage of the surprisingly easy to control). Instead I AS 

D blighters but those clever codeheads at Psygnosis of just using the corridors and rooms ‘\. i 6 
reckon that they’ve come up with something a that created the tense claustrophobic . 

little different, and with the success of G-Police and atmosphere of Doom and its clones, the boys at Psyggie are WS % « 
Colony Wars tucked under their belts, they may have a —_going for wide open spaces with no fogging to deliver that oN ~~ : 
point this time. feel of size and scale. And those sprite-based enemies in S = 25 

Instead of just walking about, killing everything and Doom? They’re just so old fasioned. In Shadow Master you'll 
looking for a way out of a level, in Shadow Master you're at —_get fully polygoned-up stuff to blast away at. Just to show off, 
the controls of a battlecraft when a creature dies, you'll see it explode in spectacular 
(it feels like a car that can : fashion, with polygon icky-bits flying off everywhere. 
move sideways and is Using some dead sneaky techniques, the developers have - 

managed to design the game so that you can be attacked I eT 
ie ote by seven or eight creatures from different directions. All piso MOS 

o,° Pp fae Aree the bad guys have their firepower dynamically 
: Nae ce & light sourced with absolutely no slowdown 

# to be seen. It’s even more impressive RS a 
when you see that they haven't ' FIRST IMPRESSIONS P 
resorted fo using that annoying # No fogging, wide open levels, loads on screen and , 

fogging technique to Plenty of ver lighting effects? It looks like the next \ 
eOf COereeT hin looks alludtdo | generation of PlayStation games is well and truly on the 

F oe : Cc be the lansshin’a long ine of way then. This is doing stuff that you’d need an | 
Aina See pn ick expensive 3D graphics card to do ona PC. Itlooks mad 5 

Y9 and you’re never left alone for a moment. This could be a 
blockbuster factory. We've just got Frmasciva bik lheclitn ‘ 5 

our hands on a finished version, ' OL ene eee Les Ellis 

which we'll be reviewing next issue. 

  

  

X-COM: INTERCEPTOR XLRB Q) 

  

Strategy shooter © MicroProse ¢ June Racer © Enrepress © Marci 
Forget the slow-paced, turn-based combat-monsters of the past. MicroProse Imagine something that looks as good as all 
are turning their X-Com series into a 3D space shooter combined with ~ = ~ those pre-rendered games but, thanks to the 
realtime strategy game. You have to build resources, design and construct ‘ = oo SS extra power provided by 3DFX cards, allows 
ships and plot attacks. Then you switch to the space combat mode to carry |: you to race anywhere you like with complete 
them out. You have to destroy alien races before they get to you but this time lh, Gama 360° freedom. That’s what's on offer in 
you can have deathmatches against your friends as well. ~~ fa) —<— 7 _'+ —_ XILR8. This 3D racer from Europress looks 

nen nt we phenomenally good at the moment with 
~ incredibly detailed graphics and real 

My y ina : stomach churning speed. Just wait 
Ea ‘ < : ___ until you see the tunnel i 

! 4 i sequences where you can race 

i ; 

. j 
being provided by real bands 
including Fluke which should 
provide WipEout with a bit of 
competition soon. 

upside down. Techno music is 

   
 



accessories direct 
FOR THE LATEST SUPER CONSOLE PERIPHERALS 

PLAYSTATION™ e SATURN e NINTENDO@64 fa 

CALL OUR ORDER HOTLINE: 0845 6010015 

FEEL THE NOISE 
WITH THE INTERACTOR BACKPACK 
BRINGING FORCE FEEDBACK TO YOUR BODY 

NOT JUST YOUR THUMBS 

WORKS WITH N64® PLAYSTATION™ AND SATURN 

EVEN WORKS WITH N64® RUMBLE GAMES 

MEMORY CARDS 

    
     

    
    

   

      

    
    

        

      

NINTENDO®64 

    

   

    

  

PLAYSTATION™ 1Meg Memory 11.99 . 4 
te 4 Meg Memory 24.99 ~~ 

—  +1Meg Memory 11.99 + 
8MegMemory 16.99 a 

’ M 

4 io WE ; 

- 24MegMemory 24.99 % SATURN™ 

48 Meg Memory 39.99 od 8 Meg Memory 24.99 
40 Meg Memory 39.99 

  

    

  
   

  

   

PLAYSTATION™ Agere GE |) NINTENDOO64 
Action Replay 39.998  g——~ & 4, Action Replay 39.99 
Game Killer ' ae Se ES es /, Game Killer 29.99 

Racing Champion 99 Bi Bg pie 2 SATURN™ 

Combat Champion PSK, 
i ees hundreds of cheats for the 
card slot to allow biggest and best games plus 
easy access to loads of additional features 
dozens of cheats 

      
    
          

    

   

       

    

  

    

    

   SHOCKWAVE FOR N64® 
brings your joypad to life ONLY 

£24.99 
The shock sensor in ShockWave 

brings force feedback to ALL games 
not just Rumble games PLUS built-in 1 meg memory card 

    

GET THE FIRST ISSUE OF 
Prices quoted do not include postage & packing 

Sega & Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. FREE! WHEN YOU ORDER ‘ 

PlayStation™ is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Co. WITH ACCESSORIES DIRECT 

NintendoG4 is a trademark of Nintendo Inc. AN 14 
SY 0
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| ie GamesMaster unleashes the new hits 

    
‘Large crusty granary loaf off the port bow 
Captain.” “Toast him, first mate!” 

Wing Commander Prophecy 

  

~
 

& 
.- 

  

to
w 

&, Dock EE 
a, * cee = ; 

ae a. ge - tay apg . 

ran QS - / a % ; cg 

aSaaEy F F fo “The graphics H os 
FROM Electronic Arts ley, a» SG 

p 2s , Z 
the moment wG 7 \ > a “= 

WHEN January ) It’s expected to i ‘a i ’ 

feature much ie ol ieee a, 

INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING \/FMAL VERSION “Mmm, Captain strange pod-like life form straight less FMV er pe ‘ 
ahead!” “Kill it first mate, maim, kill mutilate!” than before. ‘ Wy 

WING COM 
PROPHECY ~ . 

As Bones says: “It’s Wing Commander     
Jim, but not as we know it...” 

  

explore strange new ways of recycling the Wing 
Commander series and to boldly go where no 

blast-em-to-bits has gone before. 
Wing Commander Prophecy is actually straddling two 

well-trodden paths. It's a ‘Top Gun in space’ extravaganza. 
Male bonding and fighter-pilots-behaving-badly action blends 

neatly with a theme 
familiar to fans of a 

minor cinematic 
success known as 
Star Wars. 

S pace... the final frontier... EA's mission is to 

  

Expect to see a glittering range of space craft on display as Wing 
Commander Prophecy unfolds. 

WARHAMMER: DARK OMEN 

Wargame © Electronic Arts © March 
This sequel to Warhammer: 
Shadow of the Horned Rat is not 
just another Command & Conquer 
clone. The game constantly 
evolves nee ands, meaning 
anything you a at any stage will 
affect what happens later. It’s also 
the first true 3D strategy game to 
appear (but we bet it won't be the 
last). You take control over dozens of weird and 
very different units and have to take down the 
Empire (hang on, it’s bloody Star Wars all over 4 
again). The advanced graphics lead to a lot of 
impressive effects, Sly during the blood 
battles that will ensue as soon as your army of the 
undead is unleashed. 

re 

  

A young Skywalker-a-like meets a female - 
officer. She's a confident, attractive older 
woman and the sexual chemistry the two of 
them produce is enough to splinter the test 
tubes of any junior scientist's kit. An all male 
squadron of pilots prepares themselves to meet the : . 
might of an unknown alien force with laid back, i inn : > a" aN 
locker room-humour. “¢ a dy, 

But the fifth installment of Wing Commander — which r — * 

has replaced ‘five’ with ‘Prophecy’ - isn't the FMV saturated j ~~ SS sin 
game its predecessors were. An injection of new blood in the 
developers aims to bring heightened gameplay to this outing. __ This is being billed as the first of three new games, so the 

storyline has plenty of new elements. You take the part of a 
rookie pilot. With the Kilrathi war over you face a new threat 
from a group of out of work actors dressed in rubber alien 
suits, cruising the known-universe for a ruck. 

With the emphasis on gameplay over story, Origin have 
* brought in new elements to squeeze the most from your 

adrenal glands, including 3D acceleration and multi-player 
options. This promises to be the greatest Wing Co yet. 

" FIRST IMPRESSIONS I 
® We thought that the last Wing Commander was a litle  # 

too FMV heavy. Hopefully this fifth incarnation will . 
redress the balance and provide us with a gameplay 
saturated blaster in space. 

1 Matthew Swaine « 

  

. / y) Flight ‘n’ race  Europress © June fees = 

There are loads of racing games ~ 
out there so Europress are trying wey = 

something different with their aw = 
latest effort. You take to the skies “> r 
and race your winged TAK . = 
monstrosities through various ‘ 
levels from canyons to city streets = 
(OK, it’s not THAT different). You — me 
get to pick up power-ups and . 
weapons to unleash on the ee 
opposition as well. What does 

: set it apart though is that you can 
oi pull off ll manner of stunts to get around the 

various obstacles that litter the tracks. It’s lookin 
interesting at the moment but there’s still a lot of 
work to carry out on it. More news soon. 
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WIN TOMB RAIDER 2 
Win the biggest & coolest computer game this year and see the LusgioUciiarancromsueal 
with her new and improved enemies 0839 404036 

Win a PlayStation 0839 404024 Instant Win 

Win a Nintendo EGA) 839 404023 

Win a Gamebou!| 0839 404021 Instant Win 

Win a Pentium PCI 0839 404037 Sle 

Win a Game.Combl 0839 404033 a FB 

auENENrS SupeRCop! 

  

G8&39 404031 Instanr Win! G&ZFI 404035 Instant Win! 
Arrest all SIX Bovver Bruvvers and win 

Zap 3 or more Aliens to win a choice of prizes! choice of prizes... 

ASO ea cl suauonrmasega Saturn * Nintendo 64 * 14” Colour T * Video Recorder! 
aoufuain Bike!! * Snooker Table! * Stereo System! *     

Win Six Games! Win é a EMS Racing wheels 
WinftineaCreatsRacingayvneelntor 

PC Games! 0839 404038 INEING4TOrMAe eG UIValeniatOr 

NEW Games! 0839 404022 instant win 
Houle sienna, Prarand vay who 
ain une naw Dano iil Ninel Wy 

Pox Lames! 0839 404025 Instant Win 

BOraS Wwhin Roos nackils woo! 
0839 404027 

Win the X-Files! 
WIN Signed X2BIGSERIGUT eR VaDaviG 
Dichiogney anGaGiilian aaereort 

0839 404032 

Limited Edition Coll@GuGnmemseasonr. 
PLUS Book of the UR@xpeccea 

  

Win Friends} 
Win dneseigieawOnGincsigned 
nocos OF Mert le Blane, Couritgy 
Gone@ JenniieieAnisvOnr 0839 404028 
Win a Palo Sat of sarlas 2 filaneds 
205. 0839 404029       0839 404039 

Wina CU ina Win a CO ina) 
+ Cohe Gant Piel)  Footballl.. : 

: soni en Score over 50 points to start winning! bist an cae o 
: player in a Footba 

Aaland ful a ae pana aap with Bass Boost and 
fainota controll oo eet oe a Radio! 

~~ 0839 404034 0839 404020 INSTANT WIN! 0839 404026 

  

Calls cost up to £3 so ask permission from the person paying the phone bill 
Unless otherwise indicated, competitions close on 28/2/98 after which they may be replaced by a similar service on the same number. Competitions involve multiple 
choice questions with tiebreaker except where ‘Instant Win’ is shown. Instant Win competitions have multiple choice questions plus a game to decide if you are an 
instant winner. The Pop Five-O competition has 10 questions worth 1-10 points each and winners must beat a target score. Most services require a tone phone. For 

rules or winners’ names, send SAE. 
InfoMedia PO Box 28 Northampton NN1 5DS. Helpline 01604 732028.. Winners Line 0839 404000 

www.|nfomedia-services.co.uk



Chameleon Twist 

  

        

    
   

  

Here you can see a (Above) The multi-player mode takes a variety of 
variety of uses for a forms — hurling plates at the opposition located 
‘chameleon kid's’ tongue. _ the other waffles’ was certainly a refreshing 
Ittakes some time tobe °hange from the regular battle modes we re more 

totally intimate with the familiar with. 
controls, though.    

WHEN December ) 

INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING FINAL VERSION 

  

yourself onto distant platforms. Use the Z-trigger to reach 
places above you and the B-button for your regular horizontal 
attacks. It takes rather longer than usual to get to grips with 
the variety of moves, but it seems to handle rather greasily 
once you take the time to do so. 

The four-player game's equally impressive, with two 
modes (Survival and Time Trial) featuring four arenas each. It 
also boasts floating platforms, each comes with a different 

style of power-up and whether you end up spitting balls of 

Beers oo: roy 

   Baers $.- ool 

Fach chameleon can be recognised by its colour. A novel approach. 

ongues are great. Fat, insecure snack-bladders fire or hurling plates at each other, it’s certainly different This multi-player match has you 
[i= sit in your gob like slow-worms on the pull. from anything else you're likely to find right now. scoffing flaming balls from around the 

They taste, they lick, they try to escape but they Chameleon Twist should be ready to be lapped up in arena and gobbing them at the enemy. 
can’t. Place them under the enviable control of a time for Christmas, but hold onto your cash and vouchers 

  chameleon‘s mouth muscles and they become weapons until you read our review next issue. 

for butchering. But give them to Davy, Jack, Fred or 
Linda - the humanoid chameleons in Ocean’s new N64 

"FIRST IMPRESSIONS I 
LJ a s 

It sounds like a normal game — six themed worlds 

  

  

release - and they become pole-vaults, lassoos and - 7 - SRV IV ALS MATCP: 1 : 
it’s a crazy idea, we know - tools for eating. Bh Coded Llc nell hd (featuring Jungle Land, Bomb Land and Ant Land), a slew " 

Although at first glance Chameleon Twist looks all too es , beat | ea l 4 1 cs Praha and paler ae se panie graphics. 5 
h lik S| M $ Oh | it tt Ih th ac f <7 = 5 Th 4 a DUT ITs when you SI iown ay! ic longue under your . 

much like a Super Mario 04 clone, it actually throws in a te ES esa ee rea command that you appreciate just how much thought’s 
neat ideas of its own. Instead of having the freedom to run es zx za " gone into it. Everyone’s been straying from their desk to" 
and jump all over the shop, the developers have opted to use mae ot toed ® have a go, which is a good sign... 1 

the power of the fleshy organ to the full. Very offen you have i Marcus Hawkins + 

to shoot your tongue out, grab hold of a post and swing Survival or Time Trial — the arenas are all different so... choose wisely. a eT 

  

FIGHTER’S DESTINY F1 RACING SIMULATION ©     Beat-em-u © Imagineer/Ocean ¢ December STAGES Racer © Ubi Soft ¢ December ee 

Previously known as Struggle Hard,  (RAZISICeTt st lle se It may be an older F1 license [it’s — : 
this beat-em-up (from the same based on the 1996 season), but Ubi — 2 : 
developers who brought you Mulli- 9 Soft’s new sim is bursting with up-to- = = See 
Racing Championship), features ten date authenticity. Seven racing modes ag Rae 
characters, a two-button attack and a choice between easy and 
strategy and a ‘different’ route to realistic styles ensure you can tailor it yang te ‘GY Prem 
winning (the energy bars recharge to your level of Formula 1 go ee 

competence. There's a chance for two 
players to race each other on one Frat eaniere 
splitscreen, or for two to eight to race AFTER 7 LAPS 
by network or modem. But it’s in the 

and it's the first to seven points that 
comes out champ). The single-player 
game seems all too easy at the 
moment, although the two-player 

     battles were among the most looks department that F] Racing Itsa shame the 

enjoyable scraps we've had on the Simulation has impressed us most. Its stats couldn't be 

N64. On route for success then? Well graphics are super realistic and from more up-to-date, 
find out next issue when we give ita what we've seen it should be a Z Shut its looks really 

thorough review. massive hit! Find out next issue. us make up for it 
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KLINGON NORGUR eae a - BUCCANEER 

wes 

  

A Star Trek game with a difference. Instead of donning the wg f Kirk or the 
slap-head of Picard you get to grips with a real life Klingon. The game uses 

the Unreal engine to put you 
i z in a series of missions that'll 

With plenty of “Yo ho hos” and 
almost certainly the odd “Shiver 
me timbers” this swashbuckling : 
adventure offers you a life on the 

feature lots of familiar high seas with loads of pillaging 
people and places (well and looting in single-player and 

5 

be 

‘ v) familiar to Trekkies anyway). multi-player raids. You can 

sa
 

  

There are seven worlds, attack ships and towns as you 
_* each with 15 levels. This attempt to carry out the various — 

% first-person missions you pick up along the ee 
perspective way: Your quest is to become the 
shooter boasts pirate with the dumbest name 
loads of (dumber than Blackbeard or Long John Silver 
weapons and anyway), or something like that. The game 
slimy aliens to features a combination of diplomacy and outright 
kill. Luverly. violence. Could be good 

    
   

  

       

   

REDLINE PC) ULTIMATE RACE 

   
    

    
   
   

      
        

     

This has to be one of the 
best looking racing games 
on the PC right now, and it’s 
still not finished yet. It's got a 
whopping 16 tracks to test \ 
your skills and four different 2 & 
modes of play. As well as all 
your multi-player network 
malarkey, it supports just 
about every piece of add-on 
kit you can think of. It’s one “J 
of those games that requires 
a 3D card to make it run to its ee 
full extent but you’d have already asked Santa for 
one of those so that shouldn't be a problem. More 
news soon. 

It's gang war, but this time in the future. You handle your gang and battle it 
out on cot or in vehicles against computer or player controlled gangs. It’s set 
in a 3D environment with ten vehicles and loads of weapons to utilise to get 
the job done and hurt the opposition. There are plenty of missions and 
sinategies to tackle, from assassination to car- aching Sixteen players can go 

head-to-head via a network and 3D cards will be supported by it. 

v L100 > ei il ¥ 

° ae 

Se art Rok 
‘ge = aaa 
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WIN FABULOUS PRIZES) ~<°..» 
WITHTHE WOODLEY TRADING POST! 

  
Rules: 
1. The vouchers are to be spent at The 
Woodley Trading Post Limited. 

Bene poets 2 Base Tes til 2. Only one gy er person. 

Your Questions: 3 cepted on a postcard 
‘ P ; : j | information i is given. 

noes si rere aii : -accepted for late or 

Age (if under18).. i Fit 7\iGanipbell Read 
Choice of console for prize: 3 Woodley. 

2 R 
4! N64 71 PlayStation (71 Saturn (1 ee Reodlng 

fees tick here if ve do not wish to receive further potegration from the Weedliy cane Post Ltd 1 (No stock held at this ces)



  

TIE FROM THE MAKERS OF THE OFFICIAL UK PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE 
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CRASH BANDICOOT 2 

a : LL <—sN y 
il BLADE RUNNER 

ti 
‘Wish for '98 

  

/want pepe free time fo | 4 wish software compani : 
"to complete Final Fantasy 7, | would stop moaning a ry 

a bit part in Bottomanda®= | _ the scores we give their | his wildlife mag. Then, aftet | 
_ bit of world peace would be = games. We're fair but if a bloodless coup, | could © 

_ nice, since you’re asking! | they're cack we'll tell you! © | | rule GM with a rod of iron 
_ I bin mosely doin’... i | I bin mosely doin’... j i bin mosely doin’... 1 
_ Crash Bandicoot 2, Judge ||| _—|_—~*FIFA''98, Diddy Kong Final Fantasy 7, GTA, | SCREAMER. RALL Y 
i Desde, Dida he fecig, / © Racing, Top Gear Rally A Reg Alert, Blade Runner * + 3 = N 

au 3 ae : as cakba) D 2 

1 Yo rr 7 | s - es j a Ra Weenie = A 

| . a ' | playing at... a 
o cata : qi : Fam Sensitive violin.) | * : } 

Threepwood load) a) Pa a, erties] PEAK PERFORMANCE §=PSX = 42 
brain before | . : sind : words tips with | (| 

| | i ’ | of boodeting I | Porc) SEGA TOURING CAR SAT 44 
Monkey Island? * | Kombat Trilogy: +) Tour ‘98. i} 4 ( , j 

S me ne ne GTA» #2 J2t ih ipcg: 49 
j What he's | | laying ile 8 | ole 
randy ere) SL ey eee Bt JUDGE DREDD PSX 70 

| and adidas ; i sino me ; 
7 | | tracks i pia | aneses Bt) J Paaepee ill MK TRILOGY SAT 74 

for Dan as he 4) | one man, the | | awaited mega hif | 
Hustler Mi | / Fase | ici | PGA TouR ‘98 PSX 76 

ACTUA SOCCER 2 PSX 78 
ed 

adidas POWER SOCCER 2PSX 86 
his pret (whil 

‘ h first: . » getting on our: | 
proper Sonic i _and his sanity ni | 
jame for Test Drive 4. \s 

4 ) back for good? + 

DIDDY-K ONG, 
RAGING 

HASIMARIONKART*6426INALLY, MET,ITS,MATCH? the 
NINTENDOPS.NEW,MULTI-PLAYER RACER BLASTS.INTORTHE, 
UK GHECKEO UTROURTCONGLUSIVE REVIEW, NOW... 
  



    

    

   

   
     

Like a fur-lined bolt 
from the blue, Rare’s 
top secret racer has its) 
Sights set firmly on 
Mario Kart 64. Can. 
Diddy come home fir 

nyone would think it was 
A Christmas. Announced just 

two months ago, Diddy 
Kong Racing has arrived with all 
the pleasant surprise of a 50 
pound note found down the back 
of the sofa. There’s been no 
year-long wait, months spent 
peering at fuzzy screenshots or 
shifting release dates that see 
long-awaited games slip 
through your fingers like a 
foiled-again super villain. 
Thanks to the smoked glass 
secrecy of Nintendo corp and 
their GoldenEye trained English 
spies Rare, the lid’s been kept 
firmly shut on Diddy Kong and 
his lost-it animal mates during a 
two year development period in 
downtown Twycross. 

Just sneaking into shot is secret character, Drumstick the turkey The shoulder buttons give you Mazzer Kart-style skidding. Activate your shield power-up to deflect other racer’s missiles. 

y ey 
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CHANGE VEHICL 
CHALEMGE S 

RETUR 

‘ Bump into the big blue fella and he Ul let you swap 
% . \ vehicles and, if you're really good. 

race him round adventure island for a balloon  



UN gunrandfawaysinimy 
dl Heautitulshalloon! 

Don't go thinking that the power-ups in Diddy Kong are like 

Mario Kart’s. That would he silly. Basically, you collect power- 

ups by running over different coloured balloons. A quick press 
of Z releases them or you can build them up by collecting two 

or three balloons of the same colour. Here's what's on offer... 

Red Balloons 

    
     

    

   

    

<a 
Yellow Balloons 

  

guided missile attacks and letting you 

, 
«onto your bananas. 

Green Balloons 

  

Projectiles! Like Mazzer’s green j 
shells the unguided variety aren't 

' that useful. But collect enough to get 

your guided missile or the refillable pack of 
ten and you'll be laughing like a well armed 

hut highly cute animal. 

These work as shields protecting you from 

z= your fellow racers into side-of-track 
humiliation. Dead useful for hanging 

—— These let you drop stuff on the track 
to take out racers coming up 
behind. There's oil slicks, mines and 

for three balloons, some sticky Se, 

bubbles that glue the opposition to 

~ 

7 But now gaming's best kept secret 

can be revealed in all its monkey- 
matic glory. As grand unveilings go, 
your first look at Diddy in action is 

a bit of a plaque-engraving, 
ribbon-cutting, red-velvet-curtain 

f y ~ 

drawing occasion. Leaving aside Rare’s claim that 
this a new type of game — an ‘adventure racer’ for the 
moment, there’s no denying that there’s all manner of 

warm graphical loveliness being spread 
about the screen at an unprecedented 
pace. Rare call it Realtime Dynamic 
Animation Technology. We call it 
really nice graphics that look better 
than Mario Kart 64's. Everything's 

bump 

~~ 

yo 

Get in there! Pipsy receives her winner's 
golden balloon from Taj the elephant. 

    

  

     aie is 

about? 

  

   

  

the track. @ q bold, bright and as crisp as toast 
‘ : with some magical background 

Blue Balloons details on any track you’ve got time 
This is your basic speed - > to look for them on. And if you think 

boost bonus that’s fine on its own 

but a bit too much when used at triple 
strength. Release the accelerator just 
before firing for an extra hoost 

WB Multi-Balloons 
f Almost up there with 

{ Mario's lightning as the best 
power-up available. These magnets 
drag you towards 

    

to the one you picked in the first place. 

and TT the Watch turn up much, much later. 

S All Round Funky Monkey 
As you'd expect, Diddy's the one to go for if you 
want default racing dependability and nothing 
flash. With good handling, medium weight 
acceleration and top speed you could do a lot 
worse. Rumoured to be a bit cheeky, but that's 
monkeys for you! 

"Avan 

   

J like a certain Coyote towards his 

7 Road Runner prey. Brilliant. 

COntemars, Peaily! 
There're eight characters to choose from, select, cancel your 

choice, choose someone else and cancel again before returning 

GAMESMASTER 64 JANUARY 
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    the race leader     

er          

  

    
Drumstick the Turkey 

oY ‘ Big Boned Platform Star In Waiting 
A classic slow starter heavyweight, Banjo handles 
dependably and reaches a decent top speed. Great 
for argy bargy, he feels a bit slow and heavy to be 
your character of choice. Should come into his 
own when he gets his own platforming show! 

  

     99:8 

MAler aes ur speed up. 0) 
¥y work like the coins in the 

  PREVIEWS 

the pirate galleons, snow covered 

houses with lights in the windows and 
water spouting whales are nice touches, the 

/ way the racers look over their shoulder when they're 
reversing never fails to make you smirk like a simpleton. 
That adventure racing business though. What's that all 

The 

G0: 08:27 

‘Mario Kart. 

~f’ First Videogaming Badger! 
We like Bumper. He's got some good all round 
acceleration, top speed and handling but carries a 
bit more weight than the likes of Diddy for packed 
close races. 

  REVIEWS   

Hemming it down a log flume with a badger 
off your bow! You can't moan about that. 

  S:PE-CLALS 

Release the accelerator for a re 
firing a speed up for that it of oomph! 

gle 
00:08:27 

Basically, Diddy Thread your way through that zig-zag ring for 
Kong is coming 
at the old belt- 

round-a-track-last-one-home’s-a-cissy-style of racing 
from a slightly different angle. You've got your 

usual time trial, two, three and four-player 
game. That, as Jim Bowen would say, is safe. 
But Diddy's real purpose in life, its, ahem... 

a boost to your clockwork speedo. 

luxury speedboat behind the spangly 
curtain... is an adventure mode. Starting 
from Adventure Island, a central area that’s 
as much fun fo explore as Mario's castle 
grounds, you begin your quest by driving 
up a ramp into the first and easiest setting, 

Dino Domains:Here the racing starts in 
earnest with the basic idea being to collect 

Golden Balloons by notching up first places. 
Collect enough of the helium filled blighters and you can 

TiME 

00:05:97 

When the white stuff comes down.on snowflake 
mountain, you can almost hear Jingle Bells. 

re 
‘t Perkey Extra Cute Squirrel 
Also making a surprise appearance before his solo 
debut next year, Conker is reasonable in all 

departments but brilliant in none. Ideal for 
beginners, if you can put up with the sickening 
cuteness factor. 

TIPS LETEERS



Drive, Fly, Hover! 
With Diddy Kong Racing you get three very different vehicles to 
drive too fast in. Each one handles differently and requires a 
substantially different skill to stay on the racing line. 

Building on Mario's rock 
solid handling, Diddy ‘s 
karts are the most 

* dependable thing to race 
in and should be your 
vehicle of choice for the 
majority of the game. 

Riding on a rubber skirt 
of air is dead fun but not 
the most reliable way to 
get round the courses. 
You'll have problems 
trying to navigate rocky 
areas or sharp turns. 

Wheeeee! The plane is a 
barrel rolling-delight to 
pilot with plenty of tight 

_ banking turns and 
+ swooping through 

tunnels to keep you on 
| your toes. Take those 

chocks away! 

enter more races. There’re 16 tracks spread across four 
Worlds to begin with and if you can beat all the tracks in 
each area there's a race off with a whacking great boss. 
Beat him and you're set a Silver Coin challenge. This 
involves searching for eight hidden'coins on your way 
round before taking on a new, improved boss, collecting 
four pieces of an amulet before finally, with your trophy 
cabinet groaning under the weight of first places, you 
face the might of...Whizpig. Whey hey! But hang on just 
a minute, hold your party poppers right there and don’t 
leave your seat just yet! This is only the first ending in a 
racer that’s loaded down with further worlds, battle 

arenas and enough races fo take you through to the 
middle of next year 

That's the thing with Diddy Kong. It’s absolutely, 
sprawlingly, big, massive, her-bleeding-uge. There’re 
enough miles of race track to circle the Earth several 
times... probably. And it’s not only big in a physical, 
look-at-the-size of-that-thing sense but, also, in terms of 
the sheer amount of ‘stuff’ {fo use a technical term) 

crammed sideways into the game. Rare really have 
emptied their box marked ‘ideas’ all over this one from 
a great height. For starters, there’s not just one, wheel- 
based, type of racing. Hovercraft and aeroplanes 
require a totally different type of driving skill, never 

  

  

It goes a little something like this... 

Second Finish 

Future Fun Land 

Atlventure Island 

Wiznig hace 
. 

ter 
oe 

wy   
letting you get bored or too comfortable 
with one type of vehicle. Similarly, by 
constantly setting you new and more 

fiendish coin collecting and boss racing 
challenges, there’s-a real sense of variety 

1 Se 

Some of the Snowflake Mountain tracks could pass 
for a Christmas card. Erm, with go-karts. 

4 $ | \ 
< Shell Backed Choice of Champs! wf’ The Eyes of a Madman! Fist Shaking Croc Tough Man 
Tiptup the tortoise has some of the tightest The tiger with the thousand yard stare. He's got As heavy as they come, Krunch is painfully slow 

handling in the game and is thoroughly decent in decent acceleration, tip top handling and an Ok-ish off the mark but builds up a good head of speed. 

all other areas. Along with Diddy, the one to go to top speed but under that Rare baseball cap is an Handling wise, he’s ‘difficult’ and an absolute 
for dependable performances time and time again. out-to-lunch character. You'll see. liability on bendy circuits. Leave him on the 

character selection screen. 
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oY : Timid Mouse Girl Squeakster 
She's got super quick acceleration, superb 
handling and a decent top speed but feels a bit of a 
lightweight compared to racing goddess Princess 
Daisy. She's too easily pushed off her racing line. 

Hear her squeak when she should roar! 

   
  

     1998



Dragon Forest features no end of spooky 
enchanted woods to get lost in. 

  
and the satisfaction that 
comes from knowing 
you're progressing at the 
limits of your skill. A 
feeling that was over all to 
soon in Mario Karts dull 
one-player championship 
mode. Add in the four 
different battle arenas, a 

host of secrets to uncover 
(like Drumstick the Turkey- 
we're saying nothing) and 
the delightful scene setting 
touches, from Snowflake 

Mountain’s feeling of 
brrrrrr to Future Fun Land’s loop the loop space madness 
and you get the feeling this leaves nothing to chance. 

Look at the way Diddy Kong bends over backwards 
to befriend the player and lead you though it’s stream of 
different challenges in classic Nintendo style. Bump into 
Taj, the game’s resident magical blue elephant and he'll 
not only pass the time of day with you butact as a 
vehicle change point and challenge setter, There's also 
TT, a walking timepiece that introduces you to the 
pleasure of time trialing and carries a handy run down 
of how much of the game you've completed. As the 
official record holder on all the game’s tracks he'll even 

  

TT Races! 

  

Mario Vs Diddy Top Trumps! 
The only fair way to compare like with like is through that ancient system of divination, the one true way of wisdom handed down through 
time by our elders...Top Trumps! Here in handy cut out, keep and shuffle a few times form are Mario Kart 64 and Diddy Kong Racing in 

Top Trump card form. We've marked each game against a number of criteria out of 20. And, remember. the cards never lie... 

MARIO KART 64 
One Player Game 
Multi-Player Game 
Graphics 
Characters 
Track design ! 

Conclusion @ 

One Player Game 
Multi Player Gann 
Graphics 
Characters 
Track design * 

And after pitting the two games head-to-head in a battle of hard fact and razor sharp statistic, the conclusion is this: Mario's better in 
multi-player mode and beats Diddy for the quality of chracters and design of tracks. Diddy Kong. though, is better on your tod and has 
nicer graphics. There you have it 

    

Future Funland’s space age. but not exactly WipEout in feel. 

race you in the time trial mode as you try to get your 
name next to the top performance. Obviously inspired 
by Mario 64, it's platform game touches like these which 
help make Diddy Kong live up to its adventure racing 
tag and go towards creating a completely involving one 
player racer that’s kazoo blowing fun to play. 

However, the multi-player element, you always go 
cap in hand to looking for Even More Fun, turns out to 

be a bit of a dissapointment. Yes, we were surprised too. 
It was, remember, the four-player shell-firing mayhem of 
Mario Kart 64 that saved it from an uninspiring and 
kitten-weak one-player mode. Until GoldenEye 007, 
there hasn't been another game in the GM office that’s 
inspired so much rivalry, favourite joypad baggseying 
and threats of physical violence as multiplayer Mario. 
But here, with the lone player more than well catered for, 
the tables are turned. DKR’s four players on one screen 
competitions are, however much you try fo convince 

yourself otherwise, a bit dull. There’s a sparse smattering 
of power-ups, little opportunity for devious tactics and 

none of the mad lottery of Mario’s fruit machine 
weapons fest. Instead you get races where the player 

who knows the track best wins. All the time. You won't 
so much be on the edge of your seatas sitting back 
comfy and resigned to the same result over and over 
again. The battle mode also matches Mario's curiously 
bad 64-Bif arenas anidywill be played about as much. 

We've got gameplay, professors from the open 
university to come in with slide rules, overhead 

projectors and quantum physics equations to explain it 
to us, but ultimatately there’s just something about DKR 
that can’t touch Mario in multiplayer mode. Possibly it’s 
down to the characters and tracks. DKR’s cast of racers 
are great, there’s no denying that. (Although Timber’s 
Vietnam veteran stare disturbs us). They just don’t have 

quite the long established appeal and history of Mario’s 
posse. Whereas the start of a Mario Kart race sees 
everyone scrambling to get their favourite character and 
actually getting annoyed if they have fo race as 
someone else, with DKR.it's:yet to become a priority. 

Mario’s circuits also seem to have the edge. It’s 
simply that Diddy Kong's aren't as much fun to race on. 
They look fantastic but can’t match Mario Kart for sheer 
entertainment and the subtle roadtested design. 

It seems uncharitable to criticise any game that 
strives fo offer so much. DKR features an incredible 
amount of Good Things that'll occupy quality gaming 
hours for months come. As a concerted effort to improve 
on Mario Kart 64 for the one, it’s a complete success. 
Start racing and it'll be months before you cross the 
finish line for the last time. Our only reservation is that in 
multi-player mode this doesn’t scream “Play Me!” in the 
same way that Mario Kart does. Diddys great fun but a 
young cheeky monkey pretender to Mazzer’s throne 

Robin Alway @™, 
“Ey    
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HOWUACORVOU 0 al 
If you're in any 
doubt how Crash 2's 
warp rooms and 
crystal collecting 
operates, here's a 

quick guide to just 
what manner of 
escapades the furry 
fool's going to be 

expected to do. 

Throw yourself through one 
and this crystal is what you're 

after. Bonus gems also await. 

  

See those vortexes swirling 
into beyond? Well they're the 
entrances to the levels. 

Complete all five levels in one 
warp room and it’s up to the 
next five with you. 

Every so often a hologram of 
the evil Cortex pops up and 
chats to you. 

   
But expect to meet a boss first. 
In this case, the knife wielding 

Komodo brothers. 

BANDICOOT 
   

ou can say what you want about the 

) fae but he knows how to die. Whether 

frozen in a block of ice, sprouting wings and 

floating up to heaven playing the didgeridoo or 

getting blown sky high and dropping back to earth 

no more than an eyeball and a pair of stripey 

boxer shorts, he always meets his maker in crowd- 

pleasing fashion. 
That's the great lummox all over really. He’s the 

PlayStation’s most cartoontastic character, always ready 

with some Warner Bros. wit and an orangey flurry of 
limbs as he spins his way madly over the platforms. But 
although everyone agreed that his first appearance on 
the ‘Station last year looked like the sort of thing you'd 
happily watch of a Saturday morning, there was always 

the whinge that the foolish marsupial was confined to 
narrow trenches with none of the freedom of movement 
and dizzying exploration of Super Mario 64. 

And, it’s a shame to report but things aren't 

wildly different in this sequel. It’s not so much " 
Crash 2: Cortex Strikes Back as Crash 2: 
Pretty Similar to the First One. The furry boy 

is still a prisoner in a fairly traditional 

platform game that’s been unceremoniously 
stretched into 3D, with the same styles of 
game predominating. Most of the time you're 
pegging it into the screen, bounding over 
obstacles and collecting stuff. Then there's the 
running out of the screen and away from giant boulders, 
snowballs and, at one point, a huge great polar bear. 

   
      

>. 

  

Here at GamesMaster, few things 
made us happier than sitting astride a 
steaming great hog and riding him 
through the jungle in the original 

Crash Bandicoot. But we're funny like 
that. Here in Crash 2, such animal 
driving fun comes in the cute fluffy 
form of a baby polar bear who 
provides the game with some of its 
most hectic moments. On several 
levels you can make him scamper 

through the icy wastes with an 
orange marsupial ‘pon his back. 
Better call Rolf Harris all the same. 

Whey hey! He's off, smashing crate- 
loads of apples for all he’s worth. 

There he is! The polar bear cub sits 
outside the level he stars in and moans if 
you stand on him, surprisingly! 

Mind that killer whale! He'll have 
your blooming head off and it'll be 
back to the last checkpoint crate. 

Put your ornamental china in the cupboard! Crash is back! But is he new 
and improved or the same old orange marsupial as before..? 

  

Finally, you’ve got your side-on jumpathon scrolling from 
left to right. That’s yer lot and, disappointingly, as lots go 
it's nothing that we haven’t seen before in Crash’s debut 

One thing that has changed for the better is the way 

you can save your position at far more regular 

intervals. The original game was a pad 

chucking exercise in frustration as it sent you 

back all the way fo the start on the slightest 

shoulder shrugging whim. Now, you don’t 
have to mess about collecting tokens and 

completing bonus stages, it’s just a case of 
breaking open the restart crates scattered 

through each level. And once you've got the crystal 
and made it to the end of the stage, you're thrown back 

into-a central warp room where you can save fo memory 

Start playing and with a cunning wink in 
your direction, Crash gets ready to ride that 
bear over that there tundra. 

Blunder into a crate of nitro and this is the 

sad scene you're faced with. There are 101 
ways to get rid of your bandicoot.  
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card. Each warp room gives you a selection of five levels 
to bound into and once you've completed them all 
Crash levitates upwards to the next five. All the levels can 
be tackled as many times as you like (with bonus crystals 
and secret areas providing an incentive) and the evil 
Cortex turns up in holographic form to taunt you. 

So thankfully the frustration levels have been turned 
down and the learning curve smoothed out to a shapely 
hillock of addictive proportions. You might never be 
doing any more than scampering through the same sort 
of crate and baddie packed levels as before but 
to give Crash his dues, this sequel is an enjoyable 
platform caper. The whole game’s really lifted by even 
more gorgeous cartoon-o-vision graphics that look all the 
better for packing in more variety than before. There are 
levels set in space, sewers and the now obligatory under 

Gontrolinealt 
Oh la la la. With it's silky analogue control, Crash 2 is really 

spoiling us. It's properly compatible with Sony's dual stick 
controller y’see. Unlike Croc, there's a proper and gradual 
change from walking v-e-r-y slowly to belting it along. Most 
of the time you'll be running Crash’s old skool pumps off but 
occasionally there'll be sections where you need to tipitoe 
past boxes of nitro. Nice, but as much as it sounds like your 
parents, the standard pad'll do just as well. 

  

  ic graphics 
loony charm 

of Warner Bros. ice 
intro sequence too. 
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the EC Directive on Platform Games, 
| snowy, slip slideaway sections. Although 

_ nothing wildly original it’s far more ae 

s interesting than just smashing your way 
ae through the first game's jungle undergrowth. 

Fa Crash 2’s never less than damn fine fun and 
__| the sort of thing you can get your platforming teeth 

into straight away. I's a madcap, smack bang, wallop 
of a game, always good to gallop through and just like 

your whacky mates on GM, a little bit ‘bonkers’. The real 
problem with this sequel is that is doesn’t address any 
criticisms of the original's straightforward, linear 
gameplay. With a greater choice-of routes and an 
attempt to widened its girth a bit to let you move left and 
right as well as in and out, er, if you know what we 
mean, Crash 2 could have been a fall-to-your-knees and 
praise-the-lord platformer. 

Instead, you’ve got a sequel that’s More of the 
Same. Whereas with Tomb Raider 2 the original's perfect 
level design was more than welcome a second time 
round, with Crash you're talking about a rerun of a 
slightly flawed game. If you loved the first one, this'll be 
more than welcome round your gaff but don’t expect 
anything more than 27 new levels, much less frustration 
and an ever so slightly more lovely looking orange star 
for your money. Which when you think about it, isn’t too 
bad at all! 

Robin Alway | ij 
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Decent effects and some 
ace jape-fuelled music to 
keep you running and 
jumping along.     
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Deana hyaMisaciventut ene 
It never fails. Walk Crash into any 

potentially harmful situation and 

it's almost worth dying to see the 
resulting demise. There aint no 
console cartoon-boy who winds 

up six feet under with such 

panache. Look at these for 

evidence of Crash’s cartoon 

credentials. That's all folks! 
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27 levels plus 

J crystals and hidden bits 
(> umeant platform-nirvana 

tevisted. For a while.  



The ESPER machine — one of the best bits in the game — allows you to zoom into photos, to search for hidden clues. Down to the 
clickety-click sound effects of the film, it's been translated flawlessly. Here's a crash course... Is this {0 he an empathy test? 

il 
. 

   

Slot your photo into the 
machine, and pick an area - 
any area... 

Drag your green box over the 
area you wish to magnify, and 

let it go. 
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The rendered scenes are so good, that it's almost difficult to 
determine where the FMV finishes and the game actually starts. 

double-edged sword. Less imaginative types 
pay homage, take influence, or simply rip-off 

your ideas, while your audience are defined as a 
bunch of weird cults. 

Take Ridley Scott's: superb Blade Runner, whose 
cinematic treatment of Phillip K Dick’s novella ‘Do 
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep’ was widely slated on 
release as being too bizarre. 

Wherever | lay my hat... 
Rather than flick-screen movement between locations, Blade 
Runner often employs the use of smooth transitions, lending a 
far more movie-like feel to proceedings. 

B eing original - seminal, even - is a bit of a 

  

This is your pad, 

ain't it homely? 
Walk through it 

(complete with 
artificial dog which 
you can feed) and it 
prompts the screen 
to scroll forward. 

McCoy walks into 
the next room, and 
you sigh with 
delight as the 
camera tracks him 
accordingly. Crack 
open the popcorn 
and the Munchies. 

Until he reaches the | 
balcony, where you | 
can gaze at the City, 

contemplate your 
evidence - and all 
to the wonderful 
strains of a Vangelis 
soundtrack. 

JANUARY 1998 

    

Within seconds, the area 

selected fills the screen, and is 

touched up by the machine. 

Want more detail? Simply do 
the same again - over this 
guy's face, for instance. 

    

One of the greatest cult films of all time has now 
been slapped into your PC... 

The creations that 
designer Syd Mead 
came up with for the 
film have been 
perfectly recreated. 
and are even 

surpassed later on. 

Ten years later, though, and its influences are everywhere 
— from adverts, films, TV shows and books, to — who’d 
have thought it — a computer game. 

Hit-meisters Westwood have been handed the task 
of converting the modern classic to the PC, and, well, 
you can origami me into the shape of a silver foil 
unicorn, if it isn’t superb. 

Thankfully, and somewhat bravely, they’ve picked 
the point ’n’ click adventure game with which to illustrate 
the rich design of Syd Mead, when the obvious quick- 
buck platformer or shoot-em-up could have been thrown 
together in a couple of months. 

As it is, Blade Runner's been three years in the 
making, and the time spent on it clearly shows. For not 
only is it a fine adventure in its own right, but — like the 

The KIA machine logs all your important evidence as you find t 

  

And here's our man. The KIA 
will record a hard copy, and 
store it for further analysis. 

Zoom even further in, and 
things slowly start to become 
much clearer. 

  

Amazingly moody lighting and sound effects perfectly capture the 
tense, post-apocalyptic environment that the film portrays. 

  

(Left) The lift's buttons are accompanied by a sultry woman ‘s 
voice announcing the floor you're on. (Right) The research lab. 

film — it also manages to redefine the boundaries of the 
adventure game genre. 

There are so many impressive features that it’s 
difficult to know where to start, but the most logical place 
is in the game’s immaculate presentation. 

Graphically, this game IS Blade Runner. Incredible 
scenery, and probably the best rendered characters yet 
seen on a PC introduce the plot — all aided by the 
instantly recognisable Vangelis-style soundtrack. 

Then, as the video blends seamlessly into the action, 
you take control of McCoy; not Harrison ‘Deckard’ Ford 
unfortunately, but a rookie whose first real case involves 
the murder of a group of artificial animals, and the 
hunting down of the cyber skin jobs — or replicants — 

lo who are presumed to be responsible. 

     
     

       

(Above) Choose your mood carefully. 
People respond better to polite questions. 

 



(Left) This is where you ll meet your 

first adversary. Shoot him. In the head. 

  

     

  

Dreaming of electric sheep! 
In Blade Runner, you can even have dreams (or maybe 
nightmares), by opting to have a kip back at your apartment. 
These dreams hold clues to your case, and maybe even your 
own identity — are you a human or a replicant? 

      
       

     

   
(Above) The cells. Not a particulalry nice place. 

    

         
You can tell it’s a dream Who's the fat bloke with the 
because it's all purple, oh, and dog? Could he be a suspect? 

because you're in bed. Looks dodgy to me. 

Up pops a Rastafarian, and Understandably, our 
immediately begins to harass + heavyweight chum is a little 

the fat geezer. peeved at this. 

There's no arguing with this __...and wastes the blubbery one. 

i 
e 

         
(Above) Your best friend is a cyborg dog. Weird. The city-scapes are true to the film. as this view of spinner take-off shows. 

) 

Control-wise, we're in traditional territory. Point your ongoing investigations, plus you can even hone your 

cursor wherever you want to go, click to move there, or shooting skills on a Virtua Cop-style firing range. 
click on objects or characters when your cursor changes Mastery of weapon is all important. A right click of the 

  

colour. So far, so conventional. However, soon Blade mouse transforms your cursor to a target with which to 
Runner's subtleties become apparent. take out replicants - and one shot is never enough. 

The ESPER machine - the remarkable photo There’s so much to Blade Runner that two pages is 

  

      

        

   

              

analysing machine from the film — is translated brilliantly nowhere near enough to explore its depths — suffice to 
here. Photographic evidence you find may be examined _ say though, that it’s massive (four CD ROMs crammed to 

  

   in minute detail to reveal extra clues, all faithfully bursting), it's got 14 different possible endings, which guy though. In one smooth What would Freud say about all 

accompanied by the sound effects and vector graphics are determined by how much sympathy you have move, out comes his gun... this then? 

from the film. While the other piece of memorable afforded to the replicants’ cause during the game. You 
technology — the Voight-Kampff test designed to can pick one of four different ways to ask your questions 
determine humans from replicants — is also stunningly (from polite to surly) — which affect the answers you 
well-simulated, with a myriad of human morality receive from interviewees. Hell, it's even got a woman in 
questions that are as clever as they are useful. it that makes Lara Croft look like Thora Hird. 

In fact, rather than collecting objects to use in To say Blade Runner does complete justice to the 
conjunction with others, Blade Runner is almost film is an understatement. It’s the most original, 

completely clue-driven. Everything you collect, interviews compelling, clever, thoughtful and downright gorgeous 
you conduct, and conversations you overhear are all adventure game ever. 
stored in your Knowledge Information Assistant (KIA) - a As Roy himself says in the film’s penultimate scene, 
‘smart’ inventory which records all useful evidence and “I've seen things you people wouldn't believe”. Well, | 

cross-references it with clues already found. concur. Time to buy. 
Physical evidence can be taken to the laboratory for Matt Pierce At) 

research, the police chief must be informed of your 
      eer ee 

Interactive movie or adventure game? Neither really, just a fantastically entertaining traipse 

H rf S ay y0 l| B f! H | f \W l| ll ll d H | through the film and beyond. Check out this cinematic sequence and rest assured there's many 

= throughout the game. 
    

    

  

    

  

Dark alleyways are no place for 
a nice boy like you. 

Jumping in your police The Off World advertisements Exactly like the movie, but built Even the outside of your The Tyrell Corporation building. 
‘spinner’ — your flying car — - even the huge Japanese from scratch, Westwood's spinner is highly detailed — the home of the great replicant 
starts the travel sequences... woman —are all present. attention to detail is incredible. lighting effects are outstanding. —_ builder himself. 

  

Test your skills on the Virtua 
Cop-style shooting range. Avoid 
the ladies with babies, and 
waste the blokes with guns. 
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= Incredible I A haunting Vangelis- i : I'll tak tt 
NO. OF PLAYERS < hing effects ond pie sowsdtrac Solos all complete, oa thon’ yon 

FROM [Wir superb renders. Sprites the eerie spot effects san mi all again to 
a sometimes get blocky. from the movie. jo-vse. Lh See a different ending. 
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That spikey blue rascal Sonic is back with all his cuddly chums in the most 
unusual racing game of the year. What a return to form! 

Mp limey Sega, this is.a weird one. Is it a racing 

misdemeanours. — ee 
So what the hell is Sonic R@’OK, af ifs heart, this 

racing game. To begin with you get to choose from 
three modes — 

Grand Prix, Time 
Attack and Two-Player= 

and a selection of 
recognisable characters 

The map at the bottom shows all the 
different routes. There're loads! 

including Sonic, Knuckles, Tails and Amy (Robotnik also 

je game? Hmm, sort of. Is.it.an adventure? Well, takes part bul K d e him —a 
1... hint, hint 

  

eird ou’ d.to cars and 
enuinely tricky to especially 

é likes of Sonic aiid RAUERIeC Who BIE aSUnd the ts 
place like rabid polecats and have to be physically 
wrestled with to keep them on course. However, you soon 
get used to employing the shoulder buttons to make quick 
right and left turns (as in WipEout) and this becomes an 
invaluable tactic when the going gets curvy. 

Other characters have theirownfoiblesytoon/Amy 
for example, sits in a car but is strangely the slowest of 
the:lot-=.the vehicle.does have-very-sturdy-handling 
though; so"its"good forthe hwisty tracks which have the 
other runners flying over edges like. suicidal lemmings. 

00:22. Yon 
00:22.4). 

_DD;DD OD! 
Ses 0) i) ae 

Watch in amazement as Knuckles soars through the air with all the 
grace of, erm, a flying red mammal. And just look at that view! 
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Sonic prepares for a stomach-churning loop the loop (left) while 
Amy potters about in the world’s slowest car (right). 

    01:54.52 
D4:05.4% 
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  TNE VES AIRE OUT THAeNER one! 
The Saturn has been put down quite a bit in the past for its supposed 
inabilities in the 3D visuals department. However Sonic R is a clear indication 
that the machine can perform as well as the PlayStation if developers take the 
time to understand it. Realtime coloured lighting. for example, has become a 

For those too confused to follow the game map, the designers have favourite next generation effect recently, and it’s used in abundance here to 
ee give depth and substance to many of the circuits. been kind enough to put a few arrow signs about the place : : ; 

Also put to good use in the game is an effect which the Saturn 
Robotnik is another weird one: he floats around in his Caw shouldn't even be able to do: transparency. Radical Emerald is indeed filled 

- hovering tank thing and throws. bombs.at the other racers, - with trippy translucent lanes and weird overlaid lighting. It's a veritable 
_ but again he’s pretty slow so its easy to stay out of his throughout the game. y triumph of coding skill! 

j rally, Knuckles d Tails can both hover for limited From the green hills, 
x st right for getting over calm waters and 

dles:. hidden woodlands of 
As 2 are inifially four to choose Resort Island to the 

eYean each ‘based around a classic Sonic location. It may complex, 
not seem like many, but they're all riddled with secret beautifully-lit 
spassageweys, short-cuts and alternative routes, so every Egyptian remains of 

Zz -uncontrollably ‘off one road, there’s bound — Regal Ruins, 
r beneath it to keep you racing. Travellers Tales have 

This element is perhaps what makes Sonic R so packed in detail upon 
special. These aren’t circuits in the boring old ‘go round a__ detail to make these small 
track a few'times*sense’; they're interactive landscapes; worlds interesting and 
with loads of alleys, nooks, crannies and wacky buildings _ believable. indeed, every 
to explore and discover. You can more or less go track has iiS6wA 
anywhere you want, and try anything you want as long breathtaking images: the myriad of 
as you occasionally follow the arrow signs and keep an runways twirling off into the distance 
eye-on-the-map:in the-bottom-right-hand:corner-which in Radical. City, the mad-sweeping 
tells you Where your competitors are. corners and huge ramps of Reactive 

And the visuals. are just lip-bitingly gorgeous Factory: rarely does a racing game 

GHOOSERVOURROVUNFATVENtuTEl 

    
      

  

    

          

     

       

  

   

  

     

  

    

    
    
    
    

    
    

  

   

Every circuit in < Ql:1 
Sonic R is 1G » i pits ,, 

riddled with 3 bom" 
alternative r i) 
routes which oR 

often offer \ 

short-cuts, more Be ; —— eS : e epee §=6The huge jumps 

rings or access Bisse ; ; Se DT really test the 
to hidden areas has = OSS ge ne $35) individual skills 
Some are easy to ee : : : Sat é. 49") of the cute, little 
spot, and are just Me Tails (above) yr: mA i332 | Ci fare){ cad ee =) characters. 
files a forks 10 91 :908 xagpsiet, : z ’ Ets a 1 fee raat E - flops 
in the road. Others are more 0128.48 ‘s eset 5 | Pine off the edge in 
elusive and only an intimate " 0:90 01 gate. The 1. 3 - her Ford Festa, 
knowledge of the track will ‘ boost he gets : Say ee Knuckles leaps 
reveal their whereabouts. — SB By: depends on : Sy a oe like a mad thing 
Either that. or you'll find them w fae sd : Say ; baat Pa into the abyss. 

    

hy accidentally flying off one 

road and landing on another! 

  

     

Tails looks bravely at the 

twisting road of death, 

and cries... Actua lly that 

The two-player, split-screen mode is a great laugh. And - other route looked pretty 

the good news is there's little drop in speed and only a 
toes hit on the Lo Anes



Nooltuiatiwexcanstia! 

     

    

   

  

   

  

   
   

    

      
    

  

   

        

   
   
   
   

     
       

  

Knuckles The Radical This road 

(left) finds City start divides into 
a secret line. Who two ona 
passage. will be first very steep 
It may through curve. Both 
contain an that tiny routes have 
Emerald! door? Not their own 

our Amy! benefits.    

    
   

        

  

   
   

        

  

characters and collect all the 

emeralds in a couple of days. 
When this has been achieved 

though, the four Time Attack modes are 

that deserves a place 
amongst the classic Sonic 

games of old. Yes, it could 

have done with a couple of extra 

pack so much imagination and variety into 
its landscapes. 

As well as all that, there’s also a bonus 
stage to discover. Come first in all four tracks, 

    

  

and you go on to Radiant Emerald a weird, space good fun in themselves, and there is the decent circuits, and perhaps a greater variety 

circuit with translucent, jelly-like runways spiralling in front of — two-player option to keep your attention. The tracks, mad as in the way the characters actually handle, but there are so 
dozens of planets and stars. It’s a great showcase for the they are, don’t quite have the polished split-screen playability many ideas in here bursting to get out that the odd flaw is 
visual abilities of the Saturn (apart from some very late of Mario Kart 64, but this option works better than many two- _ easily forgiven. Welcome back, Sonic - you've been a long 
scenery block-in), and an indication that this machine has player games we've seen in the past. time coming. 4 

more tricks up its sleeves than most people gave it credit for. So Sonic R is a racing game, then, but one that tries new Keith Stuart ‘ 
There’s also a great range of recurring features to getto ideas and combinations. Exploration, power-up collection, 

grips with. Loop the loops, of course are a staple part of the platformer-style circuits - newcomers are bewildered by it all 
Sonic experience and they crop up regularly here, as do at first, but soon they just get " 
trampolines that send the characters soaring into the sky and _ immersed into the crazy logic of this 
of course power-ups and secret areas. No-one has ever tried mixed up Sonic kingdom. , = ‘ 

to mix the essential elements of the platformer with the racing Ultimately, there really are very %, 
game before and, rather like ice cream Mars bars and Ribena few reasons for Saturn owners not to = 

flavoured yoghurts, the combination works brilliantly. rush out and buy Ys . 
The question is what, if anything, does Sonic R do this. Travellers Tales, a =. ¥ 

wrong? Well, hardened gamers are likely to find the Grand under the guidance of 4 . & “Oh nuts, I'm tose” Tails di i - lalls discovers 
Prix challenge short lived. Although there are tons of things to the original Sonic team 
discover on each circuit, there are only five courses, and with have created a vibrant, 

a concerted effort, you can finish the game, find the hidden fun and different title 

MERA AGI AEREVERSINEWAINERERMASESO mi init 
Accompanying the standard Time Attack mode is a reverse mode (where you 

get to race round reversed versions of each track, dummy), Tag mode and 

Balloon mode. In Tag. you have to chase four other characters and tag them all 

within five minutes — which is useful for learning to use all the alternate routes and 

short-cuts. In Balloon mode. you have to find a few balloons hidden about the landscape 

— which develops your ‘searching for things while trying to go very fast’ skills. Useful in 

everyday life that one. 

’ Just how Many routes there are! % 

       

    

   
The graphics draw 
Way into the distance 
giving the player 
Some excellent 
Views of the 
brilliant Circuits, 

      

| 
disappear 

k, everyone else has 

pre with her car. It UL never pass 

ed leaving Amy 

its MOT. 
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The on-the-bonnet view is our favourite here at 

GamesMaster. Not for the dicky of stomach. 

   

  

hen the BBC’s Top Gear 

YY ve: Rally sport, have you 
noticed which of their presenters they 

use to cover it? You'd think that such a tyre- 

slipping, mud-flinging, spectator-endangering 

sport would require the booming tones of 

Clarkson. Maybe the assured confidence of ex-driver 
Needel would suffice. Even the slimy bloke - 

Quentin - who does the second-hand cars or - 

what's his name? The Northern one who likes bikes! 

They both seem like a more obvious choice than... 

Well it’s that short fat one with a flat cap isn’t it. 

For chuff’s sake, the only other time you see him is 

when they've got some vintage milk floats to look 

at. Dull? He’s prescribed as a sedative in poorer 

parts of the country. 
The thing with Rally Sport, though, is that it’s so 

exciting that it doesn’t really matter who commentates. In 
fact, you could have the sleep-inducing combo of Ruud 
Gullit and Nigel Mansell jabbering on and it would still 
be slightly more interesting than three day eventing, say, 
or squash. 

The point (Ah good, here it is - Marcus) is that 

Rallying is top notch fun and when you get it right in a 
computer game, then you're well on the way to the more 
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Keep patient with Jop Gear Rally and you'll soon 
get some fabulously fast cars. 

Can the N64 deliver the: 

(Left) Replays show your last 
lap from a selection of fixed 
camera positions. 

  

AR 

The best way to 
take sharp 
corners is to step 
off the gas and 
slide around 
toggling the 

  

    

   
    

   

     

racing goods this time around? 

stratospheric region of final scores (Sega Rally, V-Rally, 
for instance). Top Gear Rally, from Boss Game Studios, is 
the second driving sim to appear on the N64 (after Multi 
Racing Championship) and it’s comfortably better than 
that... well at least in places. But first the good bits. 

Undoubtedly Top Gear's finest qualities are it’s car- 
handling and realistic control set-up. Each nudge on the 
analogue produces a realistic sway on your car's 
suspension, and sharp turns into corners provoke a 
centrifugal squash down one side. When airborne - after 
one of the game's many jumps — the squashy race 
suspension forces the wheels way out of their arches, and, 

on landing, the car bounces, recoils, and sways in an 

extremely satisfying manner. Best of all, though, the game 
really understands racing lines and speed. If you get off- 
line at the start of a corner, you’re going to get massive 
problems a couple of hundred metres down the road as 
you fight to regain control. In fact, when it comes to pure 
race mechanics and car-handling, this is the best since 
Sega Rally. 

The second best thing about TGR is its game 
structure. The three-track, three-cup racing game 
arrangement must be about the most tired in history and 
Boss have come up with a clever (if not entirely original)    

  

replacement. Races are organised into a season of meets 
on three or four tracks with a set number of points 
required to move onto the next season. As the game only 
has four tracks initially available (the fourth comes into 

play in about the third season), you'd think that this could 
become boring very quickly but Boss use four different 
environmental conditions and progressively faster cars to 
steadily increase the difficulty from one season to the 

next, as well as increasing the points total you'll need to 

  

Clipping the side walls can flip your car through a 

full 360° either sideways or forwards.    

   If rain and fog combine. your chances of seeing too 

much of the road ahead are limited. 
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move on. In the past, weather effects have meant a few 

graphics touches and no gameplay difference at all. In 
Top Gear Rally, however Fog, Rain — and the two most 
scary ~ Snow and Darkness add an enormous amount of 
extra driving to the game. Mastered a track? See how 
you get on when you can only see 50 metres ahead of 
you or with three inches of slushy ice under each tyre. 

Unfortunately for N64 owners eager to clasp a 
WipEout 2097 or Sega Rally to their hearts, Top Gear 
Rally is far from perfect. At the most uninformed level, it's 
four long courses are graphically a bit drab. Whilst 
there's a commendable absence of pop-up, there's very 
little in the way of background detail to liven up the 
racing. In fact, to be ruthlessly honest, there’s bugger all. 

OK, this doesn’t affect the game in the slightest but it does 
limit the game’s ‘woo-hoo look at me’ value. Always 
important, we feel. 

More seriously is the ease with which you can scoot 
through the game. Although the four tracks are brilliantly 
designed and devilishly tricky to master, it seems as if 
Boss have bottled out at the last moment and made the 
computer opposition far too easy. They might block your 
overtaking manoeuvres in a way that CPU cars have 
never done before, but even if you have a major accident 
or two, you can still feel quite confident of a podium 
position. Another disappointing feature is the way you 
can use the armco and track fencing to get around some 
of the more tricky corners. Because a glancing collision 
with a fence rubs far less speed off your car than a 
proper brake and powerslide turn, you'll soon learn 
which corners you can take on ‘automatic’. 

LAP 1/3 
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lovenHandle's! 
Before each race, you get the opportunity to set up your car. No, in Top Gear Rally it 
really does make a difference. Look! 

Nib 

Steering 
Three settings 

Suspension 
Three settings 

This is another frustrating release for the N64, giving a 
tantalising view of machine's technical capabilities. If 
Namco, Sega, Konami or maybe even Pysgnosis had Tyre 

   

   

  

   

      

been involved in the final stages of the game, you get Three settings 
the feeling we might be adding ten percent to the final 
score. As it is, we're left with another case of nearly 
but not quite. 

James Ashton (fi 

LAP TiM) 

Designs 
Design your own car 

5°1925 — 
LAP iii 
0' 14s 

Transmission 
Automatic or Manual   

(GRAPHICS SouNDS | 

Sturdy but unimpressive, 
Thor no = bot 
then there’s very little 
to pop up. 

Soft rock musings and 
some be ae 
sere ii 
broo0OMMMs. 

along with some glaring 
errors, Still 
overall experiencé.! 

The Season system, car 
rewards and extra track 

~ are all good incentives 
to keep playing.  
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Land of hot food, American villains and a few of 
Screamer ’s more intense races. 

       

   

      

   

GREAMERN ALLY 
With Sega Rally being w 
on the     

a game was better than Sega Rally we'd 

receive a postbag full of death threats. PC 

gamers up and down the country would launch 

their own mini-fatwah sending in hoards of Rally- 

loving players to strike a blow for this, one of the 

greatest of racing games. They‘d devote the rest of 

their time on Earth to pursuing us until we'd been 

made to pay for our insolence. They'd stalk 

members of our family, boil our rabbits, set light 
to our offices and eat our (enough already — Ed) 

But, we're going to say it about the PC version of 
Sega Rally which was... well, let's just say that Sega's 
reputation for PC games isn’t quite as good as their 
traditional console homeland. Sega Rally was 

| if we were to dare to suggest that 

  

  

Don’t come much er 3 
than this. Smooth and: 
fast 3D. Paks Spe 
Rally hook chide   

wide 
Saturn’ there’s still 1 

The mountains make for great races, but 
crashing through the towns is more fun. 

‘not as good on ne Eee s it was “lyn alded as 
‘oom for someone to powerslide in 
       

  

OK, but when you compare it to other racing 
games it’s not as outstanding as it was on the 

Saturn. And now along come Virgin with 
Screamer Rally and perform a handbrake 

turn on the opposition to come up with the 
finest PC rally game yet. 

First and foremost, this actually feels 

better to control than any other PC rally 
game, and better than most racers. Before you 
know it you'll be powersliding and pulling off all 

kinds of impressive skidding manoeuvres. You can forget 
all that repeatedly banging into walls stuff that you 
suffer from in a lot of racers. In this game a well 

executed powerslide delivers precision control 
Playability is enhanced with some stunning and 

smooth running graphics. They almost make Sega Rally 

look like primitive cave paintings, daubed by a dazed 
bi-ped who's only just emerged from the trees. 

Beyond the amazing graphics (especially if you use 
a 3DFX card) and precision control there’s a fair amount 
of depth to it. You have to adjust the settings on your car 
to compensate for the different tracks and the variable 

  

   
weather conditions. Just try racing on the 

mud or gravel when it’s raining. Ouch! The 
single-player opponent Al is also spot on. Your 

co-racers can also make mistakes, especially if you 
have the nous to force them into doing so from time to 

time. This feature adds tremendously to the gameplay. 
The split-screen, two-player mode doesn’t suffer any 
slowdown, making this one of the better multi-player 

racers around at the moment 

Screamer Rally is bags of fun to race around on. A 
lot of time has obviously been spent getting it to feel just 

right. And it does. It not only challenges the big names, 
it nicks their hubcaps and pulls off their windscreen 

wipers. It runs its keys along their bodywork, bends back 
their ariel, kicks in their (OK, so we like it — Ed). 

Les Ellis ( # 

   

Not exactly renowned for rallying but the food is 
good, so the Screamer Rally goes there. 

The mounties may always get their man but you 
won't driving like this. 

Engine noises could’ve 
been better but the spo! 
effects make it all 
worthwhile. Broooom!  



THERE'S 
A CHARITY THAT 

WANTS MORE PEOPLE 
TO SUFFER 
LIKE THIS. 

  
YOU SHOULD BE AWARE THAT SONY HAVE INFLICTED THEIR NEW SAMPLER ON AN UNSUSPECTING PUBLIC. 

POWER SOURCE CONTAINS: TOMB RAIDER, PORSCHE CHALLENGE, MONSTER TRUCKS AND DESTRUCTION DERBY 2. 
YES, YOUR THUMBS WILL HURT, YOUR BRAIN WILL HURT, BUT YOUR SOUL WILL BE PURE. ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE PRINCE’S TRUST. 
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YEARS HELPING YOUNG 
PEOPLE TO SUCCEED |      

“BP ” and “PlayStation” are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
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It may not be a revolutionary idea but being 

Bullett still gets me all tingly inside. 

Test Drive 4 and not Need For Speed which is a 
different game and one that features perfectly 

pixelated fast cars and great scenery... it even has 
hot air balloons. 

Test Drive 4 however, (because it’s completely 
different) features perfectly pixelated fast cars and great 
scenery... it even has hot air balloons. The game’s 
premise is very easy to follow — you're allowed to drive 
some of the most desirable cars ever, around some 

mie Ghas!l ame! 

| get one thing right from the start - this is 

by ase 
Oe1aeroo 

  

7 PDGE OBS TECHS    

  

Ui tom . 057 . 

extremely pleasant locales, reach speeds of up to 
220kmh, plough into a wall and wait until the 
paramedics cart your paralysed limbs off. Only in this 
game there is no life-ebbing or limb-paralysing. 
Instead, one incarnation is swiftly followed 

by another which give the game a 
Karma-free Buddhist flavour. Although, 
after a particularly spectacular crash 
you waste time waiting to become 

upright which adds a neat Darwinian 
twist to the proceedings. 

Test Drive 4 offers single races, 
five different cups to compete in and 

even a drag race option — which seems 
to depend on just how well you can charge 
through your gears in manual. It proves to be as 
pointless as shotputting and just as challenging. 

The races are where all the single-player action is to 
be found. It'll take you a week to bother with them 
because they’re initially so off-putting — what with getting 
pulled up by cops, ramming into the back of milkfloats 
and crashing into the invisible track barriers. Eventually 
though you'll be racing through the twisty-turny Keswick 
track and suddenly find yourself in first place, 

  

  

  

powersliding into corners and staying at 
a reasonable enough J to keep on the 

track. When you nd yourself 
trying to force heavy obj igh speed, off 
the road. But soon you 
and begin to meld with 
bliss when man and ye 
from the sound of the eng 
going to make the cone : 
in what you thought were impassable comers oe you'll 
rocket pos fhe competition as though they were unicycle 
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a 2 a ak oe 
b ies with along relatively straight lead ‘ - right at the end of the track so, nat , 

raid Naphogrekan oem eae pope 
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: 

: 

a few harsh corners, ‘come to the See is also the one where you'll attain very hard for the viewer to make : 
_ steep hill which, when leaped, your your highest top speed. All the any sense of tall. Even the 
pal deloegtipindlas _ monuments are on show and you 

but at the can even get pulled up by cops 
outside the Whitehouse. “No, officer 

paced wih ale ay em, I'ma friend of Clintsey, h honest!” ‘take awell deserved break.- -—driftinto the wrongane. «=20h (sa -    
perfectly unless you want to do anything other than move 
forwards in a straight line. ae 

Test Drive 4 commits the ultimate crime of not including sappemenctin Ste tote 
any multi-player options unless you have a link-up. Otherwise . 

you're left with an I'll-race-then-you-race-next option. Of x Fe ‘wes 
course if you have a mate with a PlayStation, a TD4 disc and h , 
~_alink-up then you’re presented with the opportunity to 

» violently race friends and the ability to live out those cha 
scenes in Bullet which i: is ess we think that you'll agree, The 
Best Thing Ever. 

Jeremy Clarkson wo 
husky nightclub chanteuse pot 
gown. Then he’d iil its 

       

   

imagine, liken this game to a 

  

dive seule ch exciieniet We, Rioaenee 
couriers. There’s a cheat to access a whole new fleet of cars 
(see ‘Cars, more cars’ box). They include the ‘Pitbull’ Mini. 

This is the ideal car to learn the tracks with. Its ludicrous 
acceleration of 0-100 in 1.3 seconds means that even if you 
come to a standstill you'll still be able to get back in the race 
and with a top speed of just (just?) 17Omph it imposes a 
sorely needed ‘discipline on you and 
prevents any aeronautics. Racing 

around with this motor is a joy but 
soon you'll have to work your way 
down through the years until you 
attempt the Charger which is a very 
fast, heavy shoebox that glides along 
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proposed lead, would liken it to a Zoé Ball-type turning up at 
your house in leathers ond a fost car - ifs WOme very 
imaginative fantasy, but it works wonders for us. 

Simon Kirrane \ $i) 
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“Ten tracks! 
Type in KNACKED on the high scores 
screen and you get reverse versions of 

each track, and this time they're all at 

, Cars. more cars! 
If you want more cars then 
type in SAUSAGE on the high 
scores section and you'll get 
a blistering set of all new 
motors such as the Pitbull 
Mini which is a great all- 
rounder. It seems to be able 
to do everything except 
wallpaper a ceiling. 

night which you will find is much darker 
than daytime (Apologies to our 
Scandinavian readers — “Hi Sven, Hi Dirk, 
Hi Otto,” and their 24hr light sessions.) 

  

Fast moving cars and 
ae he 
down with plenty of 
losh mitt 

  

  

Eaeee rey are doh Ne 
tiny and the sount -up mode 
ited, while ‘pumping’ is muster all the’ 
too repetitive. down the line. 

Tough tricky and taxing 
have you spinnin 

fs ‘round its tracks for quite 
‘some time. 

   
   



      

        

    

      

  

  

    

VC are having a laugh aren’t they? How can 

J they possibly think that the unsuspecting 

games buyers out there would go for this 

~ when the likes of Fl ‘97, Porsche Challenge, TOCA 
Touring Car and the Ridge Racer games are out 

there looking glorious. 
Sure this may have a few endearing features that'll 

attract a small cult audience but most of us will just laugh 
at its vain attempts at trying to prove that it’s a serious 

racer. First and foremost the handling sucks. JVC claim 
that it’s one of the most driving-realistic racing games out 
there. Well, that’s rubbish! For the first few hours on this 
you'll find yourself continually 
smashing into walls when you’re 
coming out of corners (something 

your opponents seem to be able to 
avoid) regardless of which car you 
are driving. You can imagine how 
frustrating this gets. 

The tracks themselves are total 
dullards. It’s not often you get 

bored with a circuit but you'll be 
fed up with these after only a few 
races on each. Maybe it was a mistake to make them 
almost exact replicas of real hill racing tracks. The game 

Hmm, maybe. But the new courses are still dull and those 

hidden cars do little to rectify the situation. Pop up is a 
major factor on all the tracks — there you are happily 
racing along a straight when trees and buildings start 
appearing out of nowhere just ahead of you. It really is 
most distracting. 

The game has five tracks, but you can only race on 
two of them in the time trial mode. Now if Fl ’97 can 
have 17 circuits, why can’t this have a similar number. 

BaGkeonntraghs! 
There aren't many courses but they're tough. Dull but tough. Racing through city 
streets is supposed to be edge of the seat stuff but there's none of that here. Even 

the hills and hairpin bends can't add anything really enjoyable to it 

Lt sc oll from 7A (0) 
errible pop-up and 

lookin 
dull te watch tay    

  

claims to have more secret tracks and cars than any other. 

RGR FSS BEN Ls SEERA SAAT EEA TR OBE ES 

The engine noise sounds ight andling 
like your TV is about to nO! eat ve ety 
blow up. Rubbish spot vehicles. An rag 
effects as well. driving experienc 

were 
RF PAS 2R? 

JVC claim it has 40, but that’s only because 
you can race the same five courses in mirror 

mode, and then in four different weather 
conditions to make up that number. 

Despite being fast, with over 20 
vehicles and a fair bit of life in it — the 
handling is a real let down, as is the lack of 
tracks. What's more it doesn’t use the 
analogue controller (which could've saved 
this from a lifetime in the bargain bin) and 
the music sucks. Peak Performance is the 
Skoda to FI ’97’s Ferrari. ‘Nuff said. 

Les Ellis <4} 
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MODE: 1P RACE Size: AD 

COURSE: SRVEM TICRT COP cam 

WHEATAER: SUNNY 
CAR TCAR-CO6 
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Grand Prix in go-karts! Is this as good as 
that sounds or a racing midget ? 
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blocky cars that 
don’t exactly hurtle 
along. V. poor. 

a hixies women tracks and di courses pa cate aod 
telling you to, “Go moke for no fon | geome she mod 
faster!” Huh, girls eh? whatsoever, at all: x fon’t. Ge 

Shady nits was pi 7 Engi ine noise Sy Cairo! Terrible handle r 7 2 Ditferent feams and



   

    

Could the code monkeys at 
Sega have really come up 
with a (gasp, shock, horror) 
Sega Rally beater? 
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Design-a-car! | smrsrrace’” CABS. 2 Bed 

Geconns 
Saas Le : . 
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OPTIONS 
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CAR SETUP. os 

Car SELECT 
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You'll be hi bi 
% at “this for p, shpraed to 
* ‘come and won't be 
‘coming back much. 

       

  

    

  

   

     

Very close to the arcade Although it has one of aj 
but the pop up is a dear the best engine noises bot there are ple 
sign of some sloppy around its background pone lay options. whic 
conversion we music is so annoying. elp bo 5 ¢ blow 
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Konami's high-action espionage thriller is poised to be the biggest PlayStation release of 1998 — Edge talks to its creators in Japan 
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PlayStation previews 
Xenogears 

Can SquareSoft’s next RPG match the majesty of Final Fantasy VII? 
Tonpa! 

From the creator of Ghosts ‘n’ Goblins, a new breed of platform game 

PlayStation reviews 
Bloody Roar 

Shadow Master 
Grand Theft Auto 
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Miche alphistineadathis! 
As if bombing around a track at 
140mph, mere inches from the 
bloke in front’s bumper wasnt 

dangerous enough, TOCA gives 
you treacherous weather for 

the race of your choice. Fog, 
rain and snow don't just make 
things more difficult but look 

great, with the glare of brake 
lights reflecting on the wet 
track and headlights piercing 
the fog. In championship mode, 
such conditions are in the 
hands of the gods but you can 
switch it all on and off for a 

single race. 

  
From the makers of Micro Machines comes a 

grown up, 16 valve, saloon car smash racer. 

Cis Ome DOM C acs sngoo,es 

  

3 Not only does your 

From left to right 
handling suffer but 

you've got sun, rain, < : a spray and fog effect 

a pi your visibility. Sixteen 
storm, snow and fog. 

Cagoules at the ready! 
car pile-ups await. 

GB cawesnasren os vanuany 1998 (AP) news oneview MMMM srecinis ties /tetrens



   

    

   
   

   

      

   

      

   

          

   

          

   

    
       

AGEIENEANTEMERGENEy! 
It's usually the way of racing games that however bad a crash 

might look, within a few seconds you're put right way up and 

sent on your way with barely a scratch on the door trim. Not 
here. All the cars in TOCA 
take a right royal 
hammering as the race 
progresses. Bits drop off, 
door panels crumple like 

a crisp packet and your If Murcaye 

car ends up looking like, : Walker was 

well, a right mess. Certainly hereon 
not something to impress he losing 

the ladies with. thes ralat just 

You start with a show aH OURNOW: 

room glossy motor and 
finish with a pummeled 
mess on wheels. 

As wath 
FI97, the 
fira-player 
mane gets 
lonely witty 

anise yeacr 

and @ mate,    
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The Japanese may use gas on their subways but you can't beat a 
suitcase full of explosives to get revenge for your train being late. 

   
   
Car theft, } gangland murder, dru 
running, drive by shootings and fun — 
with explosives. Ideal kid’s game then? 
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hink Lemmings. If it was your girlfriend = GIA is quite proud of its fast cars, sex, drugs and crime- _ come to expect from major league PlayStation sad 
(where’s this going, Les? Ed) you wouldn't based gameplay. It’s certainly not subtle in the way that _releases these days. In fact, only Micro Machines has 
mind bringing it home to meet your mum. It __ it’s presented. The first thing you have to do is steala car _ ever dared to have such basic graphics. But like Micro 

would say nice things, look at the embarrassing and race to a phone to get a mission from a crime lord. Machines, this style of visuals is perfectly suited to the 
baby photos and eat your mum’s most disgusting Then anything goes as you race to complete it in time frantic gameplay. And look a little closer because yo 'd 
sandwiches without a word of complaint. It’s hard —_You can steal any of the dozens of vehicles you find, be surprised at the amount of detail that’s in here. : 
to imagine that the same team responsible for that — anything from motorbikes to police cars and ambulances The cities you drive through are absolutely huge 
are also behind another game, more likely to nick =~ and all those weapons aren't just there for decoration _ it'll take you ages to drive in a straight line from end to 
your dad’s cigarettes, spit on the floor and put her —_ you know. end, Each is divided up into regions and you'll have to 
dirty biker boots all over the furniture. Grand Theft You may laugh when you first look at GTA. It’s learn the layouts of each to become a really thorough 
Auto is just thatsort Af girl. hardly the 3D polygon-guzzling monster that we have criminal. After all, if you stick to the « main streets in the 

WN 
) i | A) Rg aaegns 

' tt <2; 

» STOP THE HUNT! = Cars 
P 5 you made a few mistakes. You ran a few people 

over, stole a few cars, offed a few villains and robbed a 
few banks and now the police are after you. Why don't 

they spend more time going after the real crooks, eh? 

Um, anyway, when you start to get a bit of hassle from 

the boys in blue find a garage (they look like this). Drive 

in and within a few seconds your vehicle will be cleaned — new plates etc and the $5 police ea fall rs 

recognise you, leaving you free to get on with your life of crime.    
The camera zooms 

ll Tals spat RiGhancareanyacaly 
along these freeways a 
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, Stow? 2 s.ow? Don't know the 
ie) meaning of the word! I've gota 
ss carand Im ging set sp Pe 

The lights ut you can an jump them sal 
yourself some valuable time, especially if you're a 
on an important job where your boss will kill you     
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TE = titeraly) if youre tre late. + LS. . 
a oe crore on my son. Run 
ener ners call over, That's the way. 
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‘in 1 one piece t the police will still be after you, 
want to turn down the odd job 

: ~ Don’ tlet the graphics lull you into thinki g that GIA 

n’ ’t worthy. of your attention. It’s one of the most 
enjoyable PC and PlayStation driving games out there, 

and there’s so much more to i! than just racing, Its” nasty, 
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  GTA will be the most controversia me yet 
"wolely i ignore all the fuss beca eine 

: hype for once. GIA i is easily e “of the 
. , YOu don’ ~_o" * do * mitione in any and enjoyal | 
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ring out alive. d when you're taking on rival 2 
n vicious gun fi ights where even if you get awe us 
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thought it possible? A whole 728 days till 
2000AD and, although we’re still no closer to 

living in two mile high skyscrapers and treating our 
translator droids to a good oiling, there’s no stopping 
the onslaught of blasphemously fine software. 

What we’ve set out to do with this guide is 
highlight the major titles that'll brighten up our lives 

Ee old 9-8, eh? Six months ago, who would’ve at some point during the 8736 hours ahead of us. 
Obviously release dates are subject to (sometimes 
massive) change, so there’s only so far a software 
house can predict what they’ll be releasing for 
Christmas ’98. But we’ve been as accurate as possible 
with release dates and the formats they’ll appear on. 
So, John Lydon, will you do us the honour of officially 
opening this preview of 1998? You will? Good. 

  

  



il” 
That ice cold shiver tap dancing down your spine can mean only one 
thing... the clammy handed, zombie packed sequel to the scariest game 
ever is 5 nearly here. ene, this behind the suLte acaba Hes starts! 

What's it all about, eh? custom magnum, grenade launcher 
Zombies by the fatty lymphful. A city and eee side, so bring on 
under seige. A rookie cop out there, them shamblers! 
trying to clear up the whole sorr 
shambling mess. Racoon City’s fae Yeah, but what's it really like? 
ing under the weight of dead skin and Pretty much like the raf game, really. 
tatty slacks, and it’s your job to save it. | The disconcerting camera angles, the 
Fortunately, you've got a knife, hand- soundtrack to set your nan’s teeth on 
gun, shotgun, magnum, flame ‘thrower, sac and the rasping croons of the 
.45 magnum, crossbow, sub-machine undead, all perfectly preserved from 
gun, custom handgun, custom shotgun, its predecessor. The polygon count’s 
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Plant 42 was bad enough but this shrub of 
evil actually walks Triffid-like after you. 

now up, with zombies attacking in 
ruesome packs, and the backgrounds 

Rave perceptibly more depth (which 
frankly, they needed in this 3D-potty 
age). With the undead count at an all- 
time high, there are new and exciting 
ways of finishing them off once and 
for all. You'll be able to pick up a 
machine gun so huge it occupies two 
slots in your inventory, as all as plas- 
tic explosives for controlled explosions 
and flying limbs in confined areas. 
And, don’t forget the detail in this 
sequel is astounding. Get your magni- 
fying glass out and gaze as one of the 
hero, Leon, walks past a crumpled 
zombie and turns fis head to watch it 
rise up from the floor. Magic! 

How big? 
There’s no point bothering trying to 
describe the importance of this game. 
The pages just aren't big enough for 
the size of this sequel. Barring major 
disasters, Resident Evil 2 is going to 
be a massive and intimidating pres- 
ence in ‘98 and something that could 
still be scaring you this time next year. 

(Above) Even the rozzers have tuned zom~ 
bie! Luckily there’s a machine gun on offer. 

4 a 
¥ ve ¥ 

le ofthe. aaah 

(Below) Admire, it you will. the variety of 
zombies looking for flesh in the sequel. RUN! 

(Above) Take Leon past this sorry bunch and they'll rattle the gate to get at 
you, (Right) Claire, the crossbow carrying replacement for Jill Valentine. 

(Right) We don't 
know what that 
thing is but it don't 

ie look right, make 
By 70 mistake. 

(Far Right) Flaming 
Zombies! Sounds like 
a cocktail but it'll 
scare you silly. 

(Right) Wibble...shud- 
der... chatter. RE2's 
got that same dread- 
filled atmosphere 

 



METALSEARSULID 
Sneak your wa through a terrorist base and shoot people in the back! 
Konanit call it Tactical Espionage Action. We call it the most exciting 
oot new game since 9 GoldenEye 007. Brace Liccabies i 

What's it all about, eh? 
It’s all about undercover 

tactical espionage 
action, innit? As Konami 

themselves put it: 
“Special troops are ris- 
ing to action! 

Occupation of the store- 
house of nuclear 
weapons! SNAKE arises 

when danger of the greatest terror- 
ism in the history of mankind is 
about to happen!” Bless their words. 
Basically, a nuclear weapon disman- 
tling station off the coast of the Fox 
islands in Alaska has been seized by 
terrorists (a group of highly-trained 

soldiers called FOXHOUND) who 
are threatening the world with 
nuclear holocaust in 24 hours’ time. 
An ex-member of FOXHOUND who 
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Metal Gear promises 
to be a tension filled 

excercise in darkness 

goes by the name of SOLID SNAKE 
is recalled to duty. The task? Infiltrate 

the base, take out the terrorists and 

disarm the weapons. 

Yeah, but what's it really like? 
As Clive Anderson would say, 

“Right... er, any ideas for Mike 
McShane... yes? Er... a James Bond 
film, right, right... er... in the, er, in 

the style, er, of, er, Resident Evil 

meets Doom meets, ooh, some RPG 

or other.” Metal Gear Solid's certain- 
ly a mixture of genres. The emphasis 
is on moving around the place unde- 
tected — there’s only one of you and 
plenty of your ex-colleagues. Guards 
constantly patrol the base and if they 
see or hear you, they'll call others. 

Survival against a well-armed group 

is doubtful. You have a choice — stay 

You can use the cam- 
era to sneak your way 

around the game . 

hidden, attack an enemy from 
behind or, most hazardous of all, try 
and escape a sticky situation by 
brute force alone. 

How big? 
The original Metal Gear appeared 
on the MSX2 in July 1997, and was 
followed by a sequel, Solid Snake. 
This 32-Bit sequel is going to be 
huge. Konami themselves are 
describing the game as “... a totally 
new type of digital entertainment! 
Metal Gear Solid is going to be the 

milestone for a completely new 3D 
CG game!” And for once, a 
software company might just be 
understating things... 

Called Ninja. this 

bloke waves a sword 

about as youd expect 

 



Daikatana 
Eidos Interactive PC/PSK 

Apel ‘98 
From John Romero, the man who 

single-handedly defined the Doom 
genre, comes this tale of the 

search for a stolen sword (the 
Daikatana). You can choose one of 

three characters, taking them 

through four time periods to face 
more than 60 different enemies. 

Quake 2 
tech- 
nology 
ensures 
it'll move 
superbly 
well. 

  

Unreal 
GT Interactive 
PC 

TBC 
Imagine it: 
you've been 
transported to 
a spooksome 
planet which 
has become 
the Bermuda 
Triangle of the 
galaxy, suck- 
ing in a wide assortment of aliens 
while it’s at it, and it’s your job to 
ensure your survival, Doom-style. 
Stunning scenery mixes with 

dynamic lighting and music that 
changes according to the situation. 

The Fifth Element 
Kalista PSY/PE Marca '08 

Again, a game plumping for a 
Tomb Raider-style 3D engine, this 

film license (from the same people 
that brought you Nightmare 
Creatures on the PlayStation) lets 
you play either Dallas am 
or Leeloo from the . 

film. There are 15 lev- 
els to negoti- ¥ 
ate with you a? | a 
having to col- Me ad 
lect the element stones “ =} 
said to stop a comet / \ 
from hitting Earth. A \= EY 
scrolling beat-em-up | ‘ < 
that'll be a winner. a d 

Shadowman 
Acclaim N64 DD/PC 

September ‘98 
Another ‘Resident Evil meets Tomb 
Raider’ style of game, this time 
round (like Turok) based on one of 

Acclaim Comics’ characters. And a 
very dark and broody hero he is 
too (his name kind of gives that 
away, though). 
Basically 
you're going 

ona trip toa 

hell known as 
the Asylum to 
sort out the 
vilest of souls, 
little is known 
right now!     

m: ASC 
PSX 
danuary ‘98 
Developers 
ASC are hop- 
ing to 

emanate the 
adrenaline- 

boiling frantic- 
ness of the classic Contra and 
Smash TV with this all-action 3D 
blaster. You control John Cain, a 

man searching for his true identity 
in a futuristic world. Cain's laser 
arm is upgradable to the maximum 
point of ‘Rage’, causing a psy- 

chokinetic explosion to erupt 
around him. Brrr. 

Batman & Robin 
Developers seem to be taking their 
time with film licenses, rather than 
dashing them out to coincide (and 
cash in) on the hype surrounding 
the movie. B&R has you flapping 
about Gotham City in an action 
adventure-cum-detective novel. All 
the batequipment's at your dispos- 
al too, including the bat-computer 
and bat-vehicles. Nice! 

  

House of the Dead 
The Saturn conversion of Sega’s 
goriest ever gun game is well 
underway, although a release date 

is sketchy. It’s the 1930s and you 
play special 
investigative 

agent Tom 

Rowgun and 
there's plenty of 
interaction, with 
you ducking, 
climbing and 
the like. Should 
be an absolute 
belter of a 
conversion. 

MegaMan Neo 
Capcom PSX TBC 

Hidden away on the Resident Evil 
2 demo free with Resident Evil: 
Director’s Cut (unfortunately only 
the Japanese version though), is a 
demo of the 3D entry in the cult 
MegaMan series. Adopting a 
Mario-esque bout of freedom (cou- 
pled with a 
good deal of 
Tomb Raider 
corridor-run- 
ning) it 
boasts lavish 
graphics 
and a solid 
shootem-up 
skeleton.       

HYBRIDAEAVEN 
Dark. Moody. Violent. Hang on, this 
can’t be on the N64! 

Tallvoe cot | 

    

What's it all about, eh? 
It’s all futuristic, 

right. Kicking off 
Ridley Scottstyle in 
an orbiting space 

station where a 

military experiment 
to generate a super 

solider is in full 
swing. We soon learn that the forces 
have only succeeded in creating 
mutant creatures. It’s during the 

attempt to cart the whole darned 
freak show to Earth that things really 

go nadgers-up. The space shuttle car- 
rying them malfunctions and 
crash-lands in an unnamed American 

metropolis. A clean up squad, led by 
Johnny Slader, is sent in only to dis- 
cover the place is infested with drib- 

bling goons. It’s up to you to get our 
Johnny out of there... (We would like 
to apologise for the gratuitous nature 
of that last line!) 
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Yeah, but what's it really like? 
Looking — roughly — like a cross 
between Metal Gear Solid and Tomb 
Raider, demo footage shows how 

versatile the main character is, walk- 

ing-running-climbing-shooting-fighting- 
hand-to-hand-with-monsters all over 

the shop. The emphasis is on puzzle- 
solving as well as cut-throat combat, 
while the battles themselves are com- 

mand-driven: encounter a creature 

and an options menu appears, let 
ting you select the desired action 
which you then watch being carried 
out in a realtime animated scene. 

How big? 
Rumours from Konami Japan indicate 

that its development is considered 
more important than Castlevania 64. 
Does this show how much Konami's 
bosses themselves want a goon it? 

You'd better believe it, chief, darn 

right, it does! 

If you're looking for 
Metal Gear Solid on 

the N64, Konami's 
Hybrid Heaven could 

be your best bet. 
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What's it all about, eh? 
The future in Burning Rangers is one 

of towering buildings, rapidly accel- 
erating technology and overcrowd- 
ing. Brilliant. Marvellous. Something 
to slap yourself in cryogenic suspen- 
sion for. Luckily, the five members of 

the Burning Rangers team will be 
there to save you if you get your- 
self into ‘bower’. Moving around 

the corridors by a variety of means 
(running, jumping, flying...), their 
main job is to fight fires and rescue 

y | trapped civilians, with a mission 
A structure to the whole game. 

Yeah, but what's it really like? 
It uses an adapted NiGHTS engine, 
so that gives you a rough idea of 

  

Bob the body-borrowing fat-boy 
cherub is here to save the planet 
from the forces of evil... 
PA earn ia 

What's it all about, eh? 
The seven seals of the 
apocaplypse have been 
hidden away until the 
Day of Reckoning, when 
the forces of Heaven and 
Hell will meet on Earth 
for the final battle. 
Armageddon. 
Apolcalypse. The whole 
nine yards. But the pow- 
ers of Hell, God bless 

Earth. The result is‘Bob, a porker of 

a cherub, whose job it is to destroy 
the foot soldier, oft Hade®*and bring 
back the seven seals. He can jump, 
he can waddle! he can fly but, most 

bodies of 20 different creatures. 

Yeah, but what's it realiplike? 
As dark and different-looking as 
Shiny’s own MDK, Messiah feels like 

an interactive 2000AD»story. 

console owners ablaze, flamin’ heck! 

     

‘em, have secretly sent 
an emissary to 

Earth to start the 
celebrations 
early, hop- 
ing that the 
forces of 
Heaven will 
be too slow to reach 
Learning of theit'planis, 

the Angels use all their power Oy * 
create a vessel for the holy light sg 
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Shiny are particular- 

ly happy 
about the 3D 
world they've 

created 
and the 
new tech- 
nology 

—— 

they've used to give it its 
unique style. There’s no 
Misting to disguise char- 
acters in the distance, 

  

Wiyy7T 

how the whole thing looks and 
moves. As in Sega’s premier flying 
platformer, the perfection of the Al 

has been an important feature dur- 
ing development, as has the fluidity 
of the animation (although at this 
stage the graphics are slightly con- 
fusing). It’s certainly action all the 
way, though. There’s always a disas- 
ter around the corner, with fires, 

earthquakes and the like going off 
all over the shop. Floors have a ten- 
dency to give way beneath you at 
the most inconvenient of times, but 

fortunately you're equipped with an 
auto-jump unit which hurls you over 
crevices and to safety when danger 
looms. There’s also a big emphasis 
on co-operation during the missions, 

    

the polygon count is so high that 
each character's muscles stretch their 
skin and clothes realistically. 

How big? 
importantly, he @amealso occupy. the Dave Perry manages to weave more 

magic than David Copperfield and 
Paul Daniels put together. Prepare 
for a big — if understated — market 
ing campaign to start early in the 
new year. As publishers Interplay are 
subtly putting it at the moment, 
“Messiah is coming!” Are you ready 
for it? 

  

with a navigation system letting you 
know what everyone else’s up to. 

How big? 
Burning Rangers is as important to 
the Saturn as NiGHTS or a new 3D 
Sonic game. It really is that simple. 
And any new title from the Sonic 
Team deserves your full and 
undiverted attention. 

  

Forsaken 
Acclaim PC/PSX/NG4 

February/March ‘98 
There’s a big emphasis on the multi- 
player element of Acclaim’s slick- 
looking Descentstyle cyber bike 
blaster, on the PC at least. With 
eight levels for the group battle 
game and 15 stages for you to 
tackle by yourself, you might feel 
there might not be enough to do. 
But developers Probe have really 
put the hours in to create some 
complex environments. 

      
It's Mulder 
and Scully 
time in this 
Quake-em-up. An Apache Indian 
going by the name of Talon Brave 
has been abducted by aliens and 
must escape in order to save the 
planet. It features a super-smooth 
engine which allows six degrees of 

' freedom (the old ‘turn your head 
without moving’ trick) and ‘portal 
geometry’ (something which means 
walls and columns can topple 
over). We can’t wait. 

‘Me  



Turok: Dinosaur 
Hunter 2 

NB4 
Sept ‘98 

Confirmed for an 
early autumn 
release in the new 
year, this is certainly going to be 
one of the most eagerly awaited of 
a whole batch of N64 sequels. No 
doubt the weapons — the most 
impressive thing in the first game — 
will be improved. But will the mist 
ing effect have been sorted out? 
The developers are working on the 
coding to ensure dinosaurs should 
be visible when they’re far away. 

Tomb Raider 2.6 
bore Design fies 
Te 

Reported to con- 
tain a new sto- 

ryline, seven 
new levels and 
a selection of 
new villains to tackle (plus all the 
FMV trimmings you could want of 
course), the anticipation for the 
rumoured Tomb Raider2 add-on 
disc is growing steadily. Striving to 
do something really ‘special’ with 
TR3, TR2.5 should form a satisfying 
stop-gap, and could well kick off a 
whole range of Lara-related expan- 
sion discs. Here’s hoping... 

Superman 
N64 DD 

Winter ‘98 
With the 64DD being released in 
Japan in June, it’s going to be this 
time next year at least before we 
see Superman. You are Clark Kent, 

Superchump, Lois’ bloke, the whole 
darned super-package, and it’s up 
to you to rescue Miss Lane from the 
clutches of Lex Luthor, a fiend intent 

on destroying Metropolis with his 
natty great 

LexoSkel 
5000 gun. 
Cue barrel- 
chested 
adventure. 

  

Namco 

PlayStation 
Summer ‘98 

The man who's 
been stickered 
all over the GM 
office (Robin's fan — exhibit A) is 
set to return in a 14 world-strong 
adventure. The rotund fella now 
gets more than 20 types of phan- 
tom enemies to run — as only Pac- 

Man can — away from, as well as 

sucking up Power Pellets to 
upgrade his attacks. He can run, 
he can walk, he can even fly 
around the castles in his new 3D 
world. And we can’t wait. 

   

      

ALIENRESURREGTION 
Yoiks Scooby, those darned aliens 
are back! Let’s split up and 
investigate this one... 
Fait 

That cost millions 

of dollars and not 

one penny was 
spent on cheerful 

internal decor! 

What's it all about, eh? 
Space, the fact that 

no-one can hear you 
screaming again, and a bundle of - 
get this — aliens that have acid for 
blood and incubate their young in 
people’s stomachs! What a crazy 
idea. Anyway, this shoot-em-up sticks 
as snugly as a face-hugger to the 
plot of the film. A cloned Ripley and 
an android (Winona Ryder’s charac- 
ter in the film) on a scientific cruiser 
in space help save a gaggle of 
pirates and fop off round a space 

ship to barbecue a few aliens, 
basically. Who would've thought! 

Yeah, but what's it really like? 
Resident Evil meets Tomb Raider. 

Rather than plumping for an eye-level 
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view as in Alien Versus Predator and 
Alien Trilogy, the developers have 
gone for a raised third person view. 
Resident Evil proved that you don’t 
need to be looking through the main 

character's eyes to have the pants 
scared off you, and this should emu- 

late that fear-drenched Y-fronts feel of 
Capcom’s classic. 

How big? 
Big film = big license. Fox Interactive 
proved they can do magic things 
with a film license, as shown with 

Die Hard Trilogy. 

    

   

    

   

                        

    

At a glanceOO 
Tomb Raider 3, then. By Christ it's 
going to happen. Core Design have 
big plans for the third instalment in 
the Lara genre and rumours abound 
that it’s being contemplated as a third 
party launch game for a new console 
(PlayStation Oracle by any 
chance?)... Tomorrow Never 
Dies must be done. More Bond on 
the N64 is essential. The fabulous 3D 
engine’s in place thanks to 
GoldenEye 007, so all it would 
take is a bit of thought being invested 
in level design. A PlayStation film 
license is also in the offing. A OO7 
compilation cart for the N64 
rumour is also doing the rounds. 
Never say never again, eh?.. Alien 
Versus Predator, the film, may 

have been cancelled, but the game’s 
likely to be launched next September. 
Being developed by Rebellion in 
Oxford, this PlayStation and PC 

Doomesque battle of the beasts has 
recently been massaged into the 
Quake engine, which bodes well... 

X-Files The Game, Fox Interactive's 
PC title, is your chance to ‘be’ 

Moody and Sullen. Due to be 
launched sometime in the Spring it’s 
bound to feature all manner of greys, 
multi-limbed ponies and hairy 
jousters... G-Police 2 is certainly 
one we'd put money on. Quickly 
proving itself as one of the 
PlayStations most innovative titles, the 
original's still riding high in the 
charts. Psygnosis are becoming 
renowned for their vastly improved 
sequels... Trinity is id’s own Quake- 
killer heading for the PC sometime 
late in ‘98, while a version of Quake 

(likely to incorporate elements of 
Quake 2) is also semi-confirmed for 
the PlayStation... Speaking of 
sequels, MDK2 is also pencilled in 

for a ‘98 release on PC and 
PlayStation... Also, watch out for 
Bloodshot, being developed by 
Iguana UK. It’s due in the summer 
and is said to be one of the 
PlayStations most mysterious games... 
As far as the Saturn goes, things are 
looking a bit lean, particularly for the 
early half of the year. We'd like to 
see a conversion of Virtual On: 
Oratorio Tangram... Keep your 
eyes out for releases from 
Confounding Factor, a development 
outfit formed by Toby Gard and Paul 
Douglas, two of the original Tomb 
Raider developers. 
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GamesMaster’s favourite beat-em-up has just 
spawned an arcade off-spring and it’s looking good! 

    

  

    

What's it all about, eh? 
As if you didn’t know. It’s 
the third part of arguably 
the most popular beat 
em-up series of current 
times. The coin-op 
already has a vice-like 

grip in arcades across 

the globe, and this 

PlayStation version is fol- 
lowing in the kung fu 

slipper-foot steps of two 
hugely successful, jaw cracking pre- 
dessors. The game takes place some 
19 years after the Iron Fist 
Tournament of Tekken 2 where 
Heihachi killed Kazuya by chucking 
him in a volcano. This means the 
characters are a bizarre combination 
of middle aged versions of Marshall 
Law, Nina, Paul Phoenix, Lei 

Woolong, King and Yoshimitsu plus 
Jin, the illigimate offspring of Jun 

and Kazuya and several all new 

additions like Lin Xiaolong that 
should become as well known as the 
original gang. Other than that it’s 

beat-em-up business as usual, 
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although the coin-op version was 
super fast, moving its polygon 

puglists at the speed of 2D 
fighting games 

Yeah, but what's it really like? 
No one outside of Namco has 
played the PlayStation version but 

going on on the coin-op and 
Namco’s faultless work bringing the 
last two Tekkens to Sony's console, 
hopes are high. In terms of 

scrapping, expect something similar 
to Tekken 2 but faster and with a 
brace of new characters and differ- 
ent looking old ones. You also get a 
falling recovery move for each char- 
acter. Whereas before this has 
meant the chance to recover or 

defend before you hit the deck in 
Tekken 3 it's another fist clenching 
opportunity to twat someone while 

falling over. Clever. 

How big? 
If the PlayStation conversion’s up to 
scratch, Tekken 3 should strengthen 

the series’ place at the top of the 

‘ma black belt in Origami, ha 
lly funny, 

  

scrapping pile. Interest has been 
maintained in the arcade machine 
with secret characters gradually 
released according to an internal 
clock. Expect to have to beat the 
awesome likes of Ogre and witness 
the return of Heihachi through battle 
on the PlayStation. If Namco and the 
PlayStation work their usual magic 
this will be huge in every conceiv- 
able way possible. 

Heihachi looking a little older and. we 
guess a little wiser. 

  

Good old Yoshimitsu draws his tool 
again for another ruck. 

Tekken 3's backdrops are much more 
sophisticated than before. .. 
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Middle-aged Paul, 19 years after Tekken 2 
still up to whoop some bottom.  



  

Have a day off! A blood 

splattering, polygonal 

beatem-up from take- 
them-home-to-meet-your- 
Mum Bomberman 
maestros 

Hudsonsoft? 

Surely not. 
Bloody 
Roar 

looks like 

being an 
impressive 

fighting 
debut with 

some furious scrap- 
ping and a cast of eight 

mad characters who can 
transform themselves into 
snarling animals. By 
charging up your energy 

    
Dead Or Alive 

Already topping 
the charts in 
Japan and com- 
pletely brilliant, 
this is the Saturn 
beat-em-up THAT 
MUST get a UK 
release. It not 
only looks better 
than Virtua 
Fighter and Last 
Bronx but features some of the most 
nicely designed fighting mechanics 
we've seen for ages. Contests are 

full of bone cracking throws and 
there’s a unique Hold button that lets 

   

    

ROAR 
I say do mind your language, it’s 
from Bomberman team that’s full of 
animal passion... 

bar in time honoured fashion, you 

can trigger the Beast attack which 

sees fighters change into anything 
from tigers (big hard bloke) to pink 

rabbits (nimble female fighter) 
with the subsequent scap- 

ping get bloodier than 

before. In animal form 
you get a brand new 
series of spectacular, 

limb rearranging 
moves and if you 

build up your energy 
bar further, you can 

trigger a ‘Rave’ mode that 
ups the action to insane levels. 

Add in Fighting Vipers style fenced 
arenas and all the time attack and 
survival modes you expect and this 
looks like being a bit of a threat to 
Tekken majesty! 

  

    
you launch out of defence 
with some fearsome counter 

attacks. It’s a fast, fluid and 

satisfyingly deep flurry of violence 
although the ten characters aren't 
quite as likely to become your firm 
firends as VF's. Still, here’s hoping 
Sega get it out over here. 

        

Dual Heroes 
The second beatem-up 
from fighting new boys, 
Hudson, Dual Heroes has a unique 
Virtual Gamer concept that could 
provide the N64 with its first essen- 
tial ruck. Rather than taking on char- 
acters in one player mode, you actu- 
ally select CPU controlled players 
with distinctly different styles and 
assign them a character to fight as. 
This should mean stack loads of vari- 
ety for the lone player and possible 
make this a beatem-up that’s as 
good on your tod as against a 
human opponent. We shall see. 

Mortal Kombat 4 
Midway/6T N64, PlayStation 

Late 98 
The long await- 
ed move into 
3D’s finally in 
the arcades, 
leaving MK nut 
ters across the world gagging away 
for those home versions. Reaction to 
the coin-op has been mixed but the 
darker, less humourous feel and full 
on polygon characters have to be a 
good thing for a beat em up series 
that was becoming increasingly tired. 
When this finally reaches the N64 
and PlayStation, expect to see your 
fave characters mixing it with new 
ones like sorcerer god Shinnock and 
the usual festival of spurting blood. 

Virtual Hiryu no ken 
Culture Brain NG4, PlayStation 

Early 98 
Respected Jap devel- 
opers Culture Brain 
are all set to bring 
their complete brand 
of fighting to N64 
and PlayStation with 
this polygon beat-em-up that includes 
the big heads, small bodies charm of 
a Super Deformed mode. (You know, 
like the Virtua Fighter Kids). 
Interestingly, there’s also an almost 
RPG style item system where you can 
pick up and trade weapns and spe- 
cial attack enabling treasure with 
other players. The N64 version is 
going to make full use of the ana- 
logue stick and there will be loads of 
attack gauges to keep topped up. 

Virtua Fighter 3 
remy | See 

big one. After 
months of 

whispers on the internet and rumours 
that this would actually appear on 
Sega's follow up to the Saturn, Dural, 
VF3 is now officially on Sega's 
release schedule with a tantilizing 
TBA for its release date. Whether it'll 
need any hardware add on to run 
on the Saturn is still shrouded in mys- 
tery but judging by the arcade 
machine’s super quick polygon scrap- 
ping, converting it won't be easy. 

Greatest in the VF series. 

    

At a glanceOQO 
The arcades are a birthing ground 
for the majority of beat-em-ups and 
most of what we want to get our fists 
round in ‘98 are coin guzzling coin- 
ops set for downtown Toyko, before 
they even take the long and arduous 
conversion route to the consoles. 

   
Ehrgeiz is a forth- 
coming Square scrap- 
per that can boast a 
producer who was a 
former memeber of 
the Tekken 
team...Capcom are as likely to be as 
prolific as ever when it comes to 
scrapping next year. Rival Schools 
United By Fate might sound bizarre 
but its slick 3D characters look 
promising and ripe for PlayStation 
conversion. They've also got Pocket 
Fighters, whose Super Deformed 
characters make this look like Puzzle 
Fighter minus the puzzling. Look out 
also for the latest SF upgrade Street 
Fighter 3 2nd Impact Giant 
Attack (with 2 new characters and 
smoother graphics) in the arcades 
and, hopefully SF3 on the PlayStation 
(oh go on). That's as well as the 2D 
super hero fests promised by X-Men 
Vs Street Fighter (due out on 
Staurn first) and Marvel Super 
Heros Vs Street Fighter on 
PlayStation and Saturn in the fiorst 
half of next year. Remeber too, the 
almostreleased Street Fighter 
Collection (for PS/SAT) which bungs 
all your fave SNES and Mega Drive 
episodes of the longest running beat 
em-up series on the one 
package....Star Wars: Masters of 
Teras Kasi should be out before the 
middle of next year and will now fea- 
ture renowed asthma suffer Darth 
Vader amongst its cast of S Wars 
fighters... Vs from THQ is interesting 
because it's got an all American feel 
rather than the usual Jap setting and 
characters...Cardinal Syn is a just 
announced PlayStation beat-em-up 
with a fantasy setting, nice graphics 
and plenty of weapons and don’t for- 
get Fighter’s Destiny from Ocean 
which we first-look this issue and 
looks like being easily the N64’s best 
beat-em-up to date...Something else 
that’s been out in Japan for half a 
year but still hasn’t reached the UK is 
Square's Bushido Blade on the 
PlayStation. It looks beautiful and 
goes about its samurai sword heavy 
fighting in a slightly different way, let- 
ting you run aroun in large 3D are- 
nas and kill opponents with one 
swipe of your dangerously sharp 
implement. Top stuff. As for a wish list 
of exactly what sort of grief we'd like 
to be causing this year, how about 
getting the excellent Tobal 2 out 
over here, coverting Konami’s amaz- 
ing looking Fighting Wushu coin 
op and doing a Lara Croft scrapper? 
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KAZOUIE 
We’ve seen him in Diddy Kong Racing, but now this 
honey bear and his bird are ready to adventure... 

  

         What's it all about, eh? 
It's about a male honey bear 
called Banjo and a parrot- 
woodpecker thing (actually 
it's a female Red Crested 
Breegull) called Kazooie. 
A giant - and a big one 
at that — has kidnapped 
Banjo’s missus, Piccolo, 

and it’s your job to free the 
little minx. There are five 

major worlds to hunt through 
(ranging from a swamp to a 

cavern to a cove), each featuring a 
collection of puzzle pieces, eggs and 
musical notes (which you'll have to 
collect if you’re to get anywhere in 
this mad and crazy world). 

Yeah, but what's it really like? 
Lush colours and beautifully animat- 
ed polygon characters. Looks-wise, 
there’s no denying the funky- 
coloured, secret area-packing, free 

3D similarity to the N64’s premier 
platformer. But it pays more ‘respect’ 

to Rare’s own Donkey Kong Country 

series, with the idea being to swap 

between Banjo-Kazooie during the 
levels in order to use their vastly 
different attributes. There’s a much 
greater distinction between the two 
main characters in this game though, 
with you unable to complete certain 
tasks without a bit of tactical swap- 

  

ping. Kazooie’s probably the most 
talented of the two, with such attacks 

as the Rat-a-Tat Rap (an attacking 
jump) and the Beak Buster (a vertical 

air-to-ground attack). She can also 
swim underwater and use her wings 
for what nature intended: that is of 
course to fly. With roughly 24 moves 
between them, it’s going to take a 

while before you manage to explore 
each area fully. There’s a variety of 
sub-games in there too, which fea- 
ture Banjo being turned into a host 
of other animals, including an ant 
and a crocodile. 

How big? 
Rare are on a roll. What with the 
open sandwich-like success of Blast 
Corps, GoldenEye 007 and Diddy 
Kong Racing, things are looking 
decidedly tasty for the Twycross- 
based developers. With the likes of 
Diddy Kong Racing going up against 
Mario Kart 64 and Banjo-Kazooie 
running up against the deadlier 
adversary of Super Mario 64, Rare 
seem to be taking Nintendo on at 
their own game. 

    

Captain Blasto 
Eight worlds of mind-stretching into- 
the-screen lunacy await you within 
the walls of Captain Blasto. The 
man himself is the only thing that 
stands between Earth and the inva- 
sion of the Pear Troopers and it's 
down to you to walk the thin, twist- 
ing, trap-strewn 

paths that separate € — 
you and their 
leader, Bosc. Not a 
platformer in the 
traditional sense 
(but not much is 
now), but blasting 
and puzzling. 

Earthworm Jim 3D 
Interplay PSX/NG4/PE April 

One of GamesMaster’s cover stars 
from recent months, Jim returns in 

an adventure which combines tradi- 
tional side-on platform jumping and 
into the screen bits. Developers Vis, 

based in Dunfermline, have 
ensured the themes in the game 
(which takes place inside Jim’s 
head) are 
suitably off- 
the-wall, cre- 

ating one of 
the most 
quirky, 
stylised plat- 
formers you'll 
play in ‘98. 

Wild Nines 
Interplay PSX/SAT 

With a release 
date still to be 
confirmed, 
Shiny 
Entertainment's 

side-on plat- 
former has you 
playing Wex, 

    
   

    

a heroic sort, 
out to rescue the kidnapped mem- 
bers of his team. There are ten 
worlds to blast your way through, 
with you ultimately taking on the 
hulking great, gaseous form of 
Karn. It’s still looking lovely, with 
some of the most ambitious explo- 
sions we've seen, and the imagini- 

tive use of weapons is a bonus. 

Conker’s Quest 
Rare N64 Release Dale: TBE 

Four different worlds lie at the furry 
feet of Conker the squirrel and Beri 
the chipmunk, and there’s 100 

house-warming presents hidden 
within them. A Super Mario 64 
clone designed for a younger 
gamer, Conker’s Quest features 
some lovely graphic touches, a 
familiar control system and a prob- 

lem-solving approach to its 
gameplay. Banjo- 

Kazooie is still sure 
to steal the lime- 
light, but CQ will 

be shouting its 
little lungs out in 

the shadows.



STOR 
The last time we saw this little 
chap he was up on the roof in 
SM64, but now he’s hungry... 

ie a ee ed 2eh 

  

What's it all about, el? 
Rather than a direct con- 
tinuation of Yoshi’s Island 
on the SNES, Yoshi's 
Story takes up the theme 
of food. There are six dif- 
ferent coloured Yoshis 
and although each is sim- 
ilarly balanced in terms 
of abilities, their colour 

relates to their preferred 
food. It’s up to you to 
guide the prehistoric little 
gastranomes around 
different levels, the object 

being to eat 30 pieces of 
Super Happy Tree Fruit 

on each. Make your 
Yoshi happy — snacking 
on melons clocks up the 
happiness points even 

  

     
   @ rm 

Gex: Enter the Gecko 
BMG PSX/PC/NB4 March 

The one thing that should help this 
stand out from the myriad of SM64 
clones is the way the main character 
can use his handy Gecko feet to 
climb up walls and along ceilings. 
Plenty of other elements also make 
the transition from the original 2D 
predecessor, including level design 
inspired from TV and movie themes 
(which can now be viewed using a 
Mario-like camera). Let’s hope devel- 
opers Crystal Dynamics work 
the same magic with 
the gameplay. 8 

  

    
   

more, as you'd expect — and you'll 
start fattening up the high scores. 
Poochie, Yoshi’s dog, will help you 
sniff out invisible fruit too. 

Yeah, but what's it eaily like? 
A bit like the 16-Bit Yoshi’s Island on 
the surface, although scrape deeper 
and you'll soon begin to appreciate 
the depths to this 2D platformer. 
Yoshi can still lash up enemies with 
his tongue — this time using analogue 
controls — and bear eggs (which can 
then be thrown at enemies, break 

through to hidden pathways and the 
like). There’s no yappy little Mario to 

carry around though, with your 
Yoshi's life guage now in the form of 
a petal-spilling flower head (get the 
little chap to eat sunflowers to fill it 
up again). Thankfully, the game’s 

sie 
Playatile at 

Space World! 

producer Mr Tezuka and his team 
have ensured that the learning curve 
is as smooth as Baby Spice’s rump. 
It's still pretty challenging though, 
with its own special blend of puz- 
zles. One of the great features is that 
it's rumble pak compatible, so every 
jump, every leap onto an enemy, 
results in a fizzing sensation in your 

palms. Which is nice. It’s also con- 
text sensitive, so get nearer to some- 

thing like a river and the shaking 
gradually intensifies. 

How big? 
If you aren’t sucked in by the lardy 
lizard’s charms, you really need a 
sense of humour bypass. Nintendo 
are on home ground here, which 
pretty much guarantees Yoshi's Story 
being a major success. 

  

Pitfall sD: 
Beyond the Jungle 

Activision 
PSX 

Spring '98 
Beset with more 
delays than the 
Prodigy album, it 

looks as though the 3D update of 
this classic should now arrive some- 
time between February and March. 
Four worlds, with five levels and a 
boss in each, lie between Pitfall 
Harry and the defeat of The Evil 
Temptress who is terrorising the 
ancient Moku Civilization. All the 
usual Pitfall features are present — 
swinging vines, pits and deadly scor- 
pions, all now with 3D surprises. 

  

J08 Blow <u 
Telstar PSX/PC 

September : : 
The children of _¥ a 
Dreamworld aren’t 
sleeping, night- 
mares filling their 
tiny heads. But - 
never fear — our cocky 
young chimp’s here to save 
the day. Only he can defeat the evil 
people of the nightmares with his 
special chilly-haletosis! Yeeeessss... 
Storyline aside, this promises plenty. 
With a 3D world and ever-changing 
landscape Telstar reckon there'll be 
the freedom to go wherever you 
want. A bold claim indeed in this 
Super Mario 64 cloned world. 

  

      

  

   
     

    

At a glanceQO 
Unconfirmed details of the sequel to 
The Greatest Game of All-Time™ are 
already beginning to circulate. It’s 
said that Super Mario 64 2, 
which will appear on the 64DD add- 
on, will feature the 64-Bit debut of 
Mario's brother, Luigi. Whether 

you'll have to choose your plumber 
before each level, or switch between 
them Banjo-Kazooie-style is unclear. 
Shigeru Miyamoto and his team do 
want to include a two-player, split 
screen mode though... Also, on the 
subject of major sequels, watch out 
for the likes of Crash Bandicoot 
3... Ever since Donkey Kong 
appeared in the N64 hardware box, 
we've been getting plenty of requests 
for information about Ultra Donkey 
Kong. Unfortunately there's no news 
yet... Skull Monkeys on the 
PlayStation is certainly untested in the 
gameplay department, but as far as 
looks go it’s going to stand out a 
mile. EA’s claymation side-on plat 
former should be with us in 
February... An early ‘98 release 
slot’s also been agreed for Rascal, 
the Mario-esque platformer from one 
of the PlayStation’s most prolific 
developers, Psygnosis. You play the 
Jim Henson’s Creature Shop-designed 
lead character, a nipper who's inad- 
vertantly become part of his dad’s 
time travel experiment. It’s up to you 
to solve the puzzles strewn around 
the wild west, mediaeval, pirate and 
Atlantis zones (very Crystal Maze) 
and get your- Z 

  

self home... Still stuck on Oddworlde: 
Abe’s Oddysee? Start worrying. It’s 
the first in an Oddworlde Trilogy 
of games set in the Oddworlde, um, 
world (the other two likely to both 
make it in ‘98). The creator of the 
original game has hinted that Abe 
himself might not be the star of all the 
games, though... Infogrammes are 
currently putting the final touches to 
Space Circus for Ocean. Set in a 
completely 3D environment, it’s an 
extremely weird-looking platformer. 
The PC version features loads of sam- 
pled speech, and it'll be out for the 
N64 as well... Another odd-looking 
N64 platformer set in space is 
Space Jelly from Software 
Creations. Our planet has been 
hijacked by pirates and it's down to 
you to sort the whole bloody mess 
out. The graphics are incredibly cute, 
but that’s all we can tell you — 
Software Creations are being very 
tight-lipped about the project.    
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Link rambles 

through the 

mystical, world 
that is Zelda 64. 

Look at those big blue 
eyes. Sorry Lara our loyalty is 

slowly slipping away. 

Castlevania 64 
From: Konami Format: NB4 Release Date: TBC 
Once again Dracula and his mob 
are terrorising the land of 
Castlevania and it’s up to you to put 
a sock in it! This time round you're 
given a choice of four lead charac- 
ters from which to choose your 
adventurer. Schneider Belmont's the 
most well balanced of the lot, but 
you could also ‘be’ Cornell Reinhart, 
a man who’s fond of hand-to-hand 
combat (and can transform into a 
wolf), Kola (a 
chainsaw-wield- 
ing nutter) or a 
young Carrie 
Eastfield. One 
of Castlevania 
64's impressive 

features is the 
way time pass- 

es making this 
quite a game! 

  

Beet 

  

The SNES classic, Zelda makes a welcome come back to the screens of 

Nintendo 64... we can’t wait! 

What's it all about, en? 
It’s the fifth installment in Nintendo’s 
hugely influential adventure series. 
Such is the power of the word 
‘Zelda’ now, that lesser magazine 

will always race to mention it 
whenever an RPG game 

appears for review. 

Parasite Eve 
From: Squaresoft Format: PSX Release Date: TBC 
Being developed in Square’s US 
base with the man behind the Final 
Fantasy series as executive produc- 

er, Parasite Eve promises plenty. It’s 
based on a Japanese film and has 
you as one of New York's finest 
female cops out to stop an alien 
from mucking with her patch. Two of 
Hollywood's finest craftsmen have 
been involved with its development, 

so expect plenty of angry effects and 
snappy one-liners, as well as an 
engrossing plot from the man from 
Japan 
who 
helped 
pen 
Chrono 
Trigger 
and the 
almighty 
FF7. 

   

     

   

    

          

   

  

   

rnation knock Super Mario 64 off 
its perch as the greatest game ever? 

PPT Tih a Le aS Sh 

Heavy on attitude, here's the kind of look that 
could turn your heart to stone! 

Yeah, but what's it really like? 
It's like one of the best games you'll 
have played. It’s like Shigeru 
Miyamoto’s just come round your 

house and is getting a bit ‘touchy- 
feely’ after a couple of glasses of rice 
wine, there’s that much personality in 
the game. It’s like the first time you 
saw Super Mario 64 all over again. 

Miyamoto’s recently gone public 
to talk about The Legend of Zelda 5, 
revealing ‘100 secrets’ about it, and, 

after playing it at Nintendo Space 
World, we can happily confirm one 
thing: despite the switch to complete 
3D, it plays just as fluidly as Zelda 3 
on the SNES. As well as a regular 

How's your Japanese? Ours is poor so we'll 
ignore the potential to fill in a purile quote! 

PIVS IFURHVU?! 

SOUS HD yD! 

  

Shining Force 3 
Format: SAT Release Date: UK TBE 
After two Shining Force-based spin- 
offs (Shining Wisdom and Shining 
the Holy Ark), Sega finally get 
round to continuing the origi- 
nal Mega Drive Shining 
Force series on the Saturn. 
Although there’s a definite 3D 
edge to proceedings, the actual 
battle mechanics remain similar 
to earlier versions. One of the 
unique features the third 
installment brings with it is 
that of ‘Synchronicity’. There 

  

    
   
   

  

   

      

     

   
Playable at 
Space World!    

sword attack, there'll be items to col- 

lect (and in turn use as weapons, 
such as hammers, staffs and arrows) 

and magic to hurl. 
The control system is simple and 

yet offers a surprisingly deep amount 

of influence over the main character, 
Link. The B button’s likely to be well 
worn by the time you've completed 
the game. It’s the Action button, so it 
does almost everything apart from 
unsheathe your sword. It’s the button 
you'll use when you come across the 
horse for instance. A light dab on it 
and Link gets on its back. You can 
then use a whip and a carrot to get 
the old nag in motion. It’s not a pure 

  

are three stories running in parallel 
and whatever you do in one will 
affect the other. 

But it’s the way Shining Force 3 
looks that has captured the hearts of 
everyone we've spoken to. The result 

of two years of development work, 
it's packed, like FF7, with 3D 

\. worlds, polygonal battle scenes, 
computer generated cutscenes, 

superb use of lighting and real- 
istic weather effects. This 
Christmas, stockings the length 
and breadth of Japan will be 

|) awkwardly swollen with copies 
of SF3! (UK Summer release?) 
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action game though, so 

to simplify things and let 
you get on with the quest, 
Nintendo have opted for an 
auto-jump feature. Even if you don’t 
press jump, Link will still leap into the 
air (the size of the jump depending 
on how fast you were travelling and 
the lay of the land). 

Other features of note include a 
variable power system (if you hold 
down the A button, your attack 

power starts to increase, if you let it 

go, it will stop), the fact that if you 

start losing Hit Points your reactions 

start slowing down (making you an 
easier target), and what's proving to 
be a feature that, rather than remain- 

ing a novelty can enhance a game 
no end, Rumble Pak compatibility. 
The latter aspect will only be used 
sparingly in the final game, however. 

For us, it was the single most 

impressive thing at Space World and 
is going to be one of Nintendo’s 
biggest titles over the coming year. 

How big? 
BIG. 

VERY BIG. 

HUGE! 

From: Ocean Format: N64 Release Date: TBC 

  

It seems that the delays surrounding 
Mission: Impossible are set to contin- 
ve. It was originally aimed at being 
an adventure title based on the film 
with you playing the head of the Ml 
team and being involved in kidnap- 
ping, disguising yourself and gener- 
ally trying to clear your name. 
However, rumour has it that one look 

at GoldenEye 007 caused a bit of 
jaw-floor interaction and has 
ultimately ended up with new ideas 
being tried out. 

            

Z-Trigger: 
The ‘attention’ 

button. 

  

Panzer Dragoon 
Saga 
Format: SAT 
Release Date: TBC 
Team 
Andromeda 
certainly 
seem to have pulled out all the stops 
on this one. The story, weaving itself 
through the Panzer Dragoon uni- 
verse, focuses on a tale of revenge 
and the hunt for a mysterious girl. As 
well as actually getting off your 
mount and exploring the various set 
tlements you'll come across, it fea- 
tures a lovely semi-turn based com- 
bat system. It was originally planned 
to be released in January, but seems 
to have slipped from Sega’s release 
schedule for January and February. 
We'll keep you posted. 

      

B Button:The ‘Action’ feature. 

  

Control Me! 
Right Shoulder: 

Lets you use 

your shield. 

C-Buttons: 

Alters view and 

can be preset for 
certain objects. 

A Button: 

Various. Mainly 

unsheates your sword. 

Gallop my little friend, run like the wind, as 

though your very life depended upon it! 

Elric 
From: Psygnosis 
Format: PSX/PC 
Release Date: TBC 
Top beardy 
fantasy 
writer 

Michael 
Morcock’s 
creation 

comes to 

life thanks 
to develop- 
ers Haiku Studios. Obviously, being 
based on such an epic collection of 
stories, the game has a strong adven- 
ture/RPG theme (and goes for a clas- 
sic isometric game engine}, although 
there’s a strong realtime beatem-up 
feel to proceedings. There are nine 
different worlds to explore as you 
search for the pieces of the Cross of 
Chaos and they're all taken from the 
Elric universe. 

  

    

ge At a glanceQO 
Monkey Hero from BMG will 
arrive on the PlayStation and PC by 
April. A Zelda (when it was isomet 
ric)-style 3D adventure loosely based 
on the exploits of top teatime TV hero 
(a few years back), Monkey. If you 
never saw it, put it like this: it fea- 
tured a man, who was in fact the 
monkey god, a man who became a 
pig, a man who was actually a fish 
monster, a talking horse and a monk. 
Who was actually a girl. Fourteen 
dungeons, 45 flavours of enemy and 
16 bosses stand between you and 
success... Lucky Luke is a Wild 
West, cartoon strip cowboy. He’s due 

to arrive in his first PlayStation point 
‘n’ click adventure very soon. Don’t 
expect it to be hilarious... Ocean, 
who are releasing Lucky Luke over 
here are also set to bring us Silver, a 

more tradtional 
hack ‘n’ slash-em- 
up of an RPG... 
Tonic Trouble from 
UBI Soft, is a 
sprightly-looking 

    

      

    

  

WARP poe las) 

DADAM LADS 
Se B32 — aX 

More spikey blue rinse 
nonsense, someone 
has taken a leaf out of 
Sonic’s book! 

3D adventure. You play Ed, an alien 
on a mission to clean up Earth, and 
with 64 other characters and 15 
stages to do it in, it’s not going to be 
easy. It should be out for the N64 
and PC early in ‘98... The sequel to 
Myst, Riven, is being launched on 
the PlayStation by Acclaim. Using a 
similar point ‘n’ click interface, the 
game is played out through a series 
of beautifully detailed screens. There 
are plenty of mind-bending puzzles 
which will need to be solved in order 
to locate your missing wife. It’s been 
in development for four long years 
but will finally be released in 
February... Omikron (release date 
to be confirmed) is epic in its ambi- 
tions, as it attempts to offer you a full 
city to go where you will and do 
what you want in. It’s all sleezy and 
Blade Runner-ish, but the motion-cap- 
ture of the characters is exquisite... 
As we mentioned in Network this 
issue, Konami will at last be releasing 

Goemon in the Spring. The Neo 
Momoyama Government, an evil 
band, have taken the castle of 

Ooedo from where they plan to make 
the whole of Japan listen to their rau- 
cous racket. It’s up to Goemon, Ebisu 

Maru, Yae and Sasuke to enter the 

3D world and silence them... Also 
keep an eye out for a conversin of 
the beautful Saturn RPG Grandia... 
Of course, the best place to read 
about it all is in the pages of GM!  



4 

[th 
Another futuristic racer from our 
SNES days, how will it compare to 
WipEout and Extreme-G..? 

What's it all about, elt? 
It’s the long-long-long 
awaited update of the 
SNES’ first racer, the one 

that showed us how 

Mode 7 could turn our eyes and 

minds into papier-maché. 

Yeah, but what's it really like? 
Fast. V-e-r-y fast. It was one of the 

slickest things on show at Nintendo 
Space World and also one of the 

toughest (we'd pitch the difficulty 

level at somewhere around ‘Bloody 

Hard’)! Like its 16-Bit predecessor, 

touching areas at the sides of the 

track causes you to power down. 

  

Gran Turismo 
SCEE PSX 

TBE 
We've already covered 
this in the previews pages 

this issue, but it’s worth 

reiterating here how dreamy looking 

a racer this is. Some are already 

harping on about how it’s going to 

replace the seemingly irreplaceable 

Ridge Racer trilogy and we must 

admit that we haven't seen 

such a gorgeous PlayStation 

racer in a long while. These 

screenshots just don’t do it 

justice...   

Unlike the first game though, you've 
got 29 CPU controlled racers to get 
past as well, so mistakes can be seri- 
ously punishing! A bad workman 
always blames his tools, but you 

can’t with F-Zero X — the hover ships 

handle beautifully. As well as the 

familiar boost and brake controls, 

the Z-trigger acts as a ‘left tilt’ (the 
right shoulder button is your right 
one) to help you get round the 
corners at speed. But, it’s the ana- 

logue stick that makes this all the 
more rewarding. With Jack, Queen 

and King championships currently in 

place, and one more tournament on 

the way, there’s a total of 24 courses 

for the taking. And Nintendo, in 
their sagely wisdom, have opted to 
make F-Zero X 64DD compatible, 

paving the way for new tracks, and 
the chance to design your own! 

How big? 
It’s just going to feel embarrassed by 

the amount of attention it’s going to 
get in ‘98. 

         

   

    
   

   

San Francisco Rush 
GT Interactive N64/PSX/PC 

Spring ‘98 
No-one has yet developed a ‘true’ 
racer on the N64, you know, hair- 

ing around the streets of a neon- 
hazy city or a curvy Med seaside 
resort. SF Rush could just change 
that. With eight varied cars, some 
of the toughest CPU-controlled 
competitors we've come across, 

and the cheesiest music, this is cer- 
tainly attracting a lot of attention. 

  

Buggy 
Gremlin 

PSX/PC 

  

February '88 
If the idea of all the million mile an 
hour arcade racers on the 
PlayStation fair rubs you up the 
wrong way, Gremlin’s new speed- 
fest could just be what you're after. 
Opting for radio-controlled cars to 

provide the thrills, it gives you 
plenty of outlandish courses to test 
your nerve on and fields of incredi- 
bly tough competitors. Luckily, 
there’s a cumulative bonus system 
in operation, so you can mix and 

match your power-ups to your 

heart's content. Different. 

Auto Destruct 
PSX January ‘98 

Twisted Metal 2 was one of the 
preferred ways of not doing any 
work in the GM office at the start 
of the year, and EA are about to 

release a very similar game. Set 
around the world in London, New 

York, San Francisco and Tokyo, 

you take on various missions 

which send you around the sprawl- 
ing cities. The great thing is you've 
got absolute freedom and plenty of 
ammo. But the time limits are 

incredibly 
tight for 

# each of the 

@ missions... 

Watch this 
space... 

Psygnosis are 
turning their 
hands to the sport of indy car. 
Developed with the help of the 
Newman Haas Team, it boasts 

commentary from Danny Sullivan 
and Bobby Varsha. It also uses the 
F1’97 game engine and has15 
tracks (including Milwaukee Mile 
and Surfers Paradise), pace car set 

up, indy car flag system and 
motion-captured pit stops. 

Atvaglance ge 
V-Rally 2 is confirmed for a ‘98 
release on the PlayStation and N64, 

but exactly which month is up in the 
air at the moment... Sega Rally 2 
has also been deep in development 
for some time but will see a release 
in ‘98 (in the arcades at least!). 
Sega’s AM3 development depart- 

ment still haven’t released any game- 
play details of this coin-op sequel, 
but it’s sure to be a bigger hit than 
the first, thanks to the popularity of 

the Saturn version of its predeces- 
sor... While we're on the subject of 
sequels, Acclaim have confirmed that 

Extreme-G 2 features in their 
Christmas ‘98 line-up... All 
PlayStation owners’ eyes are going 

to be on Liverpool for racing 
sequels. Psygnosis have yet to con- 

firm their ‘98 line-up (and would be 
very unlikely to let all their cats out 

of their Designers Republic-styled 
bag just yet), but we reckon you'll be 
seeing WipEout 3 and F1’98 
before next Christmas... Circuit 
Breakers from Mindscape used to 
be known as Supersonic Racers 
2X5 and now won't be out on the 
PlayStation until March. Mindscape 
say the time will be used to ensure 
the gameplay (in a similar vein to 
Micro Machines) is absolutely spot 
on... Interplay are putting the finish- 

ing touches to Power Boat, a (sur- 

prise, surprise) PlayStation and PC 
power boat-sim packed with jumps. 
It should be released in February. 

  

They’re also working on Crime 
Killer, a first-person cop-sim for 
Sony's machine, where you get to 
drive futuristic vehicles like a loony... 
Other titles worth keeping an eye out 
for are GP Legends, the next 
installment in the PC GP series, 

Wreckin’ Crew, a Mario Kartstyle 

race around fantastic cities (with 

guns) due out on the PlayStation and 
PC in February, the gorgeous 
Superbikes on the PC (out in 
January) and a PlayStation version 

of Mofo Cross, out in June... As far 

as a console wish-list goes in the rac- 
ing genre, we'd love to see a Saturn 

version of Scud Race, Armadillo 
Racing on the PlayStation (pack- 
aged with a track-ball control unit) 

and a half decent serious racer for 
the N64 (weeeell, Mario Kart 64 

2 would do...).



Psyhadek 
From: Psygnasis 
Format: PSX 
Release Date: TBC 
Psygnosis’ hover- 

board-based 

battle game sees 
you tackling dif- 
ferent enemies across ten different 

flavours of futuristic terrain. You can 
collect and trail different power-ups 

behind your board. Very Japanese in 
styling (distinctive bug-eyed charac- 
ters), it’s all rounded off with a — no 
surprise as it’s Psygnosis we're talk- 

ing about — very cool soundtrack 

(watch out for David Holmes in there 
somewhere...) 

Silicon Valley 
From: BMG Format: N64 Release Date: May ‘88 
In between the silicon mounds lies 
the silicon valley. No. That's not true. 
In fact, Space Station Silicon Valley, 

to give it its full title, follows your 
journey through a hijacked space 
station carrying the latest robotmak- 
ing technology. You'll have to 
assume the guises of various animals 
and solve their relevant problems in 

order to clear areas. Part 
puzzler, part platform, 

part graphic adven- 
ture, Silicon Valley 
looks to be one of 
the most creative 
of the new 
year’s titles. 

Nagano Winter 
Olympics 
From: Konami Format: 
NG4/PSK Release Dale: 
Spring ‘88 
Hoping to recreate the success of 
last summer's button-chaffing 
International Track & Field, Konami 

are dishing up more of the same 
with this offical Winter Olympics 
license. Eleven events, ranging from 
snowboarding to curling stand 
between you and victory over your 
mates. Saturn owners need not 

despair either — Winter Heat, the 
snow-based sequel to the lovely 
Decathlete, is on its way for 

Thursday February 5th! 

Tanktics 
From: BMG Formal: PC 
Release Date: TBC 
From DMA, the 

same Scottish 
development out 
fit who're bring- 
ing you Silicon Valley (and have 
been responsible for some of the 
most inventive titles this century 

(Lemmings, Grand Theft Auto...), 
comes this capture the flag game 
with a twist. It’s played across differ- 
ent time zones, with you actually 
construting your tanks out of the rele- 
vant building materials (so for the 
Stone Age you use stones. Ain’t life 
simple?). 

Actua Tennis 
From: Gremlin Format: PSX Release Date: Spring ‘88 
They’re notoriously difficult to get 
right, but the Actua series’ Midas 

touch could work wonders for the 
tennis-sim. Gremlin are bringing their 
classy motion-captured look to the 
game, and it’s certainly on target to 

be the most realistic-looking tennis- 
sim yet. There are plenty of options 
to keep the hardened tennis-head 

happy as well, 
including the 
chance to take 

an unseeded 
player up 
through the 
rankings. 

From: SGEE 
Format: PSX 
Release Date: TBC 
The 
rumours 
are already 
starting to fly 
concerning the 
sequel to one of 
the most popular, shortest games of 
‘97. \t's definitely happening (any- 
one who's finished the first game will 
already know this...) but details are 
still thin on the ground. The sequel is 
set to feature many more testing lev- 
els, that much is for sure, and there 

are even stories indicating some sort 

of two-player mode. 

Special Ops 
From: BMG Format: PSX/PC 
Release Date: 
Spring '88 
A strate- 
gy shoot 
em-up 
where you lead a 
team of US army rangers around the 
world slaying evil-doers sounds the 
stuff Robin dreams of. The missions 
are varied, featuring everything from 
simple sieze and destroy sorties to 
counter attacks to hostage rescues. 

You’re not restricted to some number- 
crunching, pencil-pushing type of 
command, though. You view all the 

action from behind a soldier under 
your control! This looks great! 

Depth 
From: SCEE 
Formal: PSX 
Release Date: TBC 
Dolphins: 
dreamy, swoony swim-beasts that 

everyone wants to be. Don’t they? 

Well ‘98 could be your chance. 
Similar to Aquanaut’s Holiday, the 
game’s a luxurious exploration of the 
sea, only this time from the point of 
the view of a dolphin’s eye. 
Absorbing as the graphics may be, 
the soundtrack’s the thing that makes 
this stand out. It’s even been worked 
into the gameplay, with the point 
being to collect music samples to and 
build up a library of loops. 

Respect inc. Zi 

Formal: PSX/PC 
Release Date: TBC 
Mixing a Chicago, 

1930s-style graphic 
adventure and shoot-em-up 
genres, Respect inc. has you as a 
junior gangster carrying out crime- 

packed missions in order to gain you 
some respect. You'll have to get 
yourself plenty of cash and the easi- 
est way of getting some of that is to 
let others make it for you. So, you'll 
have to work banks, shops, tailors 

and City Hall, as well as battling 

against other gangsters and the 
police to reach your goal. 

ISS'98 
From: Konami 
Format: N64/PSX 
Release Date: TBE 
It'll be 
interesting to 

see how 
Konami retali- 
ate to FIFA and Actua’s brilliant 
sequels. There’s going to be a fair 
few footy titles launched prior to the 
World Cup and Konami are unlikely 
to miss out on the race to be number 
one footy sim. The lessons learnt 
from ISS 64 — that analogue controls 

fair revolutionise the Great Game — 
are sure to be used to make the 
PlayStation version even more 
playable... is it possible? 

Pilotwings 2 
From: Nintendo Format: NB4 Release Date: TBC 

Paradigm, who jointly developed the 
original N64 Pilotwings along with 
Nintendo (they helped get the 
physics just right) are remaining very 
secretive about a rumoured sequel, 
but we're confident there'll be one 
by the end of the year. The first 
game was one of the most borrowed 
(by other mags’ writers) titles of 
GMs carts, so we plan on getting 

two of the sequel in... 

Bust-A-Move 
From: Acclaim Format: N64 Release Date: TBC 
Cathy's favourite game is getting an 
N64 release early in the new year. 
She’s beside herself with the prospect 
of blowing up 64-Bit bubbles. We're 
unsure how they could actually make 
the N64 version radically different — 

the gameplay’s as simple as it gets, 
and it’s all the more playable and 
addictive because of it. But we could 
be wrong. This could turn out to be a 

peach of a 
puzzler, the 

jewel in the 
BustA-Move 

crown 
series! 

On the sports front, keep ‘em peeled 
for an avalanche of ski-based sports 
sims early in the new year. The most 
promising-looking of the titles we’ve 
clapped eyes on are Snow Racer on 
the PlayStation and Steep Slope 
Sliders on the Saturn... Expect to be 
bombarded with weirdy puzzle games 
during the first six months of ’98 too. 

Snow-way man! Let's hit the slopes in this 
Winter sports fest! 

Joining the likes of Spice World on 
the PlayStation, we have Bust-A- 
Move (not the sticky-bubble head 
messer, but a dancing-sim), 

Wrecking Balls on the N64 in April 
(a mysterious puzzle game from the 
Turok team) and two new 

Bomberman games (both complete- 
ly different) on the PlayStation and 
Saturn... The wonderful C&C Red Alert 
is due to get a sequel. C&C 
Tiberium Sun will feature improved 
visuals, multi-player and single-player 
options and should be out for PC and 
PlayStation by next Autumn. If you’re a 
bit partial to C&C-style titles, you 
might want to watch out for a 
promising PC title called Machines 
due out NEXT Christmas (as well as 
sequels to all this year’s major C&C 
clones)... If you likes your football, 
your going to be chuffed as nuts in 
98. As well as Paris ’98, there’s a 
steaming great heap of new soccer- 
sims heading your way. As well as 
World Cup versions of FIFA and 
Actua Soccer, expect to be playing 
UEFA Soccer from Ocean and 
World Soccer from BMG (the official 
England license) and Acclaim 

Sports Soccer from - surprise, 
surprise, Acclaim... Other major titles 
to keep your eyes well buffed for in 
‘98 include: Sentinel Returns (a 
home computer classic given the 
PlayStation treatment by Psygnosis), 
Everybody’s Golf (a cute Japanese 
golf game), Dungeon Keeper 2 
from Bullfrog (sequel to one of our 
favourite strategy games), Sim City 
3000 (the long-awaited PC sequel to 
one othe greatest sims of all-time), 
Actua Ice Hockey (a fast as your 
face, motion-capture-packed sports 
sim, as opposed to Actua Ice Hickey, 
an Icelandic-based neck-nipping sim), 
while X-Files Unrestricted Access 
on the PC could be just what the fact- 
seeking Gillian Anderson fans dream 
of. Oh, and if you must play those 
WWF games, WWF War Zone is 
heading for the N64 in June... Of 
course, this is only a brief summary of 
what sports, strategy and sim titles will 
be rocketing towards us in ’98, but the 
year’s already shaping up to be a 
year-long cracker!  



Rock-Hardware 
New games aren’t the only things to look forward to next year. We’re 
starting to hear rumours about newer, sexier consoles as well. So let’s go 
to rumour control to find out about the next round of super-consoles. 
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Everything has been quiet on the Atlantis front The first of the next generation consoles to You can check out our report on the Nintendo 
for a long time now and if you dig around appear in rumour control. Sega have been Space World show if you want to see what 
there isn’t much information on it anywhere. trying to get all matey with a lot of industry big Nintendo are scheming with this N64 add-on. 
Nintendo’s colour Game Boy is being boys like the 3DFX people, Power VR and even You can buy games on DD, save games on to 
developed in the UK by ARM, who developed Microsoft in order to get a head-start on the your DD, use graphics from art packages and 
the chip at the heart of the 3DO and Apple’s opposition this time around. Specs so far import them in to other games — about the only 

. ee handheld Newton. The development pixies at include a 2OOMHz processor and a Power VR thing it doesn’t do is make tea and serve a fry 
1 & ARM have somehow figured out a way of get- 3D graphics chip. The sound chip is being up in the morning (we're sure Nintendo are 

ting over 30 hours battery life out of a 32-Bit provided by Yamaha and the machine comes working on it). The DD will be on sale in Japan 
handheld machine with a colour screen. Project with a meaty 8Mb of RAM. Knowing Sega this and America next year and although no 
Atlantis has been put on the back burner a bit could well change as the other big boys start to European release date has been set, we're 
thanks to the N64 and on-going developments leak details of their new machines. Look for hoping it might get here by next Christmas. It’s 
there but you can expect to hear more about conversion of Sega’s arcade games (maybe certainly worth getting excited about because 
this next year sometime. even VF3) to launch with the machine. it'll add a new dimension to N64 gaming. 
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Not even James Bond could get the secrets of What better place to launch the latest in hi-tech This is the real dark horse. Six weeks ago no 
Sony’s new machine from Sony HQ. They're controller tomfoolery than the 32nd Tokyo one had even heard of it, now people are start- 
keeping this one very close to their chests as Motor Show? (Don’t ask us!) The Dual ing to say that this could turn out to be the 

they want to get the most out of the PlayStation Analogue pad delivers super-realistic vibes to number one console when it's launched. 
for at least another year. However, they have let the palm of your hand to fool your senses into Gaming God Jeff Minter is already beavering 
slip (under intense interrogation) that there IS thinking that you really are changing smoothly away on developing the machine and software. 
another console in development at the moment. down through gears on games such as Gran The development team have managed to poach 
The earliest release date would be Christmas Turismo, or racing back up through them. Its a top bloke from Sony and people from Atari to 
1998, but no-one is putting money on it. We two vibrating solenoids are the key to its suc- make this dream a reality. Minter has been 
reckon a year later is more realistic. No specs cess, and won it the admiration of driving fans quoted as saying that the graphics are like noth- 
are available yet but you can bet that Sony will at the show! Now that copyright wrangles have ing that has gone before. Development kits are 
want this to be the most powerful machine out been cleared up, we shouldn't have to wait too already out there with some of the best software 
there at the time of launch. Expect PlayStation long before we see it here, possibly in the next publishers and the machine should be ready for 
mania all over again. few months! Brrmmmm! launch soon (we reckon late next year). 
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NINTENDO 64 SONY PLAYSTATION SEGA SATURN AMIGA PC-CD-ROM ACCESSORIES CONSOLES GAMES NINTENDO 64 SONY 

THE WOODLEY TRADING POST LTD 
@ LATEST TITLES - EXTENSIVE RANGE 

SAME-DAY DESPATCH FROM STOCK ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

MASTERCARD/VISA/AMERICAN EXPRESS WELCOME 

INCLUSIVE PRICES - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS FOR UK DELIVERY 

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

@ ESTABLISHED 1994 

CALL FOR OUR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFERS AND STOCKLIST !/ 

TEL 0118 - 961 6781 FAX 0118-961 7465 

E-MAIL WTPOST@AOL.COM 
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TAWIWORMal GAMES 

  

for the 

Se iN & 

SONY PLAYSTATIONS 
now only £89.99 incl P&P 

Pinte psa 
any 10 games: 

5.00 for snow Nintando 64 
aa Mero 64 - call for details 

SATURN £69.39 
JAGUAR £39.99 

Also a large selection of second hand games 

Tel / Fax 0181 648 4469 
297 Tamworth Lane, Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 1DD   
TIMESTAR SOFTWARE 

29 Beverley Rise, Harraby, Cailisle, Cumbria, CA1 3Rx. 

Tel (01228) 20643 

DREAMS: 
PAX CORPUS: 

FIFA ‘98. 
TEST DRIVE 4 
TOMB RAIDER 2-- 

ALL PLAYSTATION GAMES 
PRONE FOR LATEST SOFTWARE & PRICES! 

Send cheques/Postal Orders to the above address and 
make pgyable to TIMESTAR SOFTWARE. 

Postage & Packing FREE UK inainland only. 

  

CONSOLES 

Trade Enquiries Welcome 

Mail Order Available 

o 

NINTENDO” 

musta os 

\__NINTENDO®* 

2 INTENDO“* 4 

er Ss 
-__NINTENDO®     

+ 
a 

C.M.T. GAMES 
3 THE PARADE, STONEGATE ROAD, 

_ MEANWOOD, ac a 4Hz, UK 
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CONS OVE TTD 
BRING YOU THE ULTIMATE 

IN CHEATS/TIPS AND SOLUTIONS FOR 
CONSOLE GAMES 

0891-318-400 ........ INFORMATION LINE & INDEX OF ALL SERVICES 

0891-318-401 ........ PLAYSTATION CHEATS / CODES / HELP 

0891-318-402 ........ PLAYSTATION LUCKYDIP CHEATS "N" TIPS 

0891-318-403 ........ ADVENTURE GAMES / DISCWORLD: 1, 2 & MORE 

0891-318-404 ........ RESIDENT EVIL & FUTURE FANTASY 7 & MORE 

0891-318-405 ........ PLAYSTATION NEW RELEASE HELPLINE 

0891-318-406 ........ TOMB RAIDER | & Il FULL SOLUTION & CHEATS 

0891-318-407 ........ SEGA SATURN CHEATS & TIPS 

0851-318-408 ........ NUCLEAR STRIKE / ROSCO / LOSTWORLD + LOTS MORE 

0891-318-409 ........ SEGA SATURN CHEATS / TIPS / HINTS 

0891-318-410........ SEGA SATURN MEGA LINE TIPS / HELP & CHEATS 

0891-318-411........ PLAYSTATION CHEATCODES / THE DOGS BOLLOX 

0891-318-412 ........ SEGA SATURN NEW RELEASE HELPLINE 

0891-318-413 ........ MORTAL KOMBAT III, CODES / MOVES / CHEATS 

0891-318-414 ........ CROC / FULL SOLUTION * CHEATS * 

0891-318-415........ MORTAL KOMBAT II / CODES / CHEATS & MOVES 

0891-318-416 ........ PLAYSTATION MEGA HELP / TIPS / CHEATS 

0891-318-417 ........ HUGE SEGA SATURN CHEATS & TIPS AREA 

Please ask the phone owner before using this service, 
calls cost 50p per minute at all times 

(THE INCOMPARABLE EXPERIENCE 

* MADE IN ENGLAND 
* HIGH QUALITY STEEL TUBE FRAME @7 
IN DURABLE SILVER FINISH WITH A © 
SCULPTURED BLACK SEAT 

+ FULLY ADJUSTABLE TO FIT ALL 
AGES (10 YRS +] 

- FOLDS FLAT FOR EASY STORAGE 
+ SUITABLE FOR: GAMESTER STEERING 
WHEEL FOR SONY PLAYSTATION 

+ DESTINY WHEEL FOR PC'S 

“OR CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER TO: c & C ENGINEERING PLC 
COBHAM ROAD, PERSHORE, WORCS, WR10 2DL 

GAME CONSOLE, STEERING WHEEL & ACCESSORIES NOT INCLUDED. DUE TO CONTINUAL 
IMPROVEMENT THE DESIGN MAY ALTER SLIGHTLY, BUT WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION. 

BS  LX4 FOR N64 
+ PATENT APPLIED FOR  
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‘ou just know that with a name like Guybrush — who now aims to marry her (Oh yes, Le Chuck’s alive shell. This doesn’t mean he’s going to enjoy the game 

) fe the game’s hero, and the again — well, he’s a ghost and you can’t keep a good any less because although it relies heavily on the humour 
character you play, is going to be a bit of a spirit down). So starts this wacky graphic adventure it relies even more on the puzzles. 

whimp. And he is, but not in the eyes of Elaine, the _ that’s both puzzle and pun laden. As Guybrush wanders, well more like stumbles and 
love of his life, who has been kidnapped by pirates Humour has always been a major part of the blunders, his way through the world of Monkey Island 
and is in need of a heroic rescue attempt. Monkey Island series, but don’t expect too many belly- he’s challenged by conundrum after puzzle after enigma. 

Having previously defeated the evil ghostly pirate Le laughs, the kind you'll encounter here is dry and subtle. —_To start with, they're pretty straightforward and usually 
Chuck in the two earlier Monkey Island point ’n’ click Though your average whelk is going to understand most __ only involve interacting with a certain object in a certain 
adventures, Guybrush’s managed to turn Elaine into a of the gags — visual, situational and aural — there are way. For example, at the start of the game you’re on Le 
golden statue and deliver her into the hands of Le Chuck —_ going to be some that'll go straight over his hard outer Chuck’s ship being held captive in a room with a locked 

a) Tons and teas) 
         

    
    

  

of the right mouse button brings up 
i lick Asimple ¢ Haven't got much have you? 

your inventory. 

-"



Balin QuIMeNURONGRIRE 

  
door as the only escape route. Eventually you'll figure 
out that to escape you have to cut the restraining rope 
that’s securing the cannon in the room with you. Then 
you'll need to fire the cannon to have it recoil through 
the locked door. But don’t get too excited just yet. That's 
what you'll have to do if you’re only playing on the 
ordinary version of this game... 

Oh yes, the game comes in Ordinary and Mega 
versions. In the latter, although Guybrush does mostly the 
same things, the puzzles he’s got to work out are a 
whole lot more obscure. The puzzles will have you 
thinking very laterally at times but generally the 
designers have managed to stay on the safe side of 
insane. Even in the ordinary game you're going to find 
yourself getting totally stumped — but it won't be for that 
long. A bit of lateral thinking and trial and error will 

  

The cartoon style used is 
fabulous and the cut- 
scenes are as good as 
anything in the cinema. 

ad
 | 

Uh_well Yes, “vm gs 

soon deliver a solution, but there are times when you'll 
be pulling your hair out. 

Actually controlling the action and interacting with 
the game's vast scenery is simple. Move a cross-hair 
around whatever screen you're currently on and it'll 
become highlighted by anything that you can interact 
with. Then it’s simply a case of deciding the appropriate 
action. And the designers have been clever here because 
when you do come across an object your choice of 
actions become completely object-sensitive. This, 
combined with the double mouse-click short-cuts to get 
you from one location to other quickly, means the game 

flows a lot faster than you'd imagine. 
Curse of Monkey Island follows very 

firmly in the footsteps of the previous 
Monkey Island games and is immense 
fun to play. If anything, it’s a little 
too much like the earlier games but 
it's huge and offers many hours 
of entertaining adventuring. 
Tremendous stuff. 

Andy Smith (%! 

There’s not much in the fay controls ens 
way of sound effects, ory marches 
but the speech is ier ow | spend a lot 
splendid and amusing. time in the soneiai 
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  The simple game’ll 
srechy ou ee a long 

The Mega vane 
‘wil have you in knots.  
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Get your Lawgi 
to smithereens. But can Dredd mate. 

front a light gun shoot-em-up than Judge 

Dredd. This is a man whose CV would read “I 

have been dispensing laser death on the streets of 

Mega City One since the late ’70s”. Barely an issue 

of the Galaxy’s Greatest Comic goes by without him 

gunning down perps with his Lawgiver and he’s 

been doing it week in, week out, since before you 

were born. He is the bleeding LAW, alright! 

You can’t fault old Joe’s timing either. This has 
obviously been released to take advantage of the fact 
that lots of us have forked out 60 whole pounds for the 
superb Time Crisis gun and game package (reviewed 
last issue). It seems a shame to let your gleaming G-Con 
45 firearm gather dust once you’ve completed Namco’s 
finest and as this is fully compatible, there’s plenty of 
opportunity to blaze away’at some more, subtly 
different, evil dooers. 

But stop your trigger finger from trembling right 
now because rather than being sold on the back of Time 
Crisis, this withers in the glare of its excellence like the 
Wicked Witch of the West after that bucket of water. 
Shot for shot, Dredd comes off worse in every 

department. From the watery lemon squash-like 
weakness of the shooting sound FX to the unimaginative 
baddies, this makes criminally bad use of a great 

| can’t be many people better qualified to 

    

(Above) This armoured car smashes towards you at one point. 
Unfortunately such action-packed moments are rare. 
(Left) Evil judges and robot bad boys have a pop at you but things 

never get as tense as in Time Crisis. 

Time Crisis? 

character and doesn’t manage a single innovation in 
what's already a brutally simple style of game. 

Is not that there’s anything technically wrong. The 
G-Con’s pin point accurate and, as you'd expect, there’s 
plenty of people to have a pop at. But, but and again, 
BUT there's no feeling of tension whatsoever as you 
make your way through the badly structured levels. Perps 
are uniformly uninspiring targets with none of the 
menace of Time Crisis’ bad guys. And there's a high 
percentage of robot gun emplacements which are never 
as much fun to shoot as your fellow human kind. And 
unlike the Crisis’ three shots and you’re dead approach, 
a percentage energy system means you can take loads 
of hits before dying, further blunting any bullet flying 
sense of shoot or be shot. 

Without any of Time Crisis’ clock-ticking tension or 
duck and fire, perfectly paced mayhem, Judge Dredd 
succeeds in exposing all of the gun game’s inherent 
problems. The on-rails path through the game soon feels 
restrictive and proceedings get more predictable. 
Waving a plastic gun at the TV screen begins to feel 
decidedly sad. With more of the inspired look and the 
lunacy of the comic book this could have been excellent. 
As it is, Judge Dredd misses the target marked 
opportunity by miles. 5 

Robin Alway \ **! 

. regite 2 

Although the scenery and baddies look good enough, 
there's nothing that screams 2000AD at you. 

    

  

              

   

      

   

  

  

    OK looking but none of 
Mega City One's futore 
eo mame 78} 

            

  

Moffled fruit machine 
rather than high velocity 
projectiles zinging 
through the air. 

  

    

Follows the gun 
Shoot, ri 
hostages, 

ver light gun out and prea to blast your TV. 

Bulletain ite heal! 
One of the boy Dredd’s best tricks has always been when he 
decides which sort of bullet he wants to bring down a law 
breaker with and shouts “High Explosive” or “Heat Seeker” to his 
voice activated Lawgiver gun. There's different type of ammo in 
this game too but. boringly, they're more of a short bonus 
power-up than an integral part of the game. 

Rapid Fire! Shoot the 
right bonus icon and 
you'll be able to spew 

eel bullets all over the 
gaff. Very effective but 
tragically, it runs out 
within seconds. 

You can double your 
ammo clip with a well 

aimed bonus shot. 
This cuts down the 

amount of time before 
you need to shoot 

off-screen to reload 

  

Heat Seekers take the 
pain out of aiming by 
pin pointing the 

enemy's very own 
I cosy warmth. Like a 

Reames mini version of an air- 
Seems f0-air missile. 

These multiple shots 
quadruple your 

firepower and are just 
the thing to take out 
the plethora of robot 
gun emplacements. 

Kerpow! Thunk! 

  

These armour- 

piercing bullets cut 
down baddies in a 

single shot. Why you 

should need more ° 
than one normal 

bullet, we don't know! 

   
           
   



“I know the 
answers to all your 
Diddy Kong Racing WORLD EXCLUSIVE REVIEW! 

ques stions!" { 
And they're in the 

porky Christmas issue 
of N64 Magazine... — 

  

   
   

  

     

       

     

  

THE BEST 
GAME EVER! 

MAGAZINE M REVIEWED @ 

Diddy Kong Racing 
Duke Nukem 64 Ww TOMB RAIDER II, 

FIFA: World To The World Cup _- SS us 

Chameleon Twist ae if > TUROK, 

AND LOADS MORE! ; 

With a huge FREE oe GRAND THEFT AUTO, 

| 

1998 calendar! CURSE OF MONKEY ISLAND. 
ACCEPT NO LESSER N64 Stren
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vehicles and construction options all on the go it all got very i : < cone ai 

frantic and brow-soaking. WHERE'VE YOU BEEN? Shame the J eine PEC 

PlayStation version looked a little rough when compared to its Whit a CI Br Hl ~~ ay ENGLAND s 

usual graphic-fests but it was still a stoating game nonetheless. | I} | | I] l ( | [! iil | N f N | R Ns 

<i ~~, SF ao mae ea The best feature is the ag Wythe 5 
scene _- * si? M4 skirmish mode where up to “itt” “TECH LEVEL 18 

       

  

   
    

You remember Command & Conquer? Wel hiss OS —_ 
its big brother and it wants a fight. Come on then! acolo sin ist haat i Sey fecha > polls good oo? 

TT artillerymen approaching from the north! console land and such was the PlayStation version of 

     

     

  

  

   
Toy tank approaching from the south! Quick, Command & Conquer. 

GommanieenGonquenn dispatch team of crack dwarfs! Arrgh! Too Only the fact that the legendary C&C gameplay was 
q y) late! Their model aeroplane has sneaked through intact from the bloody marvellous PC original saved it. 

—— Wivat S tlrat then U our defenses and completely destroyed our But, hardcore WipEout and Tekken heads just couldn't 
Leprechaun factory. We‘re doomed! Send out the take it seriously — little blokes plus little tanks equals litle 
clockwork helicopters, charge up the Big Track, action and similarly reduced enjoyment. Fortunately, 
we’re being overrun by ant-sized infantry! gameplay won out over graphics and all those that gave 

Such is a typical day in the life of Command & C&C a chance were knocked sideways by its depth, its 
Conquer. Hovering high above the tiny battlefield we need for fast fingers and mind as well as its ability to 
loftily view the scene, and, disregarding the tiny spats of | keep you playing longer than you intended to and far 

blood and shrill shrieks of our diminutive troops, we — longer than was actually healthy. 
continue sending our war-waging micro-chaps into PC owners were treated to a sequel, Red Alert, over 
almost certain death beneath the tracks of an a year ago — about the same time that the PlayStation 
enemy tank no bigger than your fingernail. landed old Command & Conquer in fact. Naturally this 

Hello? Playing C&C demands more than a little was held up as evidence that the PlayStation couldn’t 

“SSS—= 

  

    
    

      
    
    
    
    
    

  

   

McFly? \ imagination. It’s bloody, it’s violent but, thanks to the fact handle Red Alert, which was a big step up over C&C. It 
You don't that our troops stand only a few pixels high, it’s quite had more missions, higher resolution graphics, complex 
know Command & 4 hard to feel as though a real war is being waged. PC multi-player modes and a bizarre plot involving a time- 
Conquer? Durr... ae | owners are adept at making the most of shoddy graphics _ travelling, Einstein-killing Adolf Hitler while he was 
Where were you when i = or a plunging frame rate, but your console crowd 
the GDI and NOD forces “mae ro As demand something more. Tiny and 
slugged it out for @, we” fuzzy are an instant kiss of death in 

Tiberium, which allowed ea? St . 
them to build ever more oe « Hello down 
powerful weapons? ba hes ey : there. You! 
Didn't you know that It was once the fastest-selling game on PC Wl 24. 3 : - @ Hellllooooo! 
and was universally acclaimed as the best thing ever? You 4 er va tea Come my tiny 

    

moved soldiers around by clicking on them then clicking on a 
bit of land which they'd trot off to. Alternatively if you clicked on 
an enemy your boys would open fire, pursuing them relentlessly 
until you dish out other orders. With hundreds of troops, 

  

    
   

   

   
       
     

      

  

five different customisable , 1 
forces can slug it out on the T TEAM 
same map! You can ss 
determine how quickly each cup 
will develop new technology. 

     
LANUCOM 16 HUS. 

iuP SECHEI - 
G- FIELD COMMANDER AG 
TELLAGENCE HECUN SHOUS 

     
       
      
         

  

       

     
   

             
             
        

    

        

    

   

  

   

    
   

    

   

  

OYVOUR AREA bart anBY u what equipment they start 

ig ee [ —— oo GESTAGY ALL GRIOGES you'd like to fight on. It's just Options, options, options! You like options? These My what an attractive green base. Extra skirmish 
Sates Ue SE GRRE W like multi-player Red Alert are they. Twiddle till your twiddling whim is gone. _ players are forced to play in outlandish colours. 

CONE iKMA TIGR: x “OUE ioie but without the need for >. ee = » eS" Se hoe 
TRANSMISSIUN ENUS. extra hardware and mates. “ : f OPTIONS hah Sadao | OF 

And if you do have a link-up ie fee < . 
going on, the pair of you can an ata Se ee tetas . oe eer 

| take on three other on tered 3: Re oh a aS 
computer-controlled forces. oh SiS x "% eis BAR, Pa 
It's not quite the on-line Gad, . pee. ITA Ng hive tia & * XO ah Sy: 

mayhem of the PC version eS @&s RS ES cee nc hak ip 
but it does provide a taste of GES POLE ee et a eee 

uy what gamers with accessto = © aes 5s LSPA RA ee Sete 4 
a computer and a network Rage) | t.. poe ENO ey r ‘ 
have heen enjoying for a ne SES 
while now. And it's much Fach player builds a mighty force and then There! GET HIM! Take out your mate's harvester 
more fun launching an dispatches it into the wilds to look for opponents. and he'll offer you out for a fight FOR REAL! 
attack on a mate!   



Every Christmas list 
should read as follows: 

A second PlayStation 
A large 1V 

| A link-up cable 
A friend 
A mouse or two 
A copy of Command & Conquer: Red Alert 

That way you'll be able to play Red Alert as it was 
truly intended. Yes it's a great single-player game 
and the skirmish mode (see elsewhere) does allow 
you to play multi-player-style games but you cant 
heat the satisfaction of squishing your mates 
freshly made troops under your Mammoth Tank. 

    

still an upstart youth, averting the second World War. 
Inevitably, his plan goes adrift as the mad Russian, 
Stalin, leaps up to take his place. Doh! Well, it may have 
taken a year to produce but PlayStation Red Alert is here 
at last and has all the features of the PC original. 

The graphics are improved over old PlayStation 
C&C. Not to the degree that they were in the PC game, 
which allowed you to either play from a C&C-style view 
with greater detail or a new super-miniature big picture 
view, showing you even more of the map on screen. But 

this is certainly much better looking than the smudgy 
first game. 

Once again it comes on two — packed-to-the-rafters 
- discs. Besides allowing the game itself to be as big as 
a whale (there’s over 60 missions to have a crack at), the 
two discs also allow shed-loads of top quality FMV. If 
you've played C&C you'll know what to expect. Once 
again the developers haven’t skimped on the lush-tastic 
visuals. The other major two-disc advantage comes into 
effect when you play Red Alert’s all-new link-up mode. 

Yes, the obvious feature that they stupidly left out of 
Command & Conquer is all present and correct in Red 

Alert and it’s an absolute belter. 

<d OAS Agr-s 

The allies 
certainly know 

how to throw a 
barbecue. 
Jeeps, guns, 
snow. Brilliant. 

pe tb xe te the 

sta (0) 

rae a alle 229 segs 

pes 88 

“Hello there and welcome to my impressions masterclass. See, | hold 
my finger thus, it becomes a moustache! I'm Hitler! Ha ha, not really.” 

oction ‘thal PC gamers ere aheaysasouliy Gn baat 
And with two discs you only need ONE copy of the 
game to get linking — one can start up with the Allied 
and one with the Soviet. Ace! 

Further hardware fun can be had thanks to the fact 
that Red Alert can be played with the PlayStation mouse 
which makes playing it, speedier, easier, exactly like the 
PC game and generally better all round. You can now 
make construction and troop movement decisions 
simultaneously with none of that clumsy switching 
between menu options and troop cursor going on. Just 
drag the arrow onto the all-new, see-through sidebar (an 
improvement over C&C's fat clunky effort) and click. Of 
course mouse ownership involves Granny parting with 
another £20 this Christmas but it improves the game no 
end and it'll give her a chance to rattle on about the war. 

So Red Alert is the business, however there’s one 
thing that there’s no escaping from. This is basically 
Command & Conquer again. It looks better, it plays 
better, there are more power-ups to build and the link-up 
and skirmish modes are fantastic. But you’re still clicking 
on your weeny soldiers, building your teensy tanks and 
shedding tiny, pixel-sized splats of blood. Hated C&C? 
You'll bloody loathe this then. 

Red Alert is the best action/strategy game on the 
PlayStation. Better than old C&C, better than Warcraft, 

better than X-Com, Syndicate Wars, Warhammer, 

everything. Best buy it really. 

Daniel Griffiths € 

on, is still drab 

blue. And brown. 

Brilliant SFX and some 
iy bear metal, ws 

+. very wel 

  

    
    
    
    
     

Oi! You lot! Over here. OVER HERE! Turn 
round. That's it Come on! Faster! 

Build stuff, kill stuff, build 
_ some more, kill win, Get it? 

MESMASTER 64 JANUARY 
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Fouyyytttttt! Mortal Kombat returns from the 
grave in a classic incarnation. 

        WINS: 00 41 WINS: OO 
oom saieor 
«SHANG TSON 5 

    little deflated until Sega injected a unlock all 
well deserved jab of gaming-helium, of the hidden 

its masterstroke being to take two of the MK secrets in 
greatest fighting games known to battle mode. 

humanity (Virtua Fighter 2 and Fighting 
Vipers respectively) blending them 
effortlessly into Fighters MEGAMiX. 

Now one of the oldest fighting 
dynasties is about to blow some of its own 
hot air into the good ship Saturn’s sails. It 
might be old fashioned 2D, the loading 
time may be a complete bugger and the 
programme may not be optimised (some 
slowdown) but there was always 
something very appealing about this 
rubber-clad, beat-happy, gothic collective. 

Maybe it was the subliminal Germanic 
perviness of the match intros (“Fouyyyttt”, 

the Dark Lord commands) maybe it was the 

       

    

| beat-em-up hot air balloon was a You oe 

OJ gives jap-boy a 
~_ trouncing. 

HhenleaguetonGentiemen 
(Cn WOMEN. . .) 

- asl         
RALM FIGHTS VALIARTLY FOR 

THE EA PEROR SHAO MAHA. BOT 

» 17 WOOD BE KAKA S OWN STEP 
onbonreR, THE PRIWCESS 

   

  

Weird .wonderful and just plain 
scarey. This is the complete character 
screen in its full glory.    

  

© sub-Rocky horror costumes or the manic perverted laughter _robot-speak when i i : 
tin the background. he gets a trouncing. As the brooding Overlord says at 
¥ Whatever the reason, MKT still spills crates of blood, regular intervals — Excellent!!! 

= inverts crucifixes and takes itself waaaayyy too seriously That's the thing with MKT. It overflows with character. 
; for its own good. Which is just as it should be. Once you've heard: “Flawless...Victory,” a few times | 

Meet the new players in the whopping great character guarantee you'll succumb to its darkside. 
select screen. Sindel, the ageing gothic tart of drooping Funnily, and most bizarrely of all, there’s a goat in 
cleavage fame can throw you right over her shoulder with there by the name of Motaro who's as satanic as a black 
magic streaky-dyed locks. The Robot characters are a real _ ice-cream. Goat-boy Motaro’s a crap fighter apart from 
revelation too. Smoke — not only by name but also by his lethal hind-leg kick and his breath... obviously. 
nature — sends out clouds of fumes while dishing out And just when you thought it was safe to get a bowl 
retaliating blows, letting off rockets from his chest like of Frosties from the fridge, out pops Kitaro, the massive 
some comic-book hero and spewing huge pots of oil all tiger-footed, four-armed giant, who's as strong as he’s 
over the shop when he’s hit. He squeaks and burbles like terrifying. Kitaro has a big punch (well, he’s got four to 
some demented, distant relative of R2D2, cursing deeply in choose from) but possesses all the agility of a double- 

decker bus. 
- youn tern A je = 4 sa MKT encompasses 
hivsacotse wince aan eee ij "tal basic MK, two on two MK 

| and for the real ghouls an 
eight-player version. 

Two on two allows 
players to have a tag 
match contest and eight- 
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— EVE RITENIE laverinval h x Res = ingll pl ayer involves eac “j PO Rg xe 

oo ue eR ap participant choosing four | aah ee ail 

¢- KZ TAX | HE wt players each in a grand 
z “a as eigen raga match scenario. 

4 “yy Be Here the naughty cast MKT is a funnier than 
Rom E, get to flex their muscles. hell exercise in po-faced 
- Tonight Matthew, I'm nostalgia, but be warned 

: going to be a gothic — the loading time’s a   nightmare! Grrrrr! stinker. : 

lain White QQ 

46 

awa wins 

VERSION REVIEWED |Saturn : 
j Graphics — Good old 2D, A heaving, brooding and Fatalities, Babalities 32 ch id 

NO. OF PLAYERS | 1 or2 but looks exactly lke OG er. mnectag. ee [3 Brotalties ivsall pin axial tetioieyer 
  

  

. the coin-op version. accompaniment. Well dean fun, hones? it is mode will ki 
FROM | GT Interactive Quite morveloes, what tio you expect? Mrs Whitehousel 4 hooked af ane 
PRICE | £35 Fs 
AVAILABLE Naw JUDGEMENT Sthave done a fine conversion and if you choose to ignore the loading times, MKT is still a killer game.    



sal Kimber, Up.your ju 
ki return for m 

ith the original sorceress Nikki, were only ever really moving left or 
Pandemonium right with five minutes of play revealing a simple 2D 
selling in the platform game under all the saucy 3D tarting about. 

‘sort of numbers that 
would trouble even Carol 
Vorderman, if comes as no 

surprise fo see the scary 

And in a move that absolutely no-one’s calling a 
‘turn-up forthe books’; Pandemonium.2s-a.canter 
through very similar territory. You jump (lots). You collect 
coins (many). You kill monsters (more than enough). You 

jester’s back for swoon over the graphics like a sickly Victorian 
another bound pauper-child being given a shining gold 
over the = sovereign (quite often): There’s plenty 7 
platforms. ‘=. of brain-melting psychedelic -s 

It's as Ee? re backdrops and effects. Developers ff» — 
inevitable as relatives in your aA? o Crystal Dynamics’ crazed i 
lounge at Christmas but, a Pd California imaginations have been if 
hopefully, nowhere near_as ae poured into the look of the baddies 

and levels and both characters get a few 
new moves to play with. 

But no amount of your fancy graphical swishery 
and swoonery can disguise the fact that Pandemonium 
2 is far too similar to the original game. A game that 
wasn’t without its problems in the first place, remember. 
Because the camera strives to make things exciting by 

unwelcome. 
Like Crash before it, the original 

Pandemonium received a mixed response. On the one 
hand, it fair dazzled your eyes into submission with 
some fantastic graphics and a camera that span about 
and zoomed in and out on invisible greased rails. On 
the other, your character, Jester bloke Fargas or lithe 

Fy ri 
os ¥ 

o ad ~ = a 

. 7 ~~ a 

a H 

. ig 
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Jumping and 
pee ‘and 63’ - 
some m) oe 
music. 

  

i 

‘prove far more enjoyable. 

      

      

    gliding about all over the shop, you're often put in life 
endangering situations where you can’t see what you’re 
jumping into next. The dreaded ‘leap of faith’ crops up 
far too often and with your view of the game constantly 
coming from a different perspective, this lacks the 
degree of ledge leaping accuracy that the best 
platformers have. 

Your path through the game is still always boringly 
straightforward and along a left-to-right route. 

Collect okey and it merely opens a door a bit 
further along. There’s no sense of exploration 
or any puzzles to solve, just a numb jump 
button thumb as you make your way through 
the 11 levels without thinking. Only a strong 

sense of platform gaming pride will keep you 
going to the end. So however much your eyes tell 

you this is great, honest, a few hours play will confirm 
that there’s not much going on up top. Fans of platform 
games as they used to be done in the old 2D days will 
get most out of it but even then, smarter opposition like 
Jersey Devil, Abe’s Oddysee and Crash 2 will 

Robin Alway \ 
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poms Me Ere BED DER PED oo ae Die Seat ae 
JACOBSEN JACORSEM JACORSEM 

  

(Left and Below) Lining up your 
next shot on the fairway. Just 
remember: Hit the yellow lines. 
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u ATOUR'SS 
PGA license has been sporting those checkered 
golting loons for longer than most... So what 
andicap does its latest incarnation boast? 
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hat a bit of bad timing that PGA Tour ‘98 
Vy follow so closely on the heels of 

the brilliant Actua Golf 2. It’s also a bit of 
bad luck - for EA and us British followers of golf, 
anyway ~ that Actua boasted the velvet tones of 
the Beeb’s Peter Allis whilst PGA boasts the vocal 
talents of some nondescript American Bloke™. And 
that, unfortunately, is not the only area where PGA 
is significantly inferior. 

The fact that EA have the license to include actual 
courses and actual players 

should mean there’s 

    

  

Which course is this? Good 

question, that. 

  

  440 yBs) 
@ 126 vas “ANDRADE 

   

Caddie Options 

pees asi | 
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plenty for golfing fanatics to get excited about. And, in a 
way, there is. Certainly, 

there’s a plethora of options 
and the slick, thoughtful 

presentation goes a long 

way to furthering the series’ 
solid reputation. But, 
strangely and rather 
ironically, there’s also some 
gaping holes, 
especially 
concerning the 
courses themselves. 

Unlike Actua 
which tried to be a 
bit creative with its 
courses (especially 
through the excellent 
desert environments), 

all five of PGA’s 
courses are of the 
grass/bunker/lake 
persuasion. This is fine for a while but concentrated play 
starts to unravel a disappointingly by-the-numbers game 
with very few surprises. 

The similarities between the courses is such that, 
before long, you’re not bothering to have a gander at 
the layout. Indeed, most holes you can predict pretty well 
how to play, even if you’re a golfing beginner. Thus, 

there’s no danger, no excitement and no sign of a 
learning curve. (It'll take about three holes of the first 
course, Pebble Beach, to master the entire game). 

Having said that, the terrible swing-o-meter does its 
best to foil your progression. Even if you hit each yellow 
line exactly — by tapping the ® Button accordingly — the 
ball sometimes wanders off to the left or right, without 

3sd Shot 

RECK 

  

SSRN DREGE 

GAMEP 

2 OL)     

Playing out from the rough really isn't a problem. 

   
   

      

   
    

3s Shot 
FAXON 

The green is slightly angled which is a tad tricky. 

even a hint as to why. Surely the whole point of getting 
your timing right is that you get rewarded for doing so? 
Of course it is. Except it doesn’t always work like that in 
PGA. And then, to compound matters, it sometimes 
sends you straight down the fairway even if you 
completely miss the yellow lines by a mile. 

And, when all's said and done, is this really any 
different to PGA Tour ‘972 Yes, yes, there's three extra 
courses but they’re more of an extension of the first two 
than anything else. This is a lazily cobbled together PGA 
game that's so far behind Actua Golf 2 it’s frightening. 
Perhaps it’s time for a FIFA-style redesign, eh EA? 

Tim Weaver ¢ 

The best golf game was Actua 
Golf 2. Remember that. eh? 

     OVERALL 
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Virtual Pool was as Close to the real thing as a 
game could possibly get. Or at least, that’s what 
we thought... 

GHA MORITOMNG HNN 
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With all the lighting on 
they're ating 
Work’s done on 
the table and rooms too. 

  

  

  

hat 2.0 is a clue. 
| eee it’s the 

‘..~ nestled 
between the two and 
the zero — that gives 
the game away. This is 
an upgraded software 
package, rather than a 
sequel and, to be fair, 

that’s all it claims to be. Virtual Pool, you see was 
always a simulator in the strictest sense, rather 
than a game. An anally retentive physical and 
mathematical model of what exactly goes on the 
table that, thanks to its extreme accuracy, just 
happened fo be a superb game, purely because pool 
is. See? 

This upgrade, unbelievably, adds even more 
detailed modelling and features, aimed at bringing the 
program ever closer to real life. By far the simplest 
change is that you can’t now push your cue through the 
balls and table as before. Now Chinese snookers are a 
real possibility and leaving the ball on the cushion will 
make it slightly more difficult for your opponent, 
preventing them from applying any backspin. But that’s 
just common sense. The rest of the mechanical 
improvements must have been much more difficult to 
implement. Chief among them is the balls’ newfound 
willingness to leave the beize. Raise your butt now (no 
sniggering) and between about 20° and 50° you get a 
jump shot. Bounce your ball onto another and that one in 
turn will itself bounce. The results are predictable — balls 
flying everywhere — but once you've calmed down you 
might notice some of the game's other, more subtle 
refinements. You can now miscue for instance, so some 
of the wackier shots you may have used in Virtual Pool 
need to:be approached with care. More boffin-pleasing 
is the addition 
of improved 

spin and throw. 
modelling. 

  

Exactly the sort of 
chinks and plonks you'd 
expect. And it can play : 
your CDs as background. 

fat . 
P 11000) . 

    

Of more relevance to less 
committed folk, like you 
and |, is the fully 
adjustable table. You can 
now tinker with the speed 
of the table to recreate the soggy pub experience and 
change the pocket size to anything from authentic 
American buckets to paranoid gnat's chuff. If you're of a 
mind then, you can recreate your local’s table — minus 
the fag burns and beer stains. 

More immediately noticeable is the sprinkling of 
graphical lushness that sets it apart from the original. If 
your PC is up to it you can run the game with full light- 
sourcing and texture-mapping, in stunning high- 
resolution. Even less meaty PCs can handle the new 
lighting and texture routines at the lower resolution 
settings, presenting a spookily photo-realistic table and 
balls, Whether this, new tutorial videos, 128 CPU 
opponents, and the addition of five new games will be 
enough to tempt owners of the original is debateable. But 
rest assured that it provides a satisfyingly pool-authentic 
experience. Heads to break? 

Will Groves 4) 
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| haven't seen the old orange ball since Match Of The Day inthe ‘The view may be a bit long-range but at least you can see where The old England Vs Argentina grudge match — only this time 
‘60s. Pity this lot couldn't afford under-soil heating really. your players are when you re passing the ball. there’s no little cheatin’ hand-balling git playing. 

  

Long heralded as the football fan’s videogame, can the next generation of 
Actua Soccer carry the mantle into 1998: 
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SPEED 
DISTANCE    

he battle between the fop teams in the a number on the lesser known titles. Gremlin have been 
Premiership is nothing more than a keeping the sequel to their long time champion under 
playground scuffle compared to the wraps. Now the monster has been unleashed and 

    

  

battle that'll soon be going on in the 
software charts for soccer simulation 
supremacy. Forget the fight for the 
title of League Champion, European or 
FA cup! The giants of PlayStation footy 
sims are currently warming up for, 
what promises to be, the biggest 
software bout of the season. The title they 

it looks as though, unless Konami have 

something very special up their sleeves, the 
championship race could well be over. 

Gremlin have put their weight behind 
making Actua 2 feel as arcadey as possible. 

It's dead easy to control and it’s extremely fast 
paced. While it lacks the variety of moves and 

tactics of FIFA ‘98 and ISS Pro it’s faster than 

  

é ey all covet is that of Top PSX Football Simulation. both of ‘em. After just a couple of games on the first 
A vicious tackle but the ref has turned a blind eye to it. You And while the ISS games, the adidas duo and the skill level, we were knocking up cricket scores against 

can make them as strict or lenient as you want. never-ending FIFA series have long been out there doing — opponents like Argentina. So any kind of footy game 

      

        

4046 SHEORERS GLI Staes 33 ebezIt Oe   
The Brazilian 
corner. Look 
where he’s 

aiming, this    

    
       

     

     
    

   

If he was English that would he a ‘Shearer's All Stars should (Above) The corners offer the 
fair tackle, but he's Argentinian be easy to beat as the likes girls a glimpse of some lovely 
so he’s a cheating wuss. of Pele are a bit past it polygon legs. 

(Left) Ravanelli scores. Rare picture. 

NaliehOnssneanersmyany! 
As part of his role as Gremlin’s footy advisor (and who better to get advice from than the numero uno in British football right now?) Alan 
Shearer has put together his perfect 11 team for you to go up against. It's not going to he his current team mates either (and let's face 
it they're far from perfect) — he’s picking players from the past as well as the present. 

You can still change the team around 
if you think you know better than the 
mighty Shearer. 

  

    

   

17: PELE 
PASSING ATTEMPTED: 1 KEY: @ 

COMPLETED; 1 ASSISTS: 8     

i : i hould be : ing off that ¢ their star rating. they s 
3 3 : | 

The replays offer you the chance of really annoying a mate by showing off tha ; 7 K a ti 
= = e

s 

drive into the top corner again and again... and again. ; look this healthy when he’s the same age. 

 



            

Shearer goes for an amazing 
header. Maybe Gremlin have 
fixed it so that he scores most big H1OK veRSion! 

of the goals, seeing as he's Got a PC? Then you don't need to miss out on 
involved in making the game. Actua Soccer 2's particular brand of football 

magic. It's a top old conversion and if you 
have a 3DFX or Power VR card then you're in 
for a right royal treat. This version features an 
enhanced editor mode where you can go as far 
as changing someone's hair and appearance. 
We asked Howling 
Mad Matt (ae “Superlative 
Pierce from PC ES th et eran leet enn 4 animation and an 
Gamer to give ‘a See intuitive control 
us his opinion. ae system propel 

R ma Actua Soccer 2 
above any 

football game 
(and that includes 

FIFA 97), that I've 
seen. With the added 
benefits of a 3D accelerator 
card, the beautiful game 
has never looked so, well, 
beautiful on the PC, while 

   

    

The cheat. He's trying to tickle him as 
he’s taking the throw. Blimey!     

  

   ; seeea 10H/s the Barry Davies/Trevor 
Francis commentary, 

The old fashioned top down Sensible It's a shot but Seaman should be up to it’ He's gone around the goalie If this was WSUS esta ere eres PETE graphic detail and 
sheer Sensi- 
style liquid 
football are in a 
league of their 
own. Small boys, 
jumpers for 

goalposts. Hmm 
very good! Yep, 
this is a stunner!” 
Matt Pierce 

Soccer style view is still one of the best. Get ready for the rebound. Andy Cole he’s still miss it 

a La 
* HIGUITA 

7 ¥ ay 
eS] 4 F ASPRILLA’ %» 
ee B eee Meee ne na 

*) 33K/S cz : c 
ANCE HE 13H se Exit RepLuy 

     
boffin'll have to resort to the higher skill levels almost 
immediately, especially if they want a challenging Gard 
multi-player game. 

Sporting sheepskin jackets and wielding microphones lg 
this time are Barry Davies and Trevor Brooking with some wae = 79? wN 

spot on commentary. There’s no hint of missed calls — : <a it 
talking about a goal kick when it’s obviously a corner — or 
repeating the same quote a dozen times in one match, 
unlike some games. The only drawback is that Brooky 
does tend to give long, in-depth analysis of simple 
situations, but he shuts up eventually. 

Actua 2 relies on International competition for its 
kicks so you can forget all those Newcastle Vs Man Utd Four players, count ‘em. You can all play on one side but there 
duels and worry more about stomping all over those will be arguments. There were when we tried it 

(Pein 
Actua 2 lets you go behind 
the scenes to have a word 
with your lads when 
they're on the training 
ground. You can practice 
set pieces like free kicks 
and assign players to run 
into space or be ready to 
head the ball. It gives the 
game more of a tactical 
angle. You can set up 
some pretty complex 

A blistering volley into the top comer leaves the goalkeeper no moves that'll leave your 
chance. What a wonderful shot... EAT MY SHORTS! opponents chasing their 

own tails, leaving your 
star striker free to plunder 
goals at will. 
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Hold on a minute there son. Even the most lenient of referees would —_A quite remarkable dive. Either it’s a hell of a shot or he was 
England just have to stop you trying the old carry the ball to the goal trick. worried that a tackle was on the way and wanted a free kick. 
are top of    
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DeSignsastGam pee 
If you think England's shirts are a bit on the VAFANIED 10F =e. y PTAYER, , Fg Ta =e HEX MATCHS Se ‘ Any team in their 
girlie side or have always wanted to play for the ; 

Parkhurst First XI then you can enter the editing | ike : ie) 
right mind will 

bs have black shirts, 
mode and have some real fun. You can change : a y ss xc §& : : black shorts and 
the name of a team, the style of play and even = : ; en <a , as » ¢ black socks — or 
the colour of their kit. You can change it as often : " = # ss aan maybe that's just 
as you like, so obviously Man Utd have been = a me = =" me. Set them up 
copying this judging by the number of kits they . . a : 5 aaa ween how you like. 
have gone through over the last three seasons. = ; : 

  

Brazil blast one in from close range. Actua may lack some of FIFA's 
subtleties but it makes up for it with raw speed and fun. 

@2 EMSLaUS 

  

  

SHEARER 

  

You see that bloke standing miles away at the other end of the pitch? Well, PrEED.., 33828 
you've got to get the ball to him with a single kick. 

  

Germans and getting revenge for Euro ‘96. There's a host of Zola, Ince and Shearer look scarily like their real-life 
leagues and cup competitions to enter and plenty of options fo counterparts. Select the option that puts a player’s name on 
set them up how you like. screen in the game and you can set up moves that let your 

But alas, the super-smooth, greasily-fast favourite players claim all the goals. 
gameplay does disguise a couple of faults. The Actua Soccer 2 has joined the 
tackling for a start can be a bit of a distinguished ranks of GoldenEye 007 and 
nightmare to get used to. Anything even Quake as favourite office multi-player 

remotely near the box will usually result games. It’s amazingly fast and extremely 
in a penalty and it’s far too easy just to enjoyable to play. It would definitely make 

run from one end of the pitch to the it to Wembley or into the Champions 
other, avoiding all your opponent’s men League. If it’s realism you‘re looking for 
before screaming into the box to put one then you might be a bit disappointed. 
in the top corner. However, if you’re looking for something 

So gameplay wise, it’s not the most that plays lightning fast and can cope with 
realistic game yet (that honour rests with four players bashing away for supremacy 
either ISS Pro or FIFA ‘98) but looks-wise then this is up there with the best of them. And 
there isn’t much that can touch it. Play the at the end of the day this is a splendid simulation _[t's offen easier to run from one end of the pitch to the other than it is to 

  

   

    

   

      

  

    
popular teams and you'll recognise all your favourite of that great game of two halves and —_ risk a passing move. Zig-zag around and no-one will be able to tackle . 
players. Gazza’s a skinhead for some reason, but the likes of we're over the moon. Les Ellis ct J 

A diving header with all those beefy German This team should just build a snowman and stand it Sah ues ag wee a 

defenders lashing out at you. That's brave. in the middle of the goal. Then no one would score. 

   
It's a penalty. These are dead easy to score as the It's gone over the goalkeeper’s head. That must be 
goalkeepers have very little time to react. David James from Liverpool. 

  

An Italian corner. They'll bend it in and try and get Ravanelli to knock it in _ | think that means that the ref has given a corner. Actua leaves you in no 
with his head. Not that the Italians are predictable or anything. doubt as to what has happened and what the ref has decided. 

  

The stands are empty, why don’t they just call it a draw and go home 
early. No will ever notice and they can get back in front of the fire. 

  

VERSION RVEVED lS log array GAMEPLAY }} OVERALL 
NO. OF PLAYERS Mito ~s le oo CY) Etats: ths sterd oot Oil bpp {*), a 
FROM Gremlin Interactive po piel yay fac ead dae, halo lols, md il plane gives ts   

  

PRICE (eggig9 er 
@ AVALABLE \OutNow JUDGEMENT A storming sequel that’s going to give ISS and FIFA a real run for the title over the next few months.  
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THE BEST PLAYSTATION GAMES INV 
THE WORUDSEVER... PART BIKE):     

Test Drive 4~ 
Overboard 

Fade to Black 

PaRappa the Rappeé 

Tenka 

Wipeout 2097 

Croc 

Speedster 4 

Agent Armstrong e We 
Ridge Racer Revofptic 

   
    

    
this Christmas 

! Your |New) Year 

ping jistisorted 

11997: 
The Year Reviewed 

Find out what.you missediin 

‘our month-by-month special! 
     

  

Just,.Drive 
We test thevhottest 

games on wheels... 

Essential 
_-PlayStation 
  

One of the best Saturn, 
games you could play 
this Christmas comes 
from a most unlikely 
source... the import 
market. Buy issue 9 of 
Saturn Power for the 
full story on Tecmo’s 

= mal Virtua Fighter 2 beater. 

 



  

After three years in the non-league side of 
football, FIFA blasts back to the Premiership... 

Ee iF the last few years the FIFA range has been ~ pass attacking n ut a quick double tap on the 

     

   

    

     
       

  

     

   
   
   

    
    

  

   

the Spice Girls of videogames. Every new xtra moves that makes 
version sells truckloads even though it’s any other footy game. 

rubbish and no-one admits to liking them (so who eaders, volleys, chips 
__ keeps buying them?). And with good reason. Since le Pele-load of flash 

the first games appeared in 1994 and ’95 the series 
has gone seriously downhill (ending with the — defensi 

unanimous worldwide kicking FIFA ‘97 sated! But breaking 
now FIFA: Road To World Cup ‘98 is here to show — them 

adia in FIFA’98 look sunerh. But don'tadmire the view for that it’s learnt its lessoi s higger _ atta ; 
than ever before. ae 

_ EA went back to the drawing board shes the Fok 
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kles can still fly in thick ond fast, 
ng the wrath of the ref if he sees 

‘om the crowd if he doesn’t. The 

  

      

_come up wi ne c 
~ gameplay than before and it shows. FIFA RTW( 798 

quite as fast and smooth as Actua, but don’t let 
you. This has more than just speed under its bonnet. All - 
the players have the standard kick, pass, ‘shoot and long 

        

       
      

italy ° 
England © 

You can change the names of all 
your players so that you and your A@ Secustomize sques ves 
mates can all play for the big Re : 
teams. You can change the facial 
hair (must have been a wild party 
the night before they came up 
with that one) and get the players 
looking how you want. Ignore the 
scary facial close ups and soon 

    h Eocustomize sGue. Bf =1 CUSTOMIZE SGUe. 
Player fot Cb Femmes » < 
  

you'll be playing for your very Of course you'll want to alter the England _—- Ever wanted to see what Gazza would look Maybe you could do with bringing some It didn’t work for Bryan Robson though so 
own perfect 11. squad. Hoddle can’t get it right all the time. __ like with a beard? This is FIFA’s idea. foreign blood into your team. take care to keep a balanced team. 

   
    
      



Motion-capture. Sounds like a long 
complicated computer-related 
process doesn't it? We sneaked a 
photographer into the FIFA studios 
and discovered that motion- 
capture is a doddle. All you have to 
do is get a Premier League 
footballer, cover him in glue. throw 
a load of table tennis balls at him 
and get him to throw himself around 
on a nice soft floor. Then take a few 
pictures of him doing it press a few 
buttons and voila, all your players 
will move like the stars. 
   
   

   

    

    

  

   

  

    
   

  

   
   

   
   
   
   
    

    

     

    

   ce Albania o 
Germany o | 

  

the pitch and that’s all that matters. And if the 
actual qualifying for the World Cup section isn’t 3k    

   
      

ie enough for you, you can set up leagues and other And you wonder 
you control of tournaments to keep your interest going until the why Newcastle 
the player you floodgates open. We'll get inundated with wanted to get 
need in any updates and more sequels to all the big games rid of Ginola 
situation. when the World Cup kicks off in 1998. so quickly? 

EA have The team and player editors are quite 
certainly captured —_ sensational. You can transfer players between 

a the feel of our teams to make up your own super squad. You 
beautiful game ina can even go as far as changing a player's 

way that we haven’t appearance and name so that YOU can score the 
seen since ISS Pro first. — winning goals while sporting a full compliment of 

descended upon the facial hair. Fiddle with this for a while and you'll 
~ PlayStation. So what if the have a team full of your mates who can all of a 

? players aren’t as sudden play as well as any international 
4 recognisable as Actua 2's, footballer — you'll just have to fight over who gets 

this-does the business out on to be Alan Shearer or David Beckham (score for 

Try doing this moy fe when 
Playing in the local ald 

  

    
    
    
    

  

Park. You'll just 
You're in the box. 

ao coe 
Unfortunately there's no 
blatant dive button so 

SE ~~ 
And for my next impression — a you'll have to rely on your 
Chr oe aa boas: 

opponent fouling you for 
real to get the penalty. 

    7 Friendly 

|” Road to World Cup 98 

  

    

  

      
Training 

SCA Tee senaaa 
Oo Shootout       

      

The goalkeeper gets his You want options? You got      
    

  

fingers to it but there's ‘em. It's not just the 
no stopping this rocket qualifying stages of the 
shot from reaching the tournament. You can play 

hack of the net. leagues and cups as well. 

  

       

   

  

   =p ae 

goes 
| aad @ Gf Ties ot    

    
   

Tt s-2-one=on-one situation if you-take it around the ‘A double-tap-ani-before-you'know it you ve pulled off ~ Your-can use the replay to really wind people up hy * *~The cameraman runs the risk of being sent off if he 
Goalie he ll stop you. So, shoot quickly! a Beckham-like chip from the edge of the box. Goal. showing off your finest moment repeatedly. gets any closer to ginger-bearded friend here. 
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“FIFA 64, a name to strike fear into even the sternest of hearts. 
FIFA ‘98, a game to help re-establish the brand's once powerful 
name. Yes, it still has those niggly little FIFA faults: a sticky ball a 
lack of animation frames and slightly jerky players, but the point is 
this: you can now produce a fluid, passing game and you can 
score spectacular goals. And no FIFA game ever allowed you to do 
that. EA have learnt something, post-ISS64 and, although this is 
still a far cry from Konami's title, it bodes well for next year.” 
Tim Weaver, N64 Magazine     

  

      

    

of Des Lynam to call on as well. 
This is definitely the kind of 

game that would pick up the ball in 
_ midfield, take it around four players 

before curling one past the unsuspecting 
keeper, whereas Actua 2 relies much more on 

powering through the defence and blasting it in 
from close range. If you want skill, subtlety, loads 

of moves and great graphics you go for FIFA, if 
you want equal graphics but a more arcadey 
approach you go for Actua. For my money 
though, FIFA: Road To World Cup ‘98 has the 

edge and will win in extra time. 

your country or with a Spice 

Girl ~ your choice). 

All this combined 
with the management 
section which lets you 
tinker with your team — 
moving the players around, 
messing with the formation, 

designing set pieces and giving everyone 
individual orders — makes EA’s latest sporting 
event a real achievement. Only ISS can 
come close to this and let's face it, even the 
great ISS Pro is starting to show its age a bit 
now. What's more FIFA RTWC ’98 boasts 
the commentating skills of John Motson and | 
Andy Gray combined with the studio voice 

   

The odd glitch in 
commentary but 
otherwise sounds great. 
Top effects as w Woh eal 

  

  

bemettenaiianaeegan| 
Want to have a crack at managing a team without having to change 
your name, getting a chin that resembles your backside or having 
one of those dodgy Keegan perms? Then try out the management 
options in FIFA RTWC ‘98. You get to tinker with the line up, dropping 
those players who you don't like. Then you can set up the set pieces 
like free kicks and corners while deciding who takes the penalties 
(don’t let Southgate do it whatever you do). 

   

   

   
   
    

      

fezm menegem team meanagen. 

       
    
      
       

     Own Goal 

  

     
   

 



ee JUST GOT YOUR BUAYS TATION: Am 

) Tp We've got the past, 

present and future 

fr \——“4 AY Us a ll sewn up! 
sewed And Rated! ; 
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Everything you to know 
about PlayStation is 

a revealed in this 68-page book! 

@ Peripherals round-up ! of 
t Destrict 2 4. Eee “Gat 2 . mn Games 

feaven's GATE ie. Se i: @ Budget games 
Shadow Muster gi 2 eft <6 

a t complete buyer's quide! . fiascar cu? @ The 20 best PlayStation games 

@ Imports explained 

@ A complete buyer's guide! 

The Future! 
The best looking racer you've ever seen! 

  

  

A massive month by month guide to each month to the year 

  

Duke Nukem Sentinel Returns 
FIFA: Road to World Cup 98 | Newman Haas Racing 
Jersey Devil Bloody Roar 
TOCA Touring Car Racing Alundra 
Marvel Super Heroes One 

Yusha = 
Shadow Master 

Broken Sword 2 C&C: Red Alert Solution i 

Auto Destruct All the latest and greatest cheats! YOUR questions answered 

On Sale Tuesday 
 



in midfield, turn to face the 
goal. Then simply ignore your 
other players and hit the @ 

and ® buttons. 

  

  

FIFA’s back and better than ever, Actua 2’s not messing about and Konami 
have started work on ISS ’98. How will adidas Power Soccer 2 cope? 

actual sleeping giant. Actua Soccer 2 

slots nicely into the Man Utd role, 

constantly rebuilding on a quality 

squad and getting better with each 
passing edition. And ISS Pro? 

Liverpool, mate, still a fine side but 

living on past glories. 
So, to stretch a metaphor just a little 

too far, will aPS2 prove to be a resilient 

Derby, making an unexpected impact in the 

top half of the table? A Coventry, universally 
reviled but grudgingly respected for its unbelievable 

ability to live with the big boys against all the odds? Or 
a Barnsley ~ plucky, spirited and totally unable to bridge 

a massive quality gap? 

S$: FIFA turned out to be Newcastle, an 

  

Run through the stunned 

defence until you find yourself 
in the opposition penalty area. 
Then you'll only have the 
keeper to beat. 

ONG PASS 5 
aed 

©— sor a 
« ——— sworr PASS i 

eS 

  

Either tap @ to place the ball 

or, hit © and®@ for one of 
those predator shots and blow 
the keeper into his own 
goalmouth. Nasty! 

mega shot and the worst you 
can expect is a corner. Often 
you'll get a goal for your 
trouble. Nice! 

   
   

     

Cross the ball into the box and 
get ready with the same buttons 
you use for the Mega Shot. Time 
it right and you'll get this 
devastating volley. 

   

    

      

    
   

  

Early on it all looks worryingly Barnsley I’m 
afraid. A quick delve through the clunky front- 

end reveals a strange and unsatisfactory 
selection of teams. There are plenty of 
them, but any football fan will have a 

problem here, particularly if they’re 
Scottish. Indeed, any fan of world 
football could well be disappointed. There 

are 56 countries to choose from, you see. 

More than enough for most, you'll agree, 
but only five of these leagues can actually 

muster up club sides. Yes England, Italy, Germany, 
France and Spain all have club rosters, so a 
confrontation between Barcelona, say, and Napoli is an 
admirable possibility. Sadly, though, the rest of the world 
can only be represented by their National Squads. One 

  

For the purists out there, the 
back heel provides a rare 
touch of finesse around the 
bax. Hit® and ® for this 
dolightful little move. 

     



      

of the joys of FIFA and Actua is pitting obscure clubs 
against each other, and even swapping, say, Ronaldo 
with Dynamo Kiev striker Andrei Schevenko and seeing 
how they get on. But aPS2 can’t even muster a Hearts Vs 
Rangers clash, or an early UEFA cup tie between 
Anderlecht and Grasshoppers. Admittedly, 
there’s a suplementary Top 20 clubs which 
mops up some of those missed (including 
Rangers) but it’s not the best of starts. 
Surely though, things will get better. 

Inspection of the tactical side of the 
game shows a shocking naivety. The 
formations are present and correct, but 

today’s committed gamer demands more. This 
is where ISS Pro in particular steps up to give 
our plucky heroes a good old-fashioned shoeing. 
Where Konami have provided a wide range of 
devastating, real-time strategies, and EA actually let you 
reposition individual players within your system, 
Psygnosis serve up, well... nothing. Most self-respecting 
football games feel the need to dabble in this area, but 
adidas Power Soccer 2 evidently can’t see the long term 
benefits of letting the player loose in the boot room. Big 
mistake. Still, let’s not dwell on it. There must be some 
compensation on the pitch. After all, Actua 2 doesn’t 

  

particularly stress the dug out as the be-all and end-all of 
football and still scores a very respectable 88% on page 
78 of this very issue. 

  Jeoched i and far from 
adidas 2 is still 

jneiek id the likes of 
FIFA ’98 and Actua 2. 

  

  

  

    

Rnalios 
| Your last line of 

defence, the giant. 
impassible rock 
of your team or an 

= incompetent 

me liability out of 

§ your control? 
| Let's have a look! 

angle. True, there's some real 
venom about this shot but our 

lad's got it covered, he's behind as ae i 

saved — oh, he’s fallen over his 
feet and into 

Presumably then, Psygnosis, as before, have gone for the 
gaming throat, serving up a fast and furious, all-action 
game of rough and tumble football. The sort of game that 
dismisses tactical niceties as a nancy-boy pastime for 

people with not enough to do or enough friends to 
play against 

I's certainly not for the faint- 
hearted — the emphasis is on ‘physical’ 
play. The sliding tackle, for instance, is 

devastatingly effective, and it’s a very 
restrained and fair-minded type who 
doesn’t end up using it as the first choice 

of stopper. On the other hand, the game 
can be far too strict. If it wants a physical 

game, the least it can do is let you get on with 
it. Unfortunately, unless you specify ‘blind’ the 

referee is usually a little Hitler who blows up suddenly, 
and late, every time. This split second delay is infuriating 
in itself. You may think you’ve got away with that neck 
high challenge but the play is almost invariably pulled 
back just as it’s getting interesting. This almost always 
leads to a stop-start, disjointed match. If violent 
confrontation is your thing, though, this is the game for 
you. If you're more interested in football, you might like to 

think again. 

Carrying on the all-action tone, the ‘specials’ that 
marked out the original are back. The speed-up is as 
devastating as ever, and the Predator shot makes an 

Absurdly inappropriate 
commentary from sad 
old gimmer Brian Moore 
lets the side down. 

  

    

A weak angled drive from 
the corner of the box. No 
trouble for your CPU 
colleague. After all, he 
can see that ball coming 
from miles away and 

there's no real power in 

the shot. It's a question of 
getting his body 

behind the 
ball and -— 
oh, he’s 
spilled it 

into the 
path of an 

opposition 
striker. 
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his own goal 

   

SPEED UP ETC... 
If you find yourself in your 
opponent's half then simply 
hit Speed Boost and go for 
goal! But this does little to 
produce a decent and 

balanced game of footy! But 
hell, all's fair in love, war 
and association football! 

RET 

  

     

    
   
   

        

   
    

arcade slapstick, but 
otherwise, plays slug 
is a pathetic sight, lur 
pitch and turning eve 
one is a different thin 
through static defen 
couple of buttons and 
over his line with a po: 
goalies themselves deser 
punishment they get, inco 
that they are. Most angled drives are 
fumbles and that habit of staggering back 
over the line wins them few friends around 
here. Even dodgy Dave Beasant would laugh 
at their goal-spilling antics. 

As a whole the graphics are fine, and it is an 
improvement over its predecessor, but with all the other 
teams producing the best football games the world has ever 
seen, the brand has probably slipped still further behind. 
Is a tough old market, one which will do well 
adidas Power Soccer 2 will do well to prosper in. 

Will Groves (ii) 

‘it wedged into a game that, 
at best? An unboosted player 

   

J Well, it’s a football 
game, $0 Fede! 

will always 
tins ipething cx extra. 

4g
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, Fighting is not an option, bosses. It’s quite possible to around every so often. Not 
! it’s a necessity. The only save at a point from which only will some events only 

time you should use the the only route leads to a happen when certain | 
RI+L1 running away trick is major fight. If your characters are present but 
when you've been attacked characters are not up to the everyone has strengths that 
from behind - it’Il turn your challenge you’re stuck can, and will, come in useful. 

} eat d party to face the enemy. If because from the previous It’s easy to fall into the trap 
: 'f you keep running away from _ save there’s nowhere to go of having a favourite team 

\ Oey battles you'll quickly find and build up your strength. and only using the same 
\ ‘ yourself stuck when you three characters. But it’s 

hs At > come up against a fight you Try to change the much more rewarding if 
iV, , ‘ es can’t escape from, such as members in your party everyone builds up their 
Pal 4  



  

Here's a barrel. =< 
if }can just pusa it over..... a 

    

TEAM Ane 

ya levels at roughly 
the same pace. 

Talk to 
everyone, j 4 
everywhere. 
Chances are that sd 
they'll say something 
different the second or 
third time you speak to 
them. So keep investigating 
and keep talking! 

Puews previews /neviews/srecials Mila cenrens (BQ) cAMESMASTER os JANUACY 1998 Gil 

likewise, take your time 
and search everywhere. 

Many of the more powerful 
Summon Materia and Limit 
Breaks (a super attack that a 
character has access to 
whenever their Limit Break 
Bar fills up in battle) can only 
be found in awkward, out 
of the way places so 
it pays to 
keep exploring. 

4 
Don’s Mansion 

  
  

  

If you’re finding it hard to 
locate a doorway or exit from 
a scene don’t forget that a tap 
of the select button will bring 
up entrance, exit and ladder 
markers. You really should 
consider yourself fortunate - 
the Japanese version didn’t 
have these. And remember that 
you'll need fo press © to 
confirm that you want to climb 
a ladder. 

     



  

Cy 

A Ruse Oe, Wino tthe Dell aes your? 

If you've got a bit further into the game now’s - 
the time to think about two new additions to SOME SAT 
your quest. There are a pair of hidden characters 

S| in FF7 and although neither of them are 
essential to finishing the game, you'll miss out 

| on some nice chunks of the story if you ignore 
» them. Both are first available fairly early on 

(during the first disc) but the good news is that 
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Siinagileaiiaiens 
heh 

they can join no matter what stage of the story 
you’re at (provided you’re on the world map). 

reply, “I’m not 
interested.” 

  

When Yuffie asks, “You’re 
pretty scared of me, 
huh?” choose the reply, 
“,..petrified.” 

When Yuffie says, “I’m 
really gonna leave! 

PN You’ll probably first come across Yuffie in a REALLY!” choose the reply 
ON %y, small forest between the Gold Saucer “Wait a second!” 
Ve entertainment complex and Cosmo Canyon (it 

      

doesn’t matter whether you’re in a vehicle or 
on foot) where she'll appear randomly in about 
one battle in five. She’s not hard to defeat but 
after you win the fight you'll need to respond 
correctly or she’ll run off, robbing you blind in 
the process and causing some ripe language if 
you’ve got Barret in your party! 

When Yuffie taunts Cloud with, “You spikey- 
haired jerk. Let’s go one more time,” choose the 

  

When Yuffie asks, “You 
want me fo go with 
you?” choose the reply, 
“that’s right.” 

Finally when Yuffie 
replies, “Alright! I'll go 
with you!” choose the 
reply, “Let’s hurry on.” 
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This mysterious character can be found in 
the mansion just off from the main square 
in Nivelheim. But you'll need to learn 
exactly how to open the mysterious safe in 
the room just off to the left, at the top of 
the stairs. 

The clues to the four numbers of the 
safe combination are written on a nofe in 

_— ee The most 
 ¢ e complex part 

- of FF7 are the 
ves mysterious 

These are 
Materia orbs. 

little crystals 
that you can 
pick up and 
buy during the 

game. They plug 
into little indentations 
in your armour and 
weapons, giving you 
special attributes. 
While you’re still in 
the city you'll tend to 
come across a lot of 

the same types of 
orb = Fire, Ice and 

a
 

fl 

the orbs grow in 
strength the more 

times you use them the 
‘arrange’ command in the 

Materia menu makes it 
easy to swap Materia 

  

Eee | & 
or sy a ae: 

‘s
t 

the room to the left of the mansion’s main 
hall. Don't worry that you can only see 
three clues, just move the pointer to 
where the fourth one should be and press 
© (it’s written in invisible ink, see). 

=r 

  

Once you have the combination, which 
(if you really are too lazy) is: 

right 36 left 10 
right 59 right 97 

you'll need to input them within the 
safe’s 20 second time limit. Use the 
direction pad being careful not to scroll 
past the correct number. Once the safe is 
open you'll have to battle a boss before 
you can help yourself to its treasures - 
the ‘Odin’ summon Materia and a key to 
the basement. 
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lots all developing at different rates. 
An exception fo this rule is the ‘All’ 

Materia. When used in a linked slot it 
extends the range of the other linked 
Materia to either all enemies (in the 

Lightning are typical 
- but it’s not wise 
to have too many of 
the same Materia 
floating around. As 

  

4 95 Prrerecs = Are 

eels laa 

The room you want next is through the 
stone wall/door in the upper right-hand 
room. You'll find it down the spiral 
staircase and in the basement, just before 
the library that Sepiroth’s been raiding. 
Inside are some coffins, the centre one 
contains the sleeping Vincent. Wake him 
up and hear his tale. Once you’ve had to 
wake him a second time (and it doesn’t 
look like he’s going to join you) leave and 
he‘Il catch up. 
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Cloud 

Artis 

  

    

case of 
attacks) or 
all team 
members (in 
the case of 
Materia like 
the Hit 
Point 
raising 
‘Restore’). 

between party members. It’s 
best to have one continually 
growing power rather than  



  

GOLDENI 
Still with us, 007? Jolly good. Now if you'll 
Stop dawdling we’ve got ten more missions 

for you to polish off... 

      

    

      

    
    

Natalya can be a bit dim ~ 
diving in front of Your gun. a) ~ 

Good luck, 007, 

   
     

    

If you lose Natalya, she'll 

probably end up in the loft. 

    

Grenades can be handy but not Clear the Courtyard area then 
exactly subtle. 

find Valentin, 

   
The tank’s gun is slow — best 

What are you waiting for, 007? to use a machine gun. 
Do your duty! 

  

     
        

    

      
  

ie warned you atut this woman before, James. 
Itd be tetter te leave her where she is while 
you talk te Mishkin. She df only get in the 
way ctherwise and itd te a shame te shoct her, 

$ know hew much you like the heavi 

weaponry, James, tut you {f protably Find 

a humlle KFU Saviet more effective 

than the tank cannon against the street 

traps. Be sure te destroy the minefield 

before running over it as well, dear: 

Blowing up road blocks well in 
advance is advisable.



  

    

  

      

On « Agent difficulty, there is an RPC-90 i 

hidden in the wooden crate over from the first 

brake unit. On Secret « Igent this becomes a 

DD, tut there is nothing there on CC 

Agent. Sorry, James, I did muy test. 

  

Beware using the wooden 
Crates as cover — they explode. 

  

    4g ih S- 
The DSK Deutsche is the best Mire se x jective — Even subtle navigation will This is your final objec for your task. 9 : F pepe tor Ye attract a group of followers. the train loading area. 

  

      

/f you don't shoot the guys on 
the train, the CPU'U do it for you. 

  

The worst thing ateut this level is the 
possibility of getting lost and then worn dawn 
by all these nasty Russians. Its geing to help 
a at if you can werk cut where you need to 
ge as quickly as possible, James, 

    Soldiers will sneak up behind 

you. Look out. 
       

        

   

Make good use of the armour 
near the first three clone guns. 

Brilliant but tough, that’s the 
train level all over. Get the Assault Rifle as quickly 

as possible. 
    



lu have to wonder 
ul. Rememter to retrace your 

steps to pick up unclaimed armour, Natalya The grenade launcher. U it . Use we vance wi 7 ent advance without you, se if you leave her in a near the end of the level safe place, she shouldnt come to any harm. 

(4 

Oh, that woman re James, ? 
1 whether shes wert 

      Watch out for the clone guns 

on the harder settings.     

   

        

Stand well back when 
detonating the remote Mines.     

   Bit of a stroll this level, on the 
easiest setting. 

     

     

Protecting Natalya is tough. 

Watch both sides. 

  

No Shooting Of the scientists — they'll pull Juns if you do, 

       
ff) i 

Don't follow Natalya out. make 
for the last mainframe. 

  

     

Beware sneaky attacks from 

behind.      

     

Protecting Natayla is almost the hardest thing ‘. ll de in iy 

whele of the GoldenEye mission, James. J just uope shes worth 

Get hold of that RC P-9¢ as quickly as possible, de abate all 

James. The end of this mission is exceptionally 

dangerous. Good luck! 

  

    Inaccurate shooting near the radio will ruin Your mission, 

     
    

  

You'll need the other body 

armour in the second shack.     

When you pe off that nasty (06 

(J never liked him), you ll be able 

to enjoy the games end sequence. 

Well done, dns Y knew you 

could de it. 
Pick up this body armour a 

hehind you at the start. As you drop down, keep firing Wot ni 
and crouch, Weil pick you up in a chopper 

if you're successful. 007   



soi epee : ow Dropping down the trench at | The control centre is fairly Careful navigation around the 

the start leads here quicker. | easy to find. corridors is required. 

  

    1 [20 

Shoot first down the corridors 
before walking down.      

Soldiers will take cover The Moonraker guards are 
behind these crates. easy to spot. 

  

P Shoot the soldiers just after The Moonraker Laser —a 

vi ittneaponofcvce. || 02Y Hint grenaaes. || brian weap 

es should gel easier once you have the Mocnraker Laser, e careful with that nasty man with the tin teeth man. 
lots of troutle last time, rememter, 

James, tut 

He caused you 

  

Take the soldiers out at Success! The Golden Gun is One shot puts anyone down — 
maximum distance. yours at last even Samedi. 

  
     

     

     

    
      Only take on Samedi when 

you have the Golden Gun. 
Lovely water effects, not that 
you'll care after one attempt. 

The secret corridor complex. 
Beware the clone guns. 

      

    
   

      

    
  

   Killing Samedi three times 

finishes him off. Or does it? 

    x uve come all this way and it would te silly to i yourself hurt now, 

le — theres no reward 

      
      

James. Try to avoid the soldiers as much as pessit 

Keep moving on this level — Double-handed shooting is the 

stopping attracts a crowd. 
You might want to adjust the 

way to go. 

jor killing them, and the neise will only attract unlimited re-enforecements. 

brightness on your TV, here.   



"| Right, I’ve got a chronic _ : 

headache from all these \ Whammy! Abe's Oddysee Bust-A-Move 
festive celebrations... ~@  _ &-Police Sega Rally 
especially nasty when y Resident Evil Extreme-G 
ou’re all head, no Ky OW Nuclear Strike Turok: Ding 

ody! So excuse me for {Way _ Wild Arms Hunter 
being tetchy but can we =x, <= Marvel Super —_ Jedi Kinigh 
just get on with this? AO unt Hexen 

Could you please help me 
with Oddworld: Abe’s 

Oddysee. I’m stuck on the   level Scrabania where the two 

mines are in mid-air and you have to give the bloke the 

password. Gorn, elp us ahrt guvnah! My friends have told me that on Resident Evil there is a key 

| need your sagely wisdom on Psygnosis’ stunner G-Police. to open the door of a closet where you get some new 

Any chance of some cheats or mission passwords? clothes but GamesMaster please tell me where it is, OK2 

ee. 
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I'm writing to ask if you've got any cheats for Nuclear 

v1) Strike? It's my fave Strike game yet but as hard as nails 

é For goodness sake, you gotta help! 

 



  

| have been playing top RPG Wild Arms on import. Is 

there anything | can do to get it finish    
Final Fantasy 7? Reveal all or | mig 

mighty powers! 
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| have heard that there are loads of cheats 
for Turok on the N64. Do you know of any 

and if so, how about printing them? 

  

    
     

            

      | have just got a copy of Extreme G for my 

N64 and was wondering if you could 
supply some cheats for it. 

   
    

  

     

  

hy 
You’re ik you've had 

for Christmas and you're too 
embarrassed to ask your friends 

for help. Well don’t panic or have 
a fit of depression. Just write in 
and we'll try to help you out as 

much as we can. 

write to: 

HELP! 
GamesMaster 

Consoletation Zone 
30 Monmouth Street 

Bath 
Avon BAI 2BW 

Forget The Force. All you need to get 
anywhere in this game is some honest to 
goodness cheats. Enter these codes by 

- pressing t when playing. 

jediwannabe on — Enable god mode 
jediwannabe off - Turn off god mode 
red5 — All weapons 
wamprat — All items 
white flag on - Turn off Al 

white flag off - Turn on Al 
_deeznuts — Level skip 

-5858lvr — Reveal map 
_imayoda — Light master 

~ yodajammies — Full mana 
bactame - Full health 
racoonking — All force powers 

    

eriamjh — Flight mode 
sithlord — Dark Jedi 

slowmo on - Slow motion 

slowmooff — normal speed 

What would a Doom game be without 
cheats? Here's a full list of the blighters for 
Hexen 2. Off you go young adventurer! 
god —- God Mode 

notarget — enemies don’t recognise you 

changelevel X — Changes level X 
give h x — Give health (x=amount to a 
max of 99) 

impulse 9 — All weapons 
impulse 14 - Gives you a sheep 
impulse 23 - Torch 
impulse 43 - All weapons/Mana/ltem 
chase_active 1 - Chase Mode 
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PlayStation 

  

Gamesgsyong would like tomake it clear that although hig 
jetsetingamomanising lite-stylemayrappear to be glamoujous 

he assures us that his only-desire 1s to,provitle ana nedonisitG 

   
     

   

            

iommeneynontalsavith cheats and tips, What a guy... 
doigtachasjustaloue-hin-guys-n-gals ? 

| know the game’s just been 
released over here are 
some cheats for Final 

Fantasy 7. |'m 
| borrowing my 

mo) 4 ; }} cousin’s copy of the 
oe game (he lives in 
4 a@ America) and | 

managed to find this 
stuff out: 

Chocobo Stamina Trick: 
Hold R1 + R2 and keep pressing ® and your 
stamina should rise. 
When using the hit point or magic materia 
you can fill your limit gauges really quickly. If 
you have 999 hit points and you get 500 hit 
points your bar will fill, even at level 4! 

Morphing Stuff: 

You can get lots of stuff when you morph 
things, try this out on every type of enemy 
you meet. 

How to Breed a Gold Chocobo: 
Firstly, there are five different coloured 

Chocobos. There are yellow ones, blue ones, 

green ones, black ones and finally golden 
ones. Each type has females and males — 
obviously. (When breeding Chocobos, you 
will randomly get either a male or a female. 
You cannot determine 
the sex of 
Chocobos.) Before 
you try to breed 
Chocobos, you 
must have at least 
three rooms 
rented at the 
Chocobo farm, 
which you will find 
located in the 
centre of 
the left 

most 

  

     
   

    

   

   

   
   
   
   

  

    

      

   
      

   

continent. You must have access fo the flying 
craft. (The one that Cid controls). 

Yellow Chocobos: 
The yellow Chocobo is your basic Chocobo. 
You get this one while wondering around the 
map. (On places with Chocobo footprints). 
These Chocobos come in five different types. 
The utterly rubbish Chocobo, the not so 

rubbish Chocobo, the normal Chocobo, the 
good Chocobo and the utterly brilliant 
Chocobo. The two rubbish Chocobos have 
their heads slouched down and seem to be 
just walking. The normal Chocobo has his 
head up and looks like it’s just standing there. 
The normal Chocobo has his head perked up 
and is in the midst of just walking. These 
types of Chocobos are found on the lower 
right section of the Western Continent. The 
good Chocobo doesn’t have his head down 
and is in the midst of just running. This type 
of Chocobo can be found on the most 
southeasterly island. The utterly brilliant 
Chocobo has its head down and is in the 
midst of running very fast. This type of 

Chocobo can be found on the southern part 
of the icy continent. 
The Blue Chocobo (The river 
Chocobo) & The Green Chocobo (The 
mountain variety): 
These types of Chocobo can’t be caught. 
They must be bred at the Chocobo farm. In 
order to breed these Chocobos you need an 
utterly brilliant yellow Chocobo, male or 
female, a yellow good Chocobo of the other 
sex, and a plant that must be obtained from 
monsters that you may encounter in the forest 
near Bone Village. (Sylkis greens also work). 
By breeding the male utterly brilliant 
Chocobo with the good female Chocobo, 

you get either the blue or the green 
Chocobo. By doing the opposite (OK male 
Chocobo and great female Chocobo) 

you get the other. 
The Black Chocobo (Crosses 
both rivers and mountains) 

In order to get the black Chocobo; 
A, you need to breed the green 

\ Chocobo with the blue Chocobo 
A by using the same plant (Sylkis 

greens) you used to breed the 

@reen (and blue) Chocobo. 
The Gold Chocobo (crosses all rivers, 

mountains and the sea): 
In order to get the gold Chocobo, you need 

to breed the black Chocobo with the utterly 
brilliant yellow Chocobo using a plant that 
you get by fighting goblins at any of the 
islands on the top right part of the map. 
(Called a Zeio nut). 
IMPORTANT! 

Just because you bred the right Chocobo 
does not mean you will get the desired 
Chocobo. In order to increase the chances, 
you must make the Chocobos at least an A 

rank Chocobo. This is done by racing in the 
Chocobo race at the golden saucer. In order 

to increase the relationship between you and 
the Chocobos, or/and the speed of the 
Chocobo, or/and the stamina of the 

Chocobo, you must feed them a lot of plants 
sold by either the person tending the 
Chocobo farm or by feeding them a few of 
the plants (at least three) sold by the man that 
lives in the centre of the snowy continent. 
After getting the blue Chocobo, you can read 
a cave on the East Side of the map that holds 
a Materia Orb. 
After getting hold a Black Chocobo, there is 
a cave in the NE corner of the SW continent 
and another cave on Yufie’s island (Far 
West). These hold Materia Orbs as well. 
Once you get the ultimate Gold Chocobo you 
can reach a cave in the NE corner of the 
map. The place is not shown on the map 
screen but it’s there. In this cave is the Knights 
of the Round Materia Orb! 
To reset the game at any time press and hold 
down L1 +L2 +R1 + R2 + Select + Start 
simultaneously at any time. 
Chocobo Racing, winning the befss 
PiCk the three that you think will win ang) bet 
on those three only. For example if you like 
the look of Chocobos 1, 2 and 3 then Bet 

on them all, so bet on [1-3] [2-3] and 
[1-2]. This works well. 
Chocobo Attack, How to 
get it: 
You must have the Enemy’s 
Ability materia orb equipped 
on your character before 
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G } James, youre 

a cheat and thats 

why y love yout,    

    

you do it. 
1) Find a Chocobo at level 16 or 36. You 
can find out the level of a Chocobo by using 
the scan materia orb. 
2) During the battle, give the Chocobo the 
“Mimetto” plant foos to ensure that it will not 
run away. 
3) Cast the Lv4 Jibaku (one of the enemies 

ability speels sometimes know as Tekino 
Waza) on the Chocobo. 

4) After casting, the Lv4 Jibaku spell a few 
times, the Chocobo will counter attack with 

the Chocobo Attack. 
5) Now you will have learned the secret of 
the Chocobo Attack! 
All Seven Fever, 7777 hit pints Damage for 
every hit! 
This is a temporary status of any one of your 

characters whose hit point attribute values at 
exactly 7777. If and when your character is 
under the all seven fever status that character 
will automatically engage in a berserk-like 
mode. Instantly attacking the enemy 
repeatedly until it has perished, inflicting 
7777 damage points for every hit! The “all 
seven fever” status will eliminate the enemy 
regardless whether if it is a 
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pda 1 jit Sabha SoaPIGE 
dark dragon with 5,000 hit points 
or a boss character with 100,000 
hit points. However, once the 
battle round is over, that 

character's hit points will be taken 
down to one hit point and needs 

to be healed immediately. 
Once healed back to 7777, the all seven 

fever is once more initiated in the next 
encountered battle sequence and the process 
is repeated. Note that this status is in fact 
TEMPORARY, as once that character gains 

that next level upgrade, the total hit point 
attribute is altered, so no more all seven 

fever! 
Loads of money: 
Try selling a zentaika materia orb (At 
mastered level) for 1, 400,000 Gil. 

Need more money part two: 
Sometimes there is a person standing in front 
of the house at the entrance of Gold Saucer. 
He will sell gold pieces for Gil. You can buy a 
maximum of 10,000 Gil. Try going in and 
out of the Gold Saucer until he shows up. 
| have not confirmed if this works but you 
may want fo try if. First, go to Mancharia and 

go to the house in the top right had corner. 
press ® in front of the clock. You'll get a card. 
Next, use the card until you have no money 
left on it. Finally, go back to the clock and 
press X again. You will get another card with 
no money on it, but you will now have 

unlimited money. 
The Best Place to Build Up: 
In the last area, go to where you get Shield. 

In that area, there are Magic Jars. They come 

alone or in pairs. When beaten, you get 

8000 EXP, 1000 AP and good gold. For two, 
double these figures. You usually get a top 
ether as well. Also, there are little red orbs 
that always come in a group of three. When 
beaten, they give zero EXP, 2400 AP and 

90000 gold. That is for all three, not 
individual. Beware of the Master Tonberi 
though. If you aren’t in a high level, these can 

be a pain. There are small blue things that 
wear robes and carry a lantern. They have 
44444 HP. If you choose to fight, it only has 
has one attack that seems to grow in power 

as you go up levels. This is still the best place 
to raise character levels and orb levels . 
Here's where to find the items that give you 
the characters Level 4 limits, some of the 

characters won't actually have a Level 4 limit 
level attack. 
Cloud-Battle arena in the Golden Saucer. 
Trade in your battle points for items. It costs 
32000 BP. 

Barett-Battle arena in Golden Saucer. Trade in 
your battle points for it, It costs 64000 BP. 
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Tifa — Her house in Nebliheim. Press the 
following buttons when you are playing 
the piano: 
COORG) 
® ©, @ O+11, @+ 11, ®, ©, @ @+L1, ©, 
@,® 
Gait Sith - He only has two limit breakers. 
Yulfie - In the five floored Asian Temple in 
her hometown. It’s where you get Leviathan. 
RedXill - Open the safe in Nebilheim and the 
boss that you kill will give it to you. 
Cid = Look in the sunken plane. 
Vince — go to the waterfall on the Western 
Continent. You must do this before the end of 
disc two! It’s surrounded by mountains. You 
need the sub (find a narrow passage in the 
north area) or a gold Chocobo to get there. 
Yu will see a scene from Vince's past and then 
leave and go back when on disc 3 with Vince 
in your party and search to get it. 
Best Weapons: 
Cloud - After that big beast attacks Midgar, 
go to the Crater Lake on the Eastern 
continent. You will see Weapon there. Attack 
it. After a bit it will run away. Keep following 
it and attack with Tenki no Waza orb 
equipped so you can learn the Shadow Flare 
spell. When you beat it, you'll get Ultimate 
Weapon (Atma Weapon) for Cloud and the 
path to Frog Forest will open up. You can get 
the Apocalypse sword for Cloud here. Not a 
very good attack but Materia growth is X3. 
RedXIll - When you are almost done the 
second disc or later, go back to Cosmo 
Canyon and talk to Bugen Hagen. Make sure 
you have Red in your party. After a bit of 
talking, Bugen Hagen will pass away but he 
leaves the best weapon for Red. 
Tifa - Go back to Wall Market late in the 
game (about the same time you can get Red’s 
Weapon) and enter the shop that is the 
marked item. If you remember. this is not a 
shop but just has a switch that will make a 
machine gun fire. Pull that switch and you will 
get Tifa’s best weapon. A note about this 
weapon. Its power increases as her Limit Bar 

goes up. 
Yuffie - Go to the sunken plane and search 
on there. also, use the sub to find an item in 

a passage that will put out the flames in the 
cave by her village. There are more items for 
her in there. 
Stvart Johnson, Banbury 

Dino Mode 
Type T REX to race as a dinosaur. 

~ ) 

Type on option scree! 
Super Power - B, A, ay 

Dream Team - A, A, B, B, C, C, A, A 

Cheat mode 
Type: SALMON AXE to enable cheat mode 
Type: W to win 
Type: C to access all purebreeds and 
hybrids 
Type: L summon monolith 
(PSX) Black Dawn 

Full Weapons 
Tap In: Select, L2, Select, R2, L1, L2, R1 and 

R2. 

iP 
Play as boss 

Complete game by beating boss. 
Then select mode of play, then press. 
X button to play as the boss. 
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PlayStation 

Blood Refill 
While playing press @, », ®, 
©,0,43 = ande 
Full Magic 

Press », », ©, ©, @, 9m and 
« while you're playing. 

ae 
Paysation 

Level Select 
Got to map and press @ and all 
shoulder buttons at the same 
time. Then repeat by pressing 
Down-Left instead of a. 
Jamie Smith, Scotland 

ON 

Killer Instinct Gold is a top 
beat-em-up despite what other people say 
and | have been slaving away trying to be 
the best at it. It’s no surprise then that | 
have some top tips for Rare’s top 
bruiser for you, right here, right 
now. So here they are: 
Get 90+ Hits on Combo 
Counter... 
As you know the combo counter 
stops at 90. But here is a way to get 
more. Enter the cheats code for all the 
options (Z, B, A, Left Shoulder, 
A, Z on any character's 
profile screen) and turn off 
knockdowns and turn on 
quick openers and cheap Gai 
juggles. Now pick any 
fighter and do a rN 

repetitive combo. When 
you are sure you have at least 90 hits 
do an autodouble and throw 
your opponent. You will 
find it says 91 hits. But 
there’s more. Pick Galcius and stand right 
next to your opponent. Hold forward and 
keep pressing quick punch over and over. 
When you are sure you have 90 hits then 
throw your opponent and as they are falling 
catch them with a medium kick uppercut (D, 
DF, F+MK) and do an autodouble (QP or QK) 

then finish with his throw super move (DB, D, 
DF, B+QP). The counter will say 96 hits! 

Make Combo Say 0/1 Hit 
(Make sure you have the options that | 
mentioned before. Pick Galcius and do the 
following combo) 

QP 90 times, throw, catch foe with medium 
uppercut as they land, QP or QK, 
autodouble, super throw (which is DB, D, DF, 
B + QP), catch foe with medium uppercut.as 
they land again, QP or QK autodouble and 
then finish with the super throw again: If 
you've done this right you'll Get O hits on tne 
combo counter because you have done 100 
hits! If you get 1 Ai if means you have done 
101 hits. Weird, ehe 

Kill Opponent in Practice Mode... 
As you know, you can’t hit an opponent in 
Practice Mode. Well you can now and here’s 
how: 
make sure you have the options that are 
mentioned above. Pick Galeius and do the 
combo which | gave you in the last tip (Get 0 
or 1 Hits on Combo Counter). You'll find that 
this puts the opponent in their red energy. Do 
this combo again and you'll kill your 
opponent and be returned fo the 
title screen. 
Missed Ultimates... 
Play without any cheat option on (so make 
sure knockdowns are on). Take any fighter 
and get your opponent in their flashing red. 
Then do Pressure Move (forward and FP or 
FK depending on fighter), Special, Pressure 

          

   

    

    

   

   

  

   

   

   

    

        
    

    

   

      

     

    

    
   

    

™ Move, Special, 
Pressure Move. The 

J Pressure Move will 
knock your opponent 
down. As the last 

@ Pressure Move hits 
Y quickly do your 

fighter’s ultimate 
move. Your opponent 
falls and the ultimate 
misses or maybe hits 
the opponent as she 
or he starts to fall. 
Cool! 
Air Juggle 
Enders 
Make sure 

throwdowns are on. 
Pick any fighter andi@o Pressure Move, 
Special, Pressure Move, Specialy Pressure. 
As the last Pressure Move hits quickly do 

your fighters 5th Ender The ender will hit the | 
opponent as he/she falls trom the last 
pressure moye, juggling the opponent for 

five times: 
Daniel Factor, London 

P.S. Does anyone know how fo get 
Missed Ultras? | have tried using 

the method for missed 
Ulfimates but it doesn’t work. 

IFanybody does know send 
them to GamesMaster for 
them to print. 

Secrets of the Tamagotchi: 
Q: | really want to pause it. 
A: If you really: Want to pause it, press the 
middle button When no icons are high 
lighted so that fhe Glock is @isplayed, then 
press the right and lef pultons ailing same 
time so the clock is in SEP MODE. Ihen just 

leave it until you want t6 Unpause lly at thal 
point set the clock to the proper time, as if 

won't 

have changed. 

Q: | want to wake the lickle thing 
up when it’s asleep! 
It won’t get grumpy or upset if you do this, 
but this is another cheat as above, set the 

clock to 11.00AM for example and it will 
wake up but putting it back to sleep by 
putting in your normal time will make it age 1 
year. Not recommended for the more caring 
of owners. 

Q: | want to make it age quicker! 
A: It is only possible to cheat the age counter, 
you cannot make it morph stages quicker 
than normal but if you really want to make 
the age go Up, set the clock as above to 
Make iso that its gone to bed - 11.00pm 
for example the let if sleep for a moment and 
then set the clock to 11.00am and it 
will have aged one day. Again, not 
recommended for the more caring 
of owners. 

      

   

    

Q: What's this test mode thing 
all about? 
A: The manufacturers put in a test 
mode to make sure all the pixels and $ 
icons were working properly. 
Warning: this test mode will 
reset your current pet If you 

really want to see the fest 
mode, hold down the left 

button while pressing the 
reset button on the back. The 
pet area display will then be 
totally black, displaying all ® 
pixels. Then press the middle 
button which will produce’@ checkerboard 
pattern with half the icons being displayed. 

LE LGLERS



Next press the right button which will produce 
the opposite of the first checkerboard pattern. 
Lastly, press the left button to display an 
empty box, just the outsized pixels of the area 
will be displayed and to get to the egg on 
screen to hatch another pet, press the middle 

button. Easy, innit? 
Jason Dutta, via e-mail. 

© 
Press T to talk and then type in the following 
cheats: 
SWGHAN = God mode 
SWGIMME = Gives everything 
SWGREED = Turns on the cheat codes 
SWGHOST - No clipping mode 
SWSTART = Places you at the starting position 
SWMAP - Reveals map with the Tab key. 
SWITRIX — Turn on the bunny Rockets 
w/Rocket weapon 
SWLOG = Reveals info on frame rate/location 
WINPANCHINKO - Allows you to win the 
Panchinko Games so you'll always get 
awarded a prize. 
Raza Yunus, via e-mail 

Met 
PlayStation 

To activate the cheat mode, load the 
game and wait for the infogames 
logo to appear then quickly press: &, 9 
@, ©, @, ¥, ©+@ (press the last two 
buttons together). The phrase “Lock 
of will appear fo confirm 
correct code entry. Before 
the screen changes, press 
one of the following: 
Unlimited time - «+L1, Narrow 
Tracks — #+L2, Restart race — 
+R2. If you want four of these 
cheats active at the same time press 
and hold #+114124R1+R2 when the lock off 
message appears 
on screen. 
Richard Edwards, Surrey 

€9 
| have decided to share my Dungeon Keeper 
excellence with the world. So here are some 
very useful tips for levels 18 and 19 (They 
may also help with other levels): 
On level 18, first thing you should do is build 
a tunnel connecting the two parts of 
inpenetrable rock that stick out to the 
North. Let your imps fully reinforce this. 
Then when the heroes come they can 
breach your dungeon. When they 
realise this they'll begin to head 
home and they will stay 
perfectly still somewhere 
until you attack them. 
But don’t! Wait too long 
or there will be too many 
heroes for you to kill. Attack the 
east first, there are two bile 
demons and two tentacles to 
enslave. 

On level 19 you will 
need a few horned reapers 
so make sure they have 
there own small areas with 
hatcheries and lairs and lock all doors 
around them. Another clever thing you can 
do is to build a small scavenger room for 
them, drop them in there, they will then stay 
happy without spending any money. Because 
there is no one for them to scavenge. On this 
level you should always have the 
imprison icon on and you shouldn't 

let Prisoners turn into skeletons 
because Wisel will scavenge them 
off you, so torture them. 
Dungeon Keeper God (Steven 
Lewis), Redditch 

: 
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To increase your money keep your 
fingers on Shift and C while 
playing until you want to stop. But 
watch out, the lady at the desk { 
announces that you are cheating! 
Daniel Goodricke, Jersey 

oN 
Enter BDFW BFGV JVVB. This 

takes you to Level 1. When you 
press Start, a features menu 

comes up. This allows you to 
warp to other levels, activate God mode, gain 
full health, get all weapons and ammo and 
look at maps. 
Dale Rubscisdin: Dumfriesshire 

> 
PrayStation 

| have a secret for the newly released Croc on 
the PlayStation for as many extra lives as 

the later levels where lives are at a 
premium. On level 3-5 “Leap of 
Faith” turn towards the balloon, 
you'll see a platform just behind 
the rock. Jump to rock then 
platform. Ill drop taking you to 
another platform where you'll 

enter a bonus level. 
Complete and collect 
four lives where you 

will be transported to 
the Start of Leap of 

Faith. At this point, quit 
level and reselect Leap of 

Faith and continue as many times as you like. 
If you like you can go to the level you’re 
having trouble with, save game and wherever 
you start you will have this many lives to start. 
You can go back and get extra lives at any 
point you like. 
Dominic Newman, Newquay 

oO reson 
Level Codes 
1.N/A 
2. AMAJYHCQNY 

3. AQAJAOBUHZ 

4.2 

5. 2EBZQCHE*F 

6. KKRJJIBY2F 

7. KSBLZTFQJV 

8. AYBDYLEAHV 

9. QECCYODUQV 

10. ANCDY#BIZF 

11. IWCTAJFUMF 

A 12. 2CMZAHU&F 
Y 13. IGTMJXDEZV 

14. IOTMEJHFIBV 

15. IWTMBIHI!F 

16. I&DF*IDA#V 

BOSS - 1GENTGBQDV 

1OE#2CDISF 

> 
PlayStation 

| have just witnessed an amazing cheat. 
Me and my friend Paul Younger found it on 
F197 on the PlayStation. We are not sure 
how exactly we did it but this is what 
happened: 
Race in Spain (Barcelona) 

  

Select Damon Hill as your driver. 

you can be bother to collect. It’s mainly for 

Then get BLACK FLAGGED! 
Quit to the main options menu and 

select Williams No.1 (Jacque 
Villneuve). 

; Race any circuit (do not practice or 
qualify). 
Then get BLACK FLAGGED! 
Now, quit out to the main options 
menu and select any circuit. Now 
you will notice that you can select a 
bonus track and many of the courses 
will be in reverse. No bad eh? 
Kian Mokhtary, 
Whitley Bay 

I've come across a nice new cheat for Virtua 
Fighter 2 on the Mega Drive. Go to the 
options and highlight exit. Now on exit press 
Left on the D-Pad 10 or 12 times and it 
should now take you to options + where you 

can now start play at Dural’s level. 
Philip Jeffery, Hull 

VN 
Here is a tip for Lylat Wars on the N64. 
Get to the easy boss on 
Corneria and do a 
somersault through his legs 
so that you go over him and 
back through his legs. An extra R Wing 
should now appear in front of you. 
Alastair Norman, Bolton 

- 

Golden Mega Man 
Note: To find the capsule with 
enhanced golden armour your 
energy must be at full power or the cheat 
won't work. At the password screen enter: 
2357 5633 6462 7738 

You will begin on the first stage of Dr 
Doppler’s lab with all of the necessary items. 
Now refer to the pictures on the right and 
their descriptions to get the secret chip 
enhancement that also gives you the 
golden armour. 
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Infinite Jumping Code 
Enter Up, Right, Down, Left, Z and Start 

Unlimited ammo 
Go the main title screen and when the words 
“Press Start Button” appear enter By By By C 

and Start. (This cheat only works for the 
main gun.) 

HK 
Nine Credits 
At the Start/Option sereen press X, A, Left 
Shift, Right Shift, Lett then hold Left Shift and 
press X, C, Z, A) Right) Right, You should 
hear a sound ifdone correctly. 

bi 
When on the sereen that says Start Game 
and Options, press G, Right, A, Left, A, Up, 
C, Right, A, Left, Aj Up: For killer codes you 
can set it on any fatality and play as Smoke 
and the Boss and play @ hidden game. 
For secrets: B, A, Down, Left, A, Down, C, 
Right, Up, Down = You ean look at the bio 
screens, choose a zone ana have the timer off 
just for that zone. 
Press A, C, Up, B, Up, By Ay Down and you 
can get 95 credits, look af fhe bio screen and 
listen to all the effects. 
Brendon Egan, Hitchin 

= 
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OEP SOeP VIBE 
Cheat Menu 
On the options menu hold a, 
R1, R2, L1 and L2. There will 
be a thud on the screen. Now 
you can select the 2? and 
access a cheat menu. 
Classic Characters 
Go to Rayden, Kano, Kung Lao or Jaz and 
press select. Now Rayden will be MK7 
Rayden, Kano will be MK7 Kano, Kung Lao 
will be MK2 Kung Lao and Jax will be MK2 
Jax. 

Stage Select 
Go to Sonya press @ and Start. When you've 
chosen your character you can select your 
stage. 

Random Select 
Go to Noob Saibot and press Up and Start. 
Now the computer will chase your character 
for you. For controller two go to Rain instead. 
Jonathan Buck, Leicester 

Here’s a great one for that spikey 
hedgehog Sonic in his three 

dimensional incarnation. To get a 
level select on Sonic 3D play the 

  

   

game as usual then put it on 

pause. Leave it like that for ten 
minutes and when you come 
back you'll have a level 

select. Easy as that! 
May not be the greatest Sonic 

game ever, but this helps. 
Jonathan Buck, 

Leicester 

Come on, he a 
Game Spong! 
This is your chance to join the ranks of the 
GM Secre 

thoroughly sinful gamesplaying bloke/lass 

vice and prove what a 

you are. Send us your tips, cheats, codes 
hints and just plain old in game quirks and 

we'll print them each issue. All of us know 

at least one game a bit too well — our Robin 

knows Resident Evil just a bit too intimately 
but that’s 

proud of. So go on, prove to everyone what 

for instance something to be 

a top game spong YOU are! This is set to 

become THE most cc mprehensive source of 

tips you can get weaty little hands 

on. 

Tips by ink 

Secrets Service 

GamesMaster 

Future Publishing 
Beauford Court 

30 Monmouth Street 

Bath BA] 2BW 

Tips by wire 

mhawkins@futurenet.co.uk 

ellis@futurenet.co.uk 
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Giv’s roving camera person crawls like a Clap! Clap your b 

in Pee, cgi names tae p eachware clean off! GM’ : As ani ‘ — 

consmando to give you this snap of Dominik and audience agpi. in off! GM's st yone who knows anythin i . . 

ee at ep SEP eae ite tt ‘uaience applaud themselves into nis programme will ything about making a TV Judging by the size and volume of those shorts 

somecie playing tomb Raider 2. some bloke forgot to roll his t hon head He 5 k is ne you, this man has a vital job these people either have a rare tropical disease or 

frousers up! makes swishy patterns in the water and : shouts. é play basketball.  



         World exclusive JOHNNY FFINGH interview! 
If this really is the end of GamesMaster the TV series, then who better to 
quiz than oupwery close media chum, the producer of GamesMaster TV... 

ao RR SN Tt: > ~e ad 4 

COT ROR RES a bien " ‘ Fs Pe See —— 

LAX 

* Aes 

Cor, it’s the magic of television. By pointing his 

‘camera’ at ‘stuff, moving pictures are beamed 

into your very homes. Ace. 
             

  

   

  

    

      

According to our resident teenage pop expert Les, 
this is All Saints landing on GamesMaster's fantasy 
island. Where's the little bloke? 

GM Survival tip Number 67. Next time you ‘re 

ship wrecked on a desert island remember to 

huddle together for warmth with Emma Noble. 

   

      

    

series Dominik’s loverly laydee Girl Fridays wear 

tree bark and very little else. 
         

        ™ 

WAG-S0 THIS DESERT ISLAND SETTING THEN. 
AT S THAT ALL ABOUT? © 
We thought itiwauld'loak good and he fun 
work on. (Crowd stroke collective chins 

ahd nod sagely.) 

SREALLYTHELAST. 5 
7 ARE YOUSURE? — G      

     

     

  

   MOMENT FROM ANY SERIES OF GM? 
TV: Er, | think getting some sad git in a 

=} MAG: WHY ARE YOU STOPPING NOW? Robocop costume on in seriés four. 2 = 

- IV. quess we feel we've taken it about as far 4 MAG: HOW VITAL IS THAT SHAVEN HEADED 
as it can go, especially considering it’s on at + MAG: DO YOU GET LOTS OF MAD LETTERS AND —ENIZEN OF WIT. MR DOMINIK DIAMOND, TO 
6.00pm. If Channel'4 agreed to put it on abit + PHONE CALLS FROM VIEWERS? GAMESMASTER THE TV SHOW? 
later and make it a little longer then | think TV: Sure. | get loads of letters from viewers TV: Well personally | wouldn't do it without 
we could do something really different but many of whom are rather confused about the. him. Dominik brings a hell of a lot to 
frankly it’s very unlikely that this would nature of reality but | make sure we answer GamesMaster— ‘humour, intelligence and 
happen. (Crowd beat heads against floor.) them all. (“YOU think WE'RE confused?” shout 9riginality. In fact the whole.tone of.theshow _ \aws 

in unison. is pretty much downto him. Jn terms of m 

MAG: HOW WILL GM BE KILLED OFF? ARE WE crowd in unison.) 
y 

SET-FOR A SPECTACULAR LAST PROGRAMME 
THAT ENDS WITH DOMINIK LYING IN A POOL 
OF BLOOD, OR WHAT? 

TV: Well, the last ‘normal’ show is show nine 
and believe me that is spectacular — the 
world’s first international show on Tekken 3 
and a celebrity challenge that has to be seen 
to be believed. The last show of all, show ten, 
is a look hack at the last seven years and 
should pull on the heart strings of anyone 
who's ever been a GamesMaster fan. (Rustle 
of a thousand handkerchiefs as crowd 
indulge in syncronised nostalgia.) 

    

or 

    

   
    

          

    

  

      

  

    
    

    

  

        

      

   

    

   

  

      

      

        

    

1. Tomb Raider 2 — 
2. Resident Evil 
3. Super Mario 64 _ 
4, Dungeon Mast 

MAG: WHO CAME UP WITH IDEA FOR ree, wend resem: aa eS 
GAMESMASTER IN THE FIRST PLACE? » Final Fantasy 7+ 
TV: The boss of our company has a son who al    | at the tender stage of eight piped up 
something along the lines of “Mummy. | 

=| wish | could see a show about my SNES”. 
1 He's been taking a cut of my wages ever 

since. (Crowd, on feet, yelp and applaud.) 

MAG: SO WHAT'S THE SINGLE GREATEST 
MOMENT OF GM COMING UP IN THE NEW 
SERIES THAT NO-ONE OF SOUND 
GAMESPLAYING MIND SHOULD MISS? 

TV: Well, the Christmas show is 
something of a corker as I've mentioned. 
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Rik and Dominik bring their own brand of game 

reviewing to our TV screens... but is this really 

the end? Er... yes itis! 

a technically complicated 
show made to a very tight 
schedule and without 
Dominik’s professionalism it 
simply wouldn't work. This 

Hang on a minute! They're having a larf! It's not a 
desert island at all but a cheap tri [ ip trick designed to 
fool the TV watching public. : 

The skimpy red swimming coss 

one thing. Games Master meets 

shrivelling results. 

ay things 4 
the night. (One thousand ~~ 

| anorak&are placed securely on 
1008 lapis at the thought 0; 
real-lifé; non-computl, 

ies can mean only 
Baywatch with 

A typical scene on Gamesmaster: Some 

children staring into a small straw hut while 

Dominik and a lesser celebrity look on. 

doesn?t come across one 
creen but, by the end of 

approach with 
caution, try to 

© Stay calm and 
the feeling 

| of nausea 
5 WILL pass. 

list eb i's cial 
know where to start. EYC, Bad 
Boys Inc, Michael Fish??! 

t MAG: SO HAS THERE BEEN 
om last : ANYTHING YOU'VE HAD TO CUT 

OUT OF GMTV TO PROTECT 
Wy INNOCENT VIEWERS FROM 
Wy UNBRIDLED FILTH? 
=<! 7V: | cut at least half of all 

GM's Desert Island Dises 
Because we all delight in each others company GM, the 
mag, have opted for a selection of multi-player games... 

1. GoldenEye 00 
Mario Kart 64 
Tekken 2 

{ pee o1 ii 

series. (Thoughts of violence 
require 1000 satchels to be 
placed on 1000 anoraks, for 

| MAG: WHAT ARE THE GIRL FRIDAYS/DOMINIK’S good measure.) 
| GLAMOUROUS ASSISTANTS LIKE TO WOR us 8S 

  

  

Johnny's Top 5 
moments from 
any series of GM 
1. The contestant playing two 

Virtua Cop 2 arcade machines 
at once. 
2. The Tetsujin beatiing 100 
Virtua Fighter players in a row 

3. Dominik marrying Europop 

star Whigfield in series five. 

4. Dominik screaming for 
mercy on the World’s tallest 

rollercoaster. 
5. Dave Perry failing to see the 

funny side of his defeat in last 
year’s Christmas Quiz special 
(to this day he still thinks we rigged 
it, which we didn’t)  



If these are scenes, then we're well and truly Watch out for programme nine when IV's Emma 

behind them. This is GM with damp trousers and Noble gallops against a fellow stunna on Namco's 
sand in our lunch box for the 9 O'clock News. horse-amatic Final Furlong coin op. 

es — he has a very colourful imagination. (Crowd: 
f the rainbow... all praise his purile wit!") 

PERRY? A FORCE FOR GOOD OR EVIL? DISCUSS... ; 

ave a problem with Dave Perry but he takes himselfa bit too | 3 
aminik has a rather different opinion. fe a 

W/ HAVE ANY REGRETS ABOUT THE DEXTER FLETCHER YEARS? 
' (Crowd dissolves into huge puddle of empathy.) NEON GENESIS 

4 WHAT DOES A PRODUCER DO THEN? LOTS OF SITTING AROUND 
OSSING PEOPLE ABOUT? OR NOT? EVANGELION 

IV: | sometimes think that my job consists entirely of answering 
questions. All] do all day is answer questions. In fact it gets so bad that Genesis 0:6 
I spend a lot of time hiding from people who | know are planning to ask 
‘me a question. (Crowd: “What's the fastest land mammal then?’) 

MAG. 50, GM'S ON TV FOR TEN WEEKS A YEAR. IS THIS THE MOST SKIVEY 
JOB EVER AND WHAT DO YOU FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR? 

1V: It's a great job — the most fun I've ever had at work. The rest of the 
year | spend the huge amounts of money | get paid for doing it. 

MAG: WHAT ABOUT THE FUTURE? THERE HAVE BEEN RUMOURS THAT THE 
_ PROGRAMME WILL BE BROADCAST ON THE INTERNET. 

_1V-1 don't think the technology for Internet broadcast will be ready for a 
year or so but we certainly are looking into it. As far as other work is 
concerned | haven't got a clue. Having worked on a show about 
computer games is the TV industry's equivalent of a criminal record so 
lll probably never work again. (Crowd: “Ha, ha, ha, etc. . .” rise to feet 
clapping as though their lives depended upon it. Tears well in 1000 
pairs of eyes and silent vows never to forget are whispered through 
barely surpressed sobs... Anyway, Star Trek's on BBC 2!) 

M's island is big enough to These are the sort of sordid scenes we saw ( = | R EJ E R YY G) uj R Cc &) i=] | |= Ss Ni Give 3 

hide undiscovered tribes |backstage - men crowded around a box! Gah! 

* ~ 
| ENCLOSE A 

2 CHEQUE/POSTAL : 

, To be continued... ORDER FOR 
£13.99 for 1 Video inc. P+P heel “é, 

gh Next month we talk to our £27.48 for 2 videos inc. P+P 
- MAKE PAYABLE TO A.D. VISION. 

close personal showbiz SEND YOUR COMPLETED ORDER 

buddie, the one and only Mr \ | FORM TO: 
Dominik Diamond! Come on! A.D. VISION UK 

PO BOX 9, BANGOR 
GWYNEDD, LL57 1ZA 
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O/be sa baby! 

CH, Hho? > baby £ 
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Obe ba bhaby/ 
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(0 ‘He abs yl 

be ba babi! 

New from Dave Perry, the creator of Fartiworm Jimand MDK, 

comes a revolutionary 3D shoot-em-up for both PlayStation and 

PC. Realtime Tessellation, Deformation, Interpolation and 

Volumetric Lighting — yes, Volumetric Lighting — clash in an 

bye-funging tale of seals, shadows and a premature apocalypse. § Geo Achy / 

Forget George Dawes and meet Bob, the new body- 

snatching herd-cherul in the next issue We'll whisk you to 

California for a behind-the-scenes look at Messiah. 

~ } 

(a be” SCL baby / 
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courtesy of MicroProse. To 

d top racer Ultimate Race 

ith this P200 MMX 

ke sure it can 

gorgeousness. They’re also throwing ina PC 

joystick so you don’t have to fumble around trying 

use keys on 
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TS: AT THE 
FOREFRONT OF 
TECHNOLOGY 
INSIDE THE 

LATEST ISSUE: 
We reveal the hot new technologies for 1998 

The MiG 29, the F-22 and the EFA 2000 fight it out 

Reviewed: the world’s first Dolby Digital TV 

Taking the world’s fastest boat for a ride 

PLUS! Mad new gadgets from Japan 

  
/f you want to get your hands on this computing giant, you ve got @ Save £1.45 an issue on the cover price 
to get ghoulish. It's simple, all you have to do is scare us. Just Re ee ee ee 

. . . Title (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)....... secssseseel URIAIS...csoe 

send in something that is soooo scary that members of the GM ve Fe 
team run off in tears desperately searching for cover. It can be hal. 
anything you like, but keep it legal (no breaking into Marcus ‘s 
house and ripping apart his Teletubbies foam-filled soft toy 

Postcode 

Daytime telephone 

collection!) So get your thinking caps on and work out how to get {would ike to pay ty 
the hair on the back of our necks standing up on end! ee 

The sender of the scariest thing we get eae 
will he declared insane, but will also win fae 
this awesome piece of kit so get thinking. as 

Offer ends 31 January 1998. Valid in the UK only. 

Return to: T3 Subscriptions, Freepost (BS4900), Issue 16 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 6BR | | 

ORDER HOTLINE: 01225 822511 on sale now! 
Code T3T2 £2.95 

RULES 
1. Closing date for entries is 28th January 1998 ¢ 2. Editor’s decision 

is final, no correspondance will be entered into ¢ 3. Winner will be 

announced in issue 67 ¢ 4. No entries can be returned 

  
PC may not be as illustrated hut will have stated specifications.
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cow THe 
breast Selling like hot 

ins ROOK Il sakes but twice 
ne World 95 chewy and a 

lot more 
EVER...6 informative 
Sf (although less 

useful during 
times of famine). GM is 
THE games mag. 
Bringing you the 
biggest, liveliest, 
brightest games 
reviews and news!



Dear GM 
Congrats on December's 
issue with the video. It 
was brilliant and had 
some top notch sounds on 
it. Is there any way | can 
get hold of the 
soundtrack? One question 
though, are the games on 
the video recommended by 
you or simply an insight 
into the future of gaming? 

I’m seriously 
considering getting Time 
Crisis on the PlayStation 
but is it better to use the G- 
con 45 gun or to release 
the moths from my wallet 
and fork out for the Joytech 
un? What's a poor girl to 

do? Also, are there any games similar to Time Crisis 

that might be worth buying. The only one | know is 
Virtua Cop on the Saturn. 

I'd never really tried any shooter games before | 
tried House of the Dead in the arcades and it was a 
cracking good shoot. Now | want more, more, MORE! 

By the way is House of the Dead ever coming out on 
the PSX? Cheers for your help mates! My knickers 
should be well and truly unknotted with your help. 

Vicky J West, Sussex 

Prepare yourself for total unknotted-knickerdom with a 
litle help from your chums at GM. 

Sorry to say that you won't be able to find the 
swingin’, funky choons that accompanied our free 
video. You'll have to talk to Sony, Konami and the rest 
of them! 

If you're looking for another shooter then there's 
always Judge Dredd, but after you've read the review 
on page 70 you might like to rent it rather than fork 
out a wad for it. Sorry to say that House of the Dead 
isn’t going to be making an appearance on the PSX, 
but rather on the Saturn! Whoops, | guess that'll have 
yoursundergarments knotted once more! 

Dear GM 
| really enjoyed watching the video that came free 

with issue 62 (a great idea something that you should 
do more often). However, | must ask you, where were 

all the Sega Saturn games? | was hoping to see some 
footage of Sonic R, Quake and Sega 

       s   
New Year’s resolutions 

Interesting, witty tales! 

Your gaming heaven on a plate? 

Clever, intellectual banter! 

Attempted bribery! 

   

ome ES 

3 eo ae 

Touring Car Championship (to name but a few), but 
sadly not! 
Chris Evans, Merseyside 

Not THAT Chris Evans su We're glad you enj 
the video so much and mer 4 sorte nore 
in the not too distant future. We would have loved to 
include footage of Saturn games but unfortunately 

were unable to get footage of their games to us 
ay But hey, mayen they oe auction next time. 

Dear GM 
| really enjoyed issue 61, it was the best ever! | 
particularly liked the GoldenEye 007 tips. Could you 
please send me a reply by post because we don’t get 
your magazine over here in Dubai, in the Middle 
East, very often. It was only by good fortune that | 
managed to secure issue 61. 

| wish you great fortune in all your future 
publishing ventures. 
Hamad, U.A.E. 

My gracious, thank each grain of sand in your back 
A your good fortune in securing issue 61. As 
you'll see from 111, GamesMaster copies are 

ing harder cna h getting arder to get hold of these days. 
yway Salem Malakem, Shokran and In Shallah! 

Dear GM 
| have to reply to Heather Guiblin’s letter in issue 61. 
GET A LIFE! She gave us five reasons why 
Tamagotchi’s are really OK. Well you’re wrong! 
Spendktig £10 on an egg that bleeps is ridiculous. Get 
yourself a hamster, mine only cost me £3. Does your 
precious lump of plastic scuttle around in a really cute 
manner, with its silk-like fur rubbing itself against your 
face to show its true love? 

| have a friend whose room is only six foot by ten 
foot, but he doesn’t need a Tamagotchi for a pet, he 
has an ant farm! (OK, so it’s not a brilliant example, 
but you get the idea.) 
Craig Batterbee, Rutland 

OK, Craig we get your point. Insects and hamsters 
have a place in ae hace too (although Cathy and 
Robin prefer cats, Marcus has stick insects and Les has 
cats, a rat and a chinchilla). little hamster fur, 
get yourself enough of them and they make a very 

ble pair of slippers! We are ant-ticipating this 
will be the end of the great Tamagotchi debate that 

  

has been raging through GM's letters pages for the 
last few none Doubtless you lot have other ideas. 

Dear GamesMaster 
| was reading some stuff about the Saturn Dural the 
other day and it got me thinking... What's it going to 
be like exactly? Well the only people | could think of 
turning to were those helpfu and fnowledgenbie folk 
at GamesMaster. 

So what do you know about it at the moment and 
will it be able to play normal Saturn games? 

Oh yeah, how come Mortal Kombat 4 isn’t 
coming out for the Saturn? It’s really disturbing not 
knowing why. Thanks for your valuable time! 
Graeme Woodward, Bogota 

Cor, the console is still years away and still everyone 
wants to know about it. Unfortunately, facts, like 
rocking horse poo, are hard to come by. We know 
that Sega are hooking up with a manutacturer of a PC 
3D graphics accelerator for some of the hardware 
and that Microsoft may be providing the operating 
system for it. Anything more is just rumours. As for 
Mortal Kombat 4 not coming out, we spoke to 
Midway in the States and they said that it had nothing 
to do with the capabilities of the machine, it was 
because they didn’t think they would sell enough to 
make it worthwhile. 

Dear GM 
I've just bought a PlayStation and I’m about to buy a 
copy of MK Trilogy. The thing is what is the difference 
between the iwodiec MK Tibgy and the single-disc 
version of the game? 

Why doesn’t Pit 2 work on the one-disc version of 
MK trilogy? When is MK Mythologies coming out on 
the PlayStation. Will MK4 be coming out on the PSX 
as well? Aaand (time to take a deep breath now Keith 
— Ed) how do you do the moves for MK Kano. 
Keith Forsythe, Co Down 
PS. In Secrets Service (issue 62) | think you made a 
mistake by putting a PSX symbol next to Sonic 3, or 
has it come out on the PlayStation? 
PPS. I’m a big MK fan! 

Kwestions, kwestions Keith. Calm down fellal MK 
Mythologies it already out on the PlayStation but if 
you've missed it, you haven't missed much. It’s pump. 
Yup, MK4 will be coming out, but you'll have to wait 
a while for it as they’re still finishing the coin-op. 
We've listed all the moves before so route through 

October Revolutions 

Collections of decomposing snails! 

Other consoles you want fo slate! 

More nonsense about your hamster! 

Attempted armed-robbery!



fy Sem As you probably know, we're always looking to improve 
GamesMaster even more and as it’s your magazine, we 
want to know what you think of its development. So, 
please name your three favourite bits of this issue in 
order of preference — they can be specific pages or 
sections in general. Whatever — just be honest... 

1 

3 

  

And let us know which bit you didn’t like this 
month (and why)... 

some back issues and our tips books and you'll find appearing on any other system. While a Spice 
all the moves you could want. Girls game won't appear (which is probably a 

good thing) games The GoldenEye 007 (see 
le 92), Diddy Kong Racing (see page 22) 

and Zelda will have your PlayStation owning Also, tell us which three areas of GamesMaster 
Dear GM mates turing green with envy. But with prices you’d improve (and how)... 
| recently saw an article on Teletext concerning the TV —_ dropping all the time, why not have both 
series. At the time | was unable to get the address to machines and get the best of both worlds. 
write to if | wanted to be a contestant. So I’m writing 
to you in the hope that you could help me... please. 
You see the thing is, while playing Mortal Kombat on 
the SNES the other day | found a hidden fatality. It Dear GM 
may have already been discovered and be general First | need to 
knowledge. The move | discovered is Shang Tsung’s get something 
third fatality, where he morphs into Kintaro and out of my 3 
unches his opponents body in half! If this move system! | love 

Fasn’t already ee discovered | would be grateful if © GMI! The Please cut out or photocopy this completed form and 
you could give me the address of the TV series so that magazine of send it to: Revolutionaries, Letters, GamesMaster 
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    | can show them my trick. If this move is indeed course and Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA] 2BW. It'll help 
common knowledge then, oh well, ta for your time! not the us to help you. 

James Smith, Dover intergalactic, 
xylophone-playing, 

Common knowledge. Well if you call something that —star-gazing High 
has been known for a few years common knowledge, Lord of all thing Robin Alway or all-round funny 
then yes, your hidden fatality is indeed common games related. bloke Rik Mayall? You decide. 
Gieitedos. Never mind though, eh? It’s a litle late to But this is the 
27 ona in touch with the TV show but here’s their problem... why can’t GM be a fortnightly mag 

ress anyway, just in case: rather than a monthly one? | can’t stand the 
GamesMaster, Hewland International, City Reach, 5 boredom that creeps up on me as | wait for the 
Grenwich View Place, Mill Harbour, London E14 9NN nest issue of GM to hit the shelves. AND DON’T FORGET YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS 

| absolutely adore C&C but now I’m 
looking for a replacement as I’ve played it to 
death. Do you think | should get C&C: Red 

Dear GamesMaster Alert or ETC? 
|.am writing to you because | recently sold my Also you think that your reviewer Robin 
PlayStation and bought a Nintendo$4. | was told that _ Alway looks like the bloke off Bottom? 
the Big N was much better than the PSX. | know that Aaron Swan, Huddersfield 
the Nintendo has some really great games like Super 
Mario 64 and Mario Kart 64. But how come the Fortnightly? If we did that we would never have 
companies that make the real ground-breaking games _ time for those all-important deathmatches or 
are working on PSX titles? Tomb Raider, for example - indeed, time to play any games, which means 
one of my pacirite games -~ isn’t ever going to come _ we couldn't review them, which would make a 
out on the Ninny. forinightly mag a bit pointless. Seriously Aaron, 

So what do you all think? Should | have stuck to _it does take a full month for us to lovingly put 
my PlayStation? Are Nintendo owners going toseea together each amazing issue of GM. 
Spice Girls game appear on our consoles? What Has anyone got any more celebrity or 
about plans for any of the videogame character look-a-likes? Send them in 
great sim games, like and we'll send you something for the best ones. 
Theme Park and Theme 
Hospital? Please help me 

Every issue we'll put the Revolutionaries replies in 
a dirty great bag - the first one plucked receives a 
hoofing pile of gaming gear! 
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out GamesMaster, I’m These infatuations 
really stuck and you're are Dear gorgeous GM blokes, oe — with characters are 
the only ones who can help Zs | opened your mag, issue 62, with a sigh of , ~ starting to get a bit 
me! Pur-lease! Sts contentment. As usual 99% was great, special mention ; di i Be out of hand Theyre 
Andrew Olim, Coventry f to your Bomberman 64 coverage. But it turned to a Te | not real you ow 

gasp of horror when | saw the sss page. Are your . | S07 Flattery will 
No need to panic = em readers all stuck in 1995 or something? The whole “ : : : get you ... 
Andrew, there are ( th : ' & thing reeks of the old Mega Drive Vs the SNES   some truly arguments. STOP IT NOW! 
incredible titles Right, first of all... 
on the way for 1. A Christmas price drop for the N64, eh? Tell me all 
the N64 — games about it oh Marcus with your rippling muscles of steel. 
that don’t stand a 2. Les, oh dark feisty Les, when will | see Lara coming 

hope in hell of EVER to the PC? 
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3. Anyone even considering buying 
Need for Speed 2 on the PC, please 
save your money. BAD it most certainly 
was, my friends. 
4. Oh please Robin, you are my last 
hope! I’m in love with Hwoarang from 
Tekken 3 and intend to marry him. Can 
ou please print a picture of him, 
Dee small, so that | can show all of 
my mates my husband to be? Thank 
you so much... please print this letter 
otherwise it’s discrimination and (ll 
probably have to take you all to a 

tribunal or something like that! 
Sarah, Milton Keynes 

Sarah, we all love you loads. You can’t 
marry that thick bloke from Tekken 3 
when you have the rippling muscles of 
Marcus waiting for you (he’s got the 
ring out of a cracker and everything). 
The price drop has happened (just as 
we predicted — are we smart or what?). 
Tomb Raider 2 on the PC is out. We 
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hated NFS2 as well, Screamer Rally is 
much better on PC. Your compliments 
reduced Les to tears of joy and have 
boosted Marcus’ flagging ego, So the 
picture's on the previous page! 

IT'S A HATCHER JOB! 
Dear GM 
Having just watched your ace video | 
had to write and find out if GoldenEye 
was coming out for the PSX? What 
about a Tomorrow Never Dies sequel? 
It'd be great to have a game with Teri 
Hatcher racing about the place! 
David Crook, Shropshire 

Nintendo would 
never allow one of 
their star attractions 
to be converted to 
another machine. 
There is another — NOT Terd Hatcher. 

Bond game in the ;iSammmmea 
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pipeline from Rare, but it’s cloaked in 
secrecy at the moment. Its likely to be 
an older film title. Who knows, maybe 
a Moonraker game? 

CAN IT REALLY BE TRUE! 
Dear GM 
I'm writing to you because at the 
moment I’m thinking about the new 64- 
Bit consoles. | have an N64 but when | 

read about the M2, PSX2 and the Black 
Belt, | feel that my N64 will be obsolete 
within a matter of months. The DD add- 
on doesn’t look as though it would help 
a lot. One of my friends told me that 
there was another add-on, that goes 
between the N64 and the DD, making it 
the most powerful machine in the world! 
Is that true? And what about that prat in 

issue 60 who said that the N64 was 
junk He’s just jealous and he wisely hid 

is name from those of us who would 
have taken great pleasure in kicking his 

PRINTING Southern Print (Poole) Ltd 
UK AND OVERSEAS NEWSSTAND 
DISTRIBUTION Future Publishing LTD 
EDITORIAL/ ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES 
GamesMaster Future Publishing LTD, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA] 2BW 
Tel: 01225 442244 
CUSTOMER SERVICES Future Publishing LTD 
FREEPOST BS4900, Somerton, Somerset 
TA11 6BR Tel: 01225 822510 
OVERSEAS LICENSES Please contact Chris 
Power at Editorial/Advertisement address. 
THANKS! Jon B for helping out and Cathy for 
just being there. The Good ipeonle who 
plastered Chris’ arm (and special thanks to 
the bloke who did it). 
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rump through seven levels of Hell. As 
for the Lara Croft cheat to see her 
naked — It’s very easy. Plug in two 
controllers. Then with the @button tap 
out Wannabe by the Spice Girls (an 
song will do but | find that this veel 
one best — trust me I’m a doctor). 
Then with controller one make Lara 
move to the beat of the song by side 
stepping, doing jumps, back flips ete. 
The screen should then go block and 
she reappears wearing nothing but... 
I'll leave that up to your imagination! 
Louis Dyke, Gloucester 

You can forget about your trusty N64 
being obsolete in a few months. There 
won't be any new machines out for 
ages yet. Maybe you should choose 
your Rrenids more carefully in future as 
this one is obviously well past his kick-in 
by date. Oh and please don’t anyone 
als write in about the Lara Croft cheat. 
There's no such thing. Deal with it.   
GAMESMASTER MAGAZINE © 1997 Future 

Publishing LTD. GamesMaster TV Show © 1997 
Hewland International. Nintendoo4™, SNES™ and 

Game Boy™ are trademarks of Nintendo. Saturn™, 
Mega Drive™ and Game Gear™ are trademarks of 

Sega. PlayStation™ is a trademark of Sony. Jaguar™ 
is a trademark of Atari. 3DO™ is a trademark of The 
3DO Company. 

GamesMaster Magazine recognises all 
copyrights contained in this issue. Wherever possible 
we have acknowledged the copyright. Please contact 

us if we have failed to credit your copyright 
All contributions are submitted and accepted on 

the basis of a non-exclusive worldwide license to 
publish or license others to do so unless otherwise 
agreed in advance and in writing. 
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Nintendo 64 with 3D Controller 

99, 99 less £10 off any other.item” 
Official UK Nintendo complete with official 
3D controller and RF lead. 

Nintendo 64... 

Fire Pack TWO 'Niniendo: Sb controllers, 

132.99 ,.0£10...... 
and { RF Lead 

“Deduct £10 off the 
price of any one 
item bought at the 
same time as a 
Nintendo 64 and PAY LATER if 

\ your total purchase is over 

A £250. subject to status (S oe ? 

ff any other item”   
    

  

SCART LEAD - scart TV 8.99 
HI-Fl AUDIO LEAD - stereo 9.99 
TV LEAD - SVHS TV or video 9.99 

256K MEMORY CARD (12 slots) 7.99 
1 MB MEMORY CARD (48 siots) 12.99 
OFFICIAL 256K MEMORY CARD (12 siots) 14.99 

NINTENDO 64 DELUXE CARRY CASE 24.99 
PAIR OF EXTENDER CABLES To extend four 
controller leads by an additional 1.5 metres each ...9.99 
PACK OF FOUR EXTENDER CABLES 16.99 
RUMBLE PACK Look for games marked (RUM) 12.99 

Nintendo 64 Controllers 
ARCADE SHARK STICK 34.99 
5 fire buttons, view control, analogue 

and digital directional controls, inter- 
changeable joystick, auto-fire and 
slow motion 

  

OFFICIAL 3D CONTROLLERS 25.99 
Available in many different colours: 

Black, Blue, Green, Grey, Red & Yellow   
SHARK PAD PRO 21.99 
5 fire buttons, 4 way view control 
analogue and digital directional 
control, auto-fire function, slow 
motion function 

SUPER PAD PLUS 
5 fire buttons, view control, analogue 
joystick controller, auto-fire function 

slow motion function 

  

19.99 | (gga 
°o   

        

   
   

   
    

TRIDENT PRO PAD 
8 way directional thumb controller, 3D 
analogue stick, 9 fire buttons, autofire 

w motion and LED display panel 

19.99 

   

    

  

   Sony KV14-M1 14” 
| FST colour TV . 169.99 

14” FST Trinitron picture tube 
Front A/V inputs * Simple menu 

¢ Loop aerial * Remote control 

* Trinitron picture * Loop aerial 
¢ Rear scart input 
¢ Widescreen option 

* Tilt and swivel stand detachable 

    

   

with PlayStation 
Valve Pack 

129.99 less £10 off any othe 

with 

Sony Memory 
TWO Sony controllers 

Card 
Demo CD and RF Lead 

ritem* 

PlayStation TWO Sony controllers. 
Sony Memory Card 

Game Pack Worms 92% & Tekken 95% 

159.99 less £10 off any other item” 

with 

Play Station TWO Sony controllers, 
Sony Memory 

Sport Pac & Actua Socce! 

Card 
International Track & Field 93% 

6 94% 

159.99 less £10 off any other item” 

“Deduct £10 off the price of any one item bought at 
the same time as a PlayStation and PAY LATER if 
your total purchase is over £250, subject to status 

MEMORY CARD (15 slots) 
SONY MEMORY CARD (15 slots) 
HIGH CAPACITY MEMORY CARD (120 slots) 
HIGH CAPACITY MEMORY CARD (720 slots) 

DUST COVER FOR PLAYSTATION 
LINK CABLE - PlayStation to PlayStation 
MULTI-TAP FOR PLAYSTATION 
SCART LEAD PlayStation RGB 

PlayStation Controllers 

OFFICIAL ANALOGUE 
CONTROLLER 
Dual analogue control sticks, 
directional pad 

PREDATOR 
LIGHT GUN 

FOR PLAYSTATION AND 
SATURN ...24.99 

3 speed a autofire, bullet autoload <a 

] GAMESTER STEERING 
WHEEL & PEDALS 59.99 
True analogue 

OFFICIAL SONY PLAYSTATION 
CONTROLLERS ...17.99 

Available in grey, black and white 

HYPERBLASTER 
LIGHT GUN 

12.99 
14.99 
-19.99 
.29.99 

7.99 
+ 108,99 
.29.99 

9.49 

24.99 
digital 

   

| progressional steering 
accelerator and brake. 
8 digital action buttons 

  

24.99 
  

Special Reserve ZZAP. 
Pentium P200 MMX 

* Complete Multimedi 
¢ Intel CPU & Mother 

Internet ready with 

fax/modem ral 

  

    
   

     

Windows 95 

  

    

BRIS TOL 
351 Gloucester Road (A38), 

Bristol. 
1 '/. miles from the City Centre 
and just up from Kwik Save 

Tel: 0117 924 5000    

   
168 High Street, 
Egham, Surrey. _ 

Near Windsor and Staines 
Just 1 mile off junction 13 on the M25 

Tel: 01784 473444 

SAWBRIDGEWORTH 
The Maltings, Station Road, 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. 

Not far from the M11, just around 
the corner from the train station 

Tel: 01279 600399 

   
  

   
   

  

     

    

    

      

net 
999.99 

ia System 
board 

* 3D Diamond Stealth 

Norks & Encarta 
¢ 40 great games 

   

  

If you don’t fancy our full Membership offers you can take a Trial Membership for just 50p 

Nintendo 64 Games 
BLAST CORPS 
DIDDY KONG RACING 
DOOM 
DUKE NUKEM 64 

EXTREME G 
F1 POLE POSITION 
GOLDENEYE 
HEXEN 
INT'L SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64 
KILLER INSTINCT GOLD 
LAMBORGHINI 64 
LYLAT WARS 

WITH RUMBLE PACK 
MARIO KART 64 
MULTI RACING CHAMPIONS 
PILOT WINGS 64 
SUPER MARIO 64 
TUROK - DINOSAUR HUNTER 
WAVE RACE 64 
WAYNE GRETSKY 
WCW VS NWO: WORLD TOUR 

40.99 
40.99 
46.99 
46.99 
48.99 
44.99 
40.99 
44.99 
44.99 
44.99 
44.99 

47.99 
40.99 
44.99 
40.99 
40.99 
48.99 
44.99 
46.99 
44.99 

PlayStation Games 
ACTUA GOLF 2 
ACTUA SOCCER 2 
BROKEN SWORD 2 
CARMAGEDDON 
COLONY WARS, 
COMMAND & CONQUER 
- RED ALERT 
CROC 
DIE HARD TRILOGY 
DUKE NUKEM 
DUNGEON KEEPER 
FIFA - ROAD TO WORLD CUP 
FIGHTING FORCE 
FINAL FANTASY 7 
FORMULA 1 97 

G-POLICE 
INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR 

SOCCER PRO 
INT'L TRACK AND FIELD 

JURASSIC PARK 
- LOST WORLD 
MICRO MACHINES 3 
NUCLEAR STRIKE 

ODDWORLDS: ABE'S ODDYSEE 
PARRAPA THE RAPPER 

RESIDENT EVIL 
- DIRECTORS CUT 
SYNDICATE WARS 
TEKKEN 2 
TIME CRISIS + LIGHT GUN 
TOCA TOURING CARS 
TOMB RAIDER 

TOMB RAIDER 2 
V-RALLY 
WARCRAFT 2 
WORMS 

Saturn Games 
ACTUA GOLF 
CROC 
DIE HARD TRILOGY 

DRAGON FORCE 
DUKE NUKEM 

JONAH LOMU RUGBY 
RESIDENT EVIL 
SONIC JAM 
THEME PARK 

TOMB RAIDER 
VICTORY BOXING 
VIRTUA COP 2 + LIGHT GUN 

VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 
WARCRAFT 2 

WIPEOUT 2097 

Cheat Books 
BOOK OF 2001 CHEATS 
COMMAND & CONQUER 
OFFICIAL GUIDE 

  

    

     
   

  

    

  

     

Tel: 

  

   

30.99 
31.99 
31.49 

34.99 

34.99 

34.99 
32.99 
32.99 
31.99 

34.99 
32.99 
36.99 
36.99 
39.99 
38.99 

      

          

   

   

      

  

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 

a 

oO 
It's easy to join, just phone 01279 600204 or send in the order form 
There's no obligation to buy anything, you can be any age, and it only costs £6.00. 

1. Thousands of products to choose from - all at big 
discounts, many at below trade price or under half price. 
There is no obligation to buy & you can join at any age. 

2. Members receive 10 issues of our colour Club [9 
Magazines per year, including our full catalogue of over /f 
2,000 discounted products and great prizes to be won. fi 

3. The incredible Special Reserve Book of 2001 
Cheats (all formats) will be sent to you with your Family 
Membership Card. 

4. AND choose any one of the FREE GIFTS below if you 
buy just one item at the same time as you join. All of our 
gifts are worth the membership fee or much more. 
You can extend (renew) your membership for £5.50 
just to get more gifts if you want them 

FREE MINI BOY KEYRING CONSOLE 
Miniature hand-held console with 55 variations of 4 
classic games. Includes a Tetris style game 

OR FREE VIRTUAL MEGA PET (\ 
8 electronic virtual pets in one. 

Choose to look after a Chicken, Bird, re) é 
Dog, Cat, Dinosaur, Crab, Fishor\ eT. ey 

Butterfly. Pets may vary \. * 

OR FREE PERSONAL 
STEREO WITH HEADPHONES AND 
CARRY CASE 
Personal stereo cassette player with headphones 
plus a padded carry case for tapes & accessories 

OR EIGHT GAMES FREE FOR PC 
Desert Strike, Jungle Strike, Actua 

Soccer semi-final edition, Normality Inc 
playable demo, Zool 2, Lotus 3, Toyota 

Celica GT Rally and Team Suzuki. ALL 8 
GAMES ABSOLUTELY FREE 

OR FREE 
COMMANDER 2 
JOYPAD FOR PLAYSTATION 
8 independent fire buttons & turbofire functions 

OR FREE NINTENDO 64 MEMORY CARD | 
256K memory card. 120 slots. Slots into controller | 

Other offers available. Offers subject to stock 
availability. Overseas members add £2 postage 

    

  
    
    

   
   

        

   
   

      

    

    

   

    

  

  

Ask at our shops or phone 01279 600204 - subject to status 
20° deposit. Pay the balance after 6 months or commence payments 
from £9 per month @ 29.8 APR. Either way there’s no interest for the 

first 6 months - that’s 0% APR.       

Special Reserve 

01279 600204   
  

    

   

      

  

  

  

    

  

2 miles from junction 25 of the M1, 
near Kwik Fit and Pizza Hut 

Tel: 0115 949 1000 
        

    

  

    

UPMINSTER 

  

209/213 St Mary’s Lane, 
Upminster, Essex. 

Tel: 

  

01708 225544 

2 miles from junction 29 of the M25. 

Opposite Somerfield Supermarket 

a 
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| creoIT CARD SWITCH 
fEXPI RY DATE SIGNATURE. (ISSUE NO. ) 

' Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. Overseas surcharge £2.00 per item 
Hardware items (battery or mains) are only supplied to the UK mainland 

Immediate cheque clearance 

Cheques payable to Special Reserve at 

PO Box 847, Harlow, €M21 9PH 
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DISCWORLD 2 GUIDE ' i 
RINERDD sR OEEHETe | OR FAX YOUR ORDER ON 01279 726842 - We'LL FAX BACK TO CONFIRM | 
PLAYSTATION SECRETS ! OPEN 9.30am To 8PM (Mon-Sat) 10am TO 5PM (SUN & BANK Hotipays) ! 
STRATEGIES AND SOLUTIONS | ! 
QUAKE AUTHORISED GUIDE H Members only - Join as you order - no obligation to buy anything } 

UI 4 GU 

TUROK DINOSAUR HUNTER TRIAL MEMBERSHIP JUST 50P (ONE MAGAZINE, ONE ORDER) f 
OFFICIAL GUIDE 

| OR ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP £6 (UK), £9 (EC) £12 (worto) | 
\ Annual Membership includes 10 Club Magazines and our Book of 2001 } 
| Cheats. AND there's a choice of fabulous free gifts if you buy just one item | 
| when you take out a £6 Membership. ! 
i} All prices include VAT and carriage to MOST UK mainland addresses. | 

Ha GAMESMASTER 
iName & Address | 
| | 
! a _ | 
! | CHELMSFORD ! 

43 Broomfield Road, 1 I 
Chelmsford, Essex. | Postcode Phone No. Machine ' 

Just around the corner from I 
the bus station bene membership number (if applicable) or H 
01245 348777 jNEW V MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANNUAL UK £6.00) f 

bc 

| | | NOTTINGHAM | ‘= : | | ! 

164 Derby Road, litem ! 
Stapleford, Nottingham. PALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT ¢ H 

I |ChequelP. O./Mastercard/Creditcharge/Switch/Visa I 
l 
I 
) 
I 
l 
I 
I 
l 
iF 
) 
1 
I 
I 
| 

r
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-
-
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-
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Inevitably some products listed may not yet be available and prices may change. Please phone 01279 600204. Some an carry a £1 surcharge in our shops. SAVE = Saving off full recommended price. Sent to press 20/11/97 Errors & Ommisions Excluded. Inter-Mediates Ltd, T/A Special Reserve, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG 

  

        

  

    

   

      

     

      

  



TQ). BATILEIAGAINGIMVZHIGAUMONSTERS AND DEFEAT THE EVIL HADESINGHISINGN 5] OP iia wes 
hee S5/3) WORLDS WITH ISNEp 

AIDDEN|AREASHHERCULADE POWERUPS AND MAGICAL/WEAPONS? EPS TIE ks 
DISNEY .SIMOS?, SPECTACULAR CD-ROM GAME SET, pcm 

NOW /AVAILABLESON PD ROM AND PLAYSTATION FORMAISIFORILS 9/99) ie Ao 
co.uk/disneyinteractive a, |  


